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Mentoring a Movement
Empowering People
Preventing Harm
About the Center for Health, Environment & Justice
CHEJ mentors a movement building healthier
communities by empowering people to prevent
harm caused by chemical and toxic threats. We
accomplish our work through programs focusing
on different types of environmental health threats.
CHEJ also works with communities to empower
groups by providing the tools, direction, and
encouragement they need to advocate for
human health, to prevent harm and to work
towards environmental integrity.
Following her successful effort to prevent further
harm for families living in contaminated Love
Canal, Lois Gibbs founded CHEJ in 1981 to
continue the journey. To date, CHEJ has assisted
over 10,000 groups nationwide. Details on CHEJ’s
efforts to help families and communities prevent
harm can be found on www.chej.org.

Introduction
The Center for Health, Environment and Justice has developed this fact pack on Cement Kilns in response
to the numerous requests for information that we have had on this topic. This fact pack includes four
types of information: business practices reports, health effects, governmental regulations, and community actions.
We have included materials from government agencies, consulting companies, newspapers, and journals
in an effort to provide a thorough introduction to the issues. The intention of this fact pack is to be used as
a tool to assist you in educating yourself and others.
Our hope is that reading this fact pack will be the first step in the process of empowering your community
to protect itself from environmental health threats. CHEJ can help with this process. Through
experience, we’ve learned that there are four basic steps you’ll need to take:
1. Form a democratic organization that is open to everyone in the community facing the problem.
2. Define your organizational goals and objectives.
3. Identify who can give you what you need to achieve your goals and objectives. Who has the
power to shut down the landfill? Do a health study? Get more testing done? It might be the head
of the state regulating agency, city council members, or other elected officials.
4. Develop strategies that focus your activities on the decision makers, the people or person who has
the power to give you what you are asking for.
CHEJ can help with each of these steps. Our mission is to help communities join together to achieve their
goals. We can provide guidance on forming a group, mobilizing a community, defining a strategic plan,
and making your case through the media. We can refer you to other groups that are fighting the same
problems and can provide technical assistance to help you understand scientific and engineering data and
show you how you can use this information to help achieve your goals.
If you want to protect yourself, your family, and your community, you need information, but equally
important is the need to organize your community efforts.
Thank you for contacting us.
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Environmental Overview of the
Concrete and Cement Industries

T

he construction boom of the late 1990s brought about an increased use of concrete and
cement to construct buildings, roadways, and homes. Manufacture of these materials can
release toxic substances into soil, air, and water if proper controls are not implemented. For
this reason, government authorities have closely reviewed these materials’ potential for degrading
environmental quality in communities. This fact sheet provides an overview of the cement and
concrete industries, their potential environmental impacts, and the status of a major court case to
stop a cement plant from being sited near an environmentally troubled New Jersey community.
What is the difference between concrete and cement?
Cement is a powder produced from several materials, including alumina, silica, limestone, clay,
and iron oxides. Cement is used as a binding agent, most often with concrete. Concrete is a product
formed by mixing aggregate and paste. Aggregate may consist of sand, gravel, crushed stone, or
slag. Paste is composed of cement and water, sometimes mixed with air.
What pollution threat is posed by cement manufacturing?
Cement manufacturing produces a variety of solid process wastes, air emissions, and wastewater
streams, but most of its contaminants are released in cement kiln dusts (CKD). In 1999, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimated that the cement industry disposed of an estimated 3.3
million metric tons of CKD from 110 plants in 38 states. The main components in kiln dusts are
alumina, silica, clay, and metallic oxides, but they also may contain trace amounts of dioxins and
furans, cadmium, lead, selenium, and radionuclides. Cancer risks of concern are mainly caused by
exposure to arsenic in CKD, and there is also a possible cancer threat in kiln dusts that contain
dioxins.
With proper management, CKD is not hazardous to human health, and EPA believes that these
dusts pose little threat to human health through direct ingestion of drinking water. But the agency
says that contaminants in kiln dusts can pose indirect threats to human health through air particulates
and polluted groundwater. The latter problem occurs when landfills are not adequately lined or CKD
is left in open waste piles.
What are the pollution outputs of concrete manufacturing?
Concrete manufacturing generates air particulate emissions from cement and aggregate dusts.
The threat of cement dusts is described in the previous section. Other sources of contamination in
concrete plants are solvents used in cleaning operations and the application of finishes to completed
products. Solvents can threaten water quality in nearby communities when they are released and
seep into groundwater.

For more information, contact Bob Schmitter at 404/894-8064 or at bob.schmitter@gtri.gatech.edu or go to http://www.hsrc.org/hsrc/html/tosc/sswtosc.
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How have cement and concrete issues been dealt with in court?
Proposals to build new cement or concrete plants near communities have caused considerable
controversy. A recent U.S. District Court case involving a New Jersey cement manufacturer and
distributor illustrates the strong impact that environmental justice concerns can have, even in the
face of economic development benefits.
The Waterfront South Community in Camden, New Jersey, is battling the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) and a manufacturer and distributor of cement
products over the location of a new cement facility in the neighborhood. This area of 2,100
residents already contains a sewage treatment plant, a trash-to-steam plant, two U.S. EPA
Superfund sites, and 15 known contaminated sites identified by the NJDEP. The Technical
Outreach Services to Communities (TOSC) program at the Northeast Hazardous Substance
Research Center has helped the Waterfront South Community to review technical documents
involved in the cement facility siting case.
The estimated impact on the community from the new plant is significant: the facility will
emit dust, mercury, lead, nitrogen oxides, and volatile organic compounds into the air, and
approximately 35,000 inbound truck deliveries and 42,000 outbound truck departures are expected to occur each year. In July 2000, the cement manufacturer received a draft air permit for
the facility, and the NJDEP held a public hearing on the permits. After the hearing, the citizens of
Waterfront South filed several complaints asking the courts to stop any further activity at the site
based on a violation of civil rights law. The complaints stated that, in approving the permits, the
NJDEP did not consider the current number of pollutants already in the neighborhood, the
existing poor health of the residents, the racial and ethnic composition of the area, or the cumulative environmental burden already shouldered by the citizens. The U.S. District Court agreed
with the community group, granting the injunction to stop the cement company from operating
its facility and voiding the air permits. However, recent developments in related cases have
caused the court dissolve the injunction until additional issues in the case can be decided.
The decision by the court in the cement plant siting case is anxiously awaited. The outcome
will have strong potential implications for the environmental justice movement, Waterfront
South, and communities facing similar challenges throughout the country. If you or your community have questions about a cement or concrete contamination problem, contact Bob Schmitter,
director of the South & Southwest TOSC program, at 404/894-8064 or by e-mail at:
bob.schmitter@gtri.gatech.edu.

For more information, contact Bob Schmitter at 404/894-8064 or at bob.schmitter@gtri.gatech.edu or go to http://www.hsrc.org/hsrc/html/tosc/sswtosc.
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Feature from Environmental Building News
March 1, 1993

Cement and Concrete:
Environmental Considerations

Illustrations courtesy of the Portland Cement
Association

Cement and
concrete are key
components of
both commercial
and residential
construction in
North America.
The cement and concrete industries are huge. There are
approximately 210 cement plants in the U.S. and 4,000 to 5,000 ready mix plants (where cement is mixed with
aggregate and water to produce concrete). The Portland Cement Association estimates that U.S. cement consumption
has averaged between 75 and 90 million tons per year during the last decade, and projects that consumption will
exceed 100 million tons per year by 1997. Worldwide, cement production totaled 1.25 billion tons in 1991, according to
the U.S. Bureau of Mines.
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What does this mean in terms of the environment? Are these products good or bad? As buildersCement
and designers,
should

we be looking for alternatives or embracing concrete over competing materials? As with most building issues, the
answers are not clear-cut. Concrete and other cementitious materials have both environmental advantages and
disadvantages. This article takes a look at how these materials are made, then reviews a number of environmental
considerations relating to their production, use, and eventual disposal.
Cement and Concrete Production
Cement is the key ingredient in concrete products. Comprising roughly 12% of the average residential-grade ready mix
concrete, cement is the binding agent that holds sand and other aggregates together in a hard, stone-like mass.
Portland cement accounts for about 95% of the cement produced in North America. It was patented in England by
Joseph Aspdin in 1824 and named after a quarried stone it resembled from the Isle of Portland.
Cement production requires a source of calcium (usually limestone) and a source of silicon (such as clay or sand). Small
amounts of bauxite and iron ore are added to provide specific properties. These raw materials are finely ground and
mixed, then fed into a rotary cement kiln, which is the largest piece of moving industrial equipment in the world. The
kiln is a long, sloping cylinder with zones that get progressively hotter up to about 2700°F (1480°C). The kiln rotates
slowly to mix the contents moving through it. In the kiln, the raw materials undergo complex chemical and physical
changes required to make them able to react together through hydration. (See illustration, pages 8-11.) The most
common type of cement kiln today (accounting for 70% of plants in the U.S.) is a dry process kiln, in which the
ingredients are mixed dry. Many older kilns use the wet process.
The first important reaction to occur is the calcining of limestone (calcium carbonate) into lime (calcium oxide) and
carbon dioxide, which occurs in the lower-temperature portions of the kiln—up to about 1650°F (900°C). The second
reaction is the bonding of calcium oxide and silicates to form dicalcium and tricalcium silicates. Small amounts of
tricalcium aluminate and tetracalcium aluminoferrite are also formed. The relative proportions of these four principal
compounds determine the key properties of the resultant portland cement and the type classification (Type I, Type II,
etc.). These reactions occur at very high temperatures with the ingredients in molten form. As the new compounds cool,
they solidify into solid pellet form called clinker. The clinker is then ground to a fine powder, a small amount of gypsum
is added, and the finished cement is bagged or shipped bulk to ready mix concrete plants.
Concrete is produced by mixing cement with fine aggregate (sand), coarse aggregate (gravel or crushed stone), water,
and—often—small amounts of various chemicals called admixtures that control such properties as setting time and
plasticity. The process of hardening or setting is actually a chemical reaction called hydration. When water is added to
the cement, it forms a slurry or gel that coats the surfaces of the aggregate and fills the voids to form the solid
concrete. The properties of concrete are determined by the type of cement used, the additives, and the overall
proportions of cement, aggregate, and water.
Raw Material Use
The raw materials used in cement production are widely available in great quantities. Limestone, marl, and chalk are the
most common sources of calcium in cement (converted into lime through calcination). Common sources of silicon
include clay, sand, and shale. Certain waste products, such as fly ash, can also be used as a silicon source. The iron and
aluminum can be provided as iron ore and bauxite, but recycled metals can also be used. Finally, about 5% of cement
by weight is gypsum, a common calcium- and sulfur-based mineral. It takes 3,200 to 3,500 pounds of raw materials to
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produce one ton (2,000 lbs.) of finished cement, according to the Environmental Research Group at the University of
British Colombia (UBC).
The water, sand, and gravel or crushed stone used in concrete
Table 1
Typical Concrete Mix

production in addition to cement are also abundant (typical
proportions of a residential concrete mix are shown in Table 1). With
all of these raw materials, the distance and quality of the sources
have a big impact on transportation energy use, water use for
washing, and dust generation. Some aggregates that have been used
in concrete production have turned out to be sources of radon gas.
The worst problems were when uranium mine tailings were used as
concrete aggregate, but some natural stone also emits radon. If
concerned, you might want to have the aggregate tested for radon.
The use of fly ash from coal-fired power plants is beneficial in two
ways: it can help with our solid waste problems, and it reduces
overall energy use. While fly ash is sometimes used as a source of
silica in cement production, a more common use is in concrete
mixture as a substitute for some of the cement. Fly ash, or pozzolan,
can readily be substituted for 15% to 35% of the cement in concrete
mixes, according to the U.S. EPA. For some applications fly ash
content can be up to 70%. Of the 51 million tons of fly ash produced
in 1991, 7.7 million tons were used in cement and concrete products,
according to figures from the American Coal Ash Association. Thus,
fly ash today accounts for about 9% of the cement mix in concrete.

Fly ash reacts with any free lime left after the hydration to form calcium silicate hydrate, which is similar to the
tricalcium and dicalcium silicates formed in cement curing. Through this process, fly ash increases concrete strength,
improves sulfate resistance, decreases permeability, reduces the water ratio required, and improves the pumpability
and workability of the concrete. Western coal-fired power plants produce better fly ash for concrete than eastern plants,
because of lower sulfur and lower carbon content in the ash. (Ash from incinerators cannot be used.)
There are at least a dozen companies providing fly ash to concrete producers. Talk to your concrete supplier and find
out if they are willing to add fly ash to the mix. (If your local plant doesn’t know where to get the fly ash, a list of
companies is available from EBN.) Portland cement with fly ash added is sometimes identified with the letter P after the
type number (Type IP). The EPA requires fly ash content in concrete used in buildings that receive federal funding (for
information call the EPA Procurement Guidelines Hotline at 703/941-4452). Fly ash is widely used in Europe as a major
ingredient in autoclaved cellular concrete (ACC); in the U.S., North American Cellular Concrete is developing this
technology (see EBN, Vol. 1, No. 2).
Other industrial waste products, including blast furnace slag, cinders, and mill scale are sometimes substituted for some
of the aggregate in concrete mixes. Even recycled concrete can be crushed into aggregate that can be reused in the
concrete mix—though the irregular surface of aggregate so produced is less effective than sand or crushed stone
because it takes more cement slurry to fill all the nooks and crannies. In fact, using crushed concrete as an aggregate
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might be counterproductive by requiring extra cement—by far the most energy-intensive component

Energy
Energy consumption is the biggest environmental concern with
cement and concrete production. Cement production is one of the
most energy intensive of all industrial manufacturing processes.
Including direct fuel use for mining and transporting raw materials,
cement production takes about six million Btus for every ton of

Table 2
Embodied Energy for Cement and Concrete
Production

cement (Table 2). The average fuel mix for cement production in the
United States is shown in Table 3. The industry’s heavy reliance on
coal leads to especially high emission levels of CO 2, nitrous oxide,
and sulphur, among other pollutants. A sizeable portion of the
electricity used is also generated from coal.
The vast majority of the energy consumed in cement production is
used for operating the rotary cement kilns. Newer dry-process kilns
are more energy efficient than older wet-process kilns, because
energy is not required for driving off moisture. In a modern dry-

Notes:

process kiln, a pre-heater is often used to heat the ingredients using
waste heat from the exhaust gases of the kiln burners. A dry-process
kiln so adapted can use up to 50% less energy than a wet-process
kiln, according to UBC researchers. Some other dry-process kilns use
a separate combustion vessel in which the calcining process begins
before the ingredients move into the rotary kiln—a technique that can
have even higher overall efficiency than a kiln with pre-heater.
In the United States, producing the roughly 80 million tons of cement
used in 1992 required about .5 quadrillion Btus or quads (1 quad =
10 15 Btus). This is roughly .6% of total U.S. energy use, a
remarkable amount given the fact that in dollar value, cement
represents only about .06% of the gross national product. Thus,
cement production is approximately ten times as energy intensive as
our economy in general. In some Third World countries, cement
production accounts for as much as two-thirds of total energy use,
according to the Worldwatch Institute.
While cement
Table 3
Fuel Use for Cement Production

manufacturing is
extremely energy

Calculations of energy requirements for
cement production based on figures
supplied by the Portland Cement
Association, 1990 data. Aggregate and
hauling energy requirements based on data
supplied by PCA and based on the following
assumptions:
• Cement hauled 50 miles to ready-mix
plant
• Aggregate hauled 10 miles to plant
• Concrete mix hauled 5 miles to building
site
• Concrete mix: 500 lbs. cement, 1,400 lbs.
sand, 2,000 lbs. crushed stone, 260 lbs.
water/yard.

intensive, the very
high temperatures
used in a cement kiln have at least one advantage: the potential for
burning hazardous waste as a fuel. Waste fuels that can be used in
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cement kilns include used motor oil, spent solvents,
printing
inks,

paint residues, cleaning fluids, and scrap tires. These can be burned
relatively safely because the extremely high temperatures result in
very complete combustion with very low pollution emissions.
(Municipal solid waste incinerators operate at considerably lower
temperatures.) Indeed, for some chemicals thermal destruction in a
cement kiln is the safest method of disposal. A single cement kiln can
burn more than a million tires a year, according to the Portland
Cement Association. Pound for pound, these tires have a higher fuel
content than coal, and iron from the steel belts can be used as an
ingredient in the cement manufacturing. Waste fuels comprise a significant (and growing) part of the energy mix for
cement plants (see Table 3), and the Canadian Portland Cement Association estimates that waste fuel could eventually
supply up to 50% of the energy.
Energy use for concrete production looks considerably better than it does for cement. That’s because the other
components of concrete—sand, crushed stone, and water—are much less energy intensive. Including energy for hauling,
sand and crushed stone have embodied energy values of about 40,000 and 100,000 Btus per ton, respectively. The
cement, representing about 12% of concrete, accounts for 92% of the embodied energy, with sand representing a little
under 2% and crushed stone just under 6% (see Table 2).
Use of fly ash in concrete already saves about 44 trillion Btus (.04 quads) of energy annually in the U.S. Increasing the
rate of fly ash substitution from 9% to 25% would save an additional 75 trillion Btus.
CO 2 Emissions
There are two very different sources of carbon dioxide emissions
during cement production. Combustion of fossil fuels to operate the
rotary kiln is the largest source: approximately 3⁄ 4 tons of CO 2 per
ton of cement. But the chemical process of calcining limestone into
lime in the cement kiln also produces CO 2:
CaCO 3 ’ CaO + CO 2 limestone ’ lime + carbon dioxide
This chemical process is responsible for roughly 1/2 ton of CO 2 per
ton of cement, according to researchers at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Combining these two sources, for every ton of cement
produced, 1.25 tons of CO 2 is released into the atmosphere (Table
4). In the United States, cement production accounts for
approximately 100 million tons of CO 2 emissions, or just under 2%
of our total human-generated CO 2. Worldwide, cement production
now accounts for more than 1.6 billion tons of CO 2—over 8% of total
CO 2 emissions from all human activities.

Table 4
CO 2 Emissions from Cement and Concrete
Production
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The most significant way to reduce CO 2 emissions is improving the energy efficiency of the cement kiln operation.
Indeed, dramatic reductions in energy use have been realized in recent decades, as discussed above. Switching to lowerCO 2 fuels such as natural gas and agricultural waste (peanut hulls, etc.) can also reduce emissions. Another strategy,
which addresses the CO 2 emissions from calcining limestone, is to use waste lime from other industries in the kiln.
Substitution of fly ash for some of the cement in concrete can have a very large effect.
Other Air Emissions
Besides CO 2, both cement and concrete production generate considerable quantities of air-pollutant emissions. Dust is
usually the most visible of these pollutants. The U.S. EPA (cited by UBC researchers) estimates total particulate (dust)
emissions of 360 pounds per ton of cement produced, the majority of which is from the cement kiln. Other sources of
dust from cement production are handling raw materials, grinding cement clinker, and packaging or loading finished
cement, which is ground to a very fine powder—particles as small as 1⁄ 25,000 of an inch.
The best way to deal with the dust generated in cement manufacturing would be to collect it and put it back into the
process. This is done to some extent, using mechanical collectors, electric precipitators, and fabric filters (baghouses).
But recycling the dust is difficult, according to UBC researchers; it first has to be treated to reduce its alkalinity. Some
cement kiln dust is used for agricultural soil treatments, and the rest (of that collected) is often landfilled on site. There
was investigation into the possibility of using cement kiln dust for treatment of acidified lakes in eastern Canada, but
rather than simply buffering the low pH of the water, the dust chemically created a potentially harmful salt.
In addition to dust produced in cement manufacturing, dust is also generated in concrete production and transport.
Common sources are sand and aggregate mining, material transfer, storage (wind erosion from piles), mixer loading,
and concrete delivery (dust from unpaved roads). Dust emissions can be controlled through water sprays, enclosures,
hoods, curtains, and covered chutes.
Other air pollution emissions from cement and concrete production result from fossil fuel burning for process and
transportation uses. Air pollutants commonly emitted from cement manufacturing plants include sulfur dioxide (SO 2)
and nitrous oxides (NO X). SO 2 emissions (and to a lesser extent SO 3, sulfuric acid, and hydrogen sulfide) result from
sulfur content of both the raw materials and the fuel (especially coal). Strategies to reduce sulfur emissions include use
of low-sulfur raw materials, burning low-sulfur coal or other fuels, and collecting the sulfur emissions through state-ofthe-art pollution control equipment. Interestingly, lime in the cement kiln acts as a scrubber and absorbs some sulfur.
Nitrous oxide emissions are influenced by fuel type and combustion conditions (including flame temperature, burner
type, and material/exhaust gas retention in the burning zone of the kiln). Strategies to reduce nitrogen emissions
include altering the burner design, modifying kiln and pre-calciner operation, using alternate fuels, and adding ammonia
or urea to the process. The cement industry claims to have reduced overall pollution emissions by 90% in the last 20
years.
Water Pollution
Another environmental issue with cement and concrete production is water pollution. The concern is the greatest at the
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concrete production phase. “Wash-out water with high pH is the number one environmental issue
for the
ready
mix

concrete industry,” according to Richard Morris of the National Ready Mix Concrete Association. Water use varies greatly
at different plants, but Environment Canada estimates water use at batching plants at about 500 gallons per truck per
day, and the alkalinity levels of washwater can be as high as pH 12. Highly alkaline water is toxic to fish and other
aquatic life. Environment Canada has found that rainbow trout exposed to portland cement concentrations of 300, 500,
and 1,000 milligrams/liter have 50% mortality times (the time required for 50% of the population in test samples to be
killed) of 68, 45, and 29 minutes, respectively.
At the batch plant, washwater from equipment cleaning is often discharged into settling ponds where the solids can
settle out. Most plants are required to have process water discharge permits from state, federal, or provincial
environmental agencies to dispose of wastewater from these settling ponds. As long as the pH of this wastewater is
lower than 12.5, it is not considered a hazardous material by U.S. law. Some returned concrete also gets put into
settling ponds to wash off and recover the aggregate. On the positive side, many newer ready mix plants have greatly
reduced water use in recent years because of both wastewater disposal issues and drought conditions in some parts of
the country. “More companies are going to completely closed-loop systems,” according to Terek Kahn of the National
Ready Mix Concrete
Association.
Despite the apparent significance of the wastewater concern, the National Ready Mix Concrete Association to date has
not developed standards for member companies on wastewater treatment, including rinsing of trucks and chutes at the
building site. John Mullarchy of the association says that procedures are developed on a company-by-company basis. In
many areas, environmental regulations dictate procedures relative to wastewater treatment. In more urban areas, the
on-site rinse water (for chutes) often has to be collected and treated or disposed of at the plant.
Solid Waste
While the cement and concrete industries can help reduce some of our solid waste problems (burning hazardous waste
as cement kiln fuel and using fly ash in concrete mixtures, for example), one cannot overlook the fact that concrete is
the largest and most visible component of construction and demolition (C&D) waste. According to estimates presented
in the AIA Environmental Resource Guide, concrete accounts for up to 67% by weight of C&D waste (53% by volume),
with only 5% currently recycled. Of the concrete that is recycled, most is used as a highway substrate or as clean fill
around buildings. As more landfills close, including specialized C&D facilities, concrete disposal costs will increase and
more concrete demolition debris will be reprocessed into roadbed aggregate and other such uses.
Concrete waste is also created in new construction. Partial truckloads of concrete have long been a disposal problem.
Ready mix plants have come up with many innovative solutions through the years to avoid creating waste—such as
using return loads to produce concrete retaining wall blocks or highway dividers, or washing the unset concrete to
recover the coarse aggregate for reuse. But recently, there have been some dramatic advances in concrete technology
that are greatly reducing this waste. Concrete admixtures are available that retard the setting of concrete so effectively
that a partial load can be brought back to the ready mix plant and held overnight or even over a weekend—then
reactivated for use.
When it is possible to use pre-cast concrete components instead of poured concrete, doing so may offer advantages in
terms of waste generation. Material quantities can be estimated more precisely and excess material can be utilized.
Plus, by carefully controlling conditions during manufacture of pre-cast concrete products, higher strengths can be
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achieved using less material. The Superior Wall foundation system, for example, uses only about
a third
as10much

concrete as the typical poured concrete wall it replaces. Waste water run-off can also be more carefully controlled at
centralized pre-cast concrete facilities than on jobsites.
Another interesting trend that relates to waste minimization is the idea of producing reuseable concrete masonry units.
The National Concrete Masonry Association has been working on interlocking blocks called Formwall™, designed
specifically so that they can be reused. While these blocks are not yet on the market, this type of thinking is a big step
forward.
Health Concerns
Working with wet concrete requires a number of precautions, primarily to protect your skin from the high alkalinity.
Rubber gloves and boots are typically all that is required to provide protection. Cement dermatitis, though relatively
uncommon, occasionally occurs among workers in the concrete industry who fail to wear the proper protective clothing.
Once it has hardened, concrete is generally very safe. Traditionally, it has been one of the most inert of our building
materials and, thus, very appropriate for chemically sensitive individuals. As concrete production has become highertech, however, that is changing. A number of chemicals are now commonly added to concrete to control setting time,
plasticity, pumpability, water content, freeze-thaw resistance, strength, and color. Most concrete retarders are relatively
innocuous sucrose- (sugar-) based chemicals, added in proportions of .03% to .15%. Workability agents or
superplasticizers can include such chemicals as sulfonated melamine-formaldehyde and sulphonated napthalene
formaldehyde condensates. Air-entraining admixtures function by incorporating air into the concrete to provide
resistance to damage from freeze-thaw cycles and to improve workability. These are usually added to the cement and
identified with the letter A after the type (Type IA). These materials can include various types of inorganic salts (salts of
wood resins and salts of sulphonated lignin, for example), along with more questionable chemicals such as alkyl
benzene sulphonates and methyl-ester-derived cocamide diethanolamine. Fungicides, germicides, and insecticides are
also added to some concrete.
Because of these chemical admixtures, today’s concrete could conceivably offgas small quantities of formaldehydes and
other chemicals into the indoor air. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find out from the manufacturers the actual chemicals
in these admixtures. For chemically sensitive clients, it may be advisable to specify concrete with a bare minimum of
admixtures, or use a sealer on the finished concrete to minimize offgassing. Asphalt-impregnated expansion joint filler,
curing agents that are sometimes applied to the surface of concrete slabs to reduce water evaporation, special oils used
on concrete forms, and certain sealants used for treating finished concrete slabs and walls can also cause health
problems with some chemically sensitive individuals.
Finally, concrete floors and walls can cause moisture problems and lead to mold and mildew growth, which cause
significant health problems in certain individuals. There are two common sources of moisture: moisture wicking through
concrete from the surrounding soil; and moisture from the house that may condense on the cold surface of concrete. To
eliminate the former, provide good drainage around a foundation, dampproof or waterproof the outside of the
foundation walls before backfilling, provide a layer of crushed stone beneath the slab, and install a polyethylene
moisture barrier under the slab (protected from the concrete with a layer of sand if possible). To reduce the likelihood of
condensation on concrete surfaces, they should be insulated. In northern climates, installing a layer of rigid foam on the
outside of the foundation wall and under the slab will generally keep inner surface of the concrete warm enough that
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condensation will not occur. With interior foundation insulation, provide a vapor barrier to keepCement
moisture
from

the concrete surface. In southern climates, protecting against condensation may be more difficult.
Summing Up
Cement and concrete are vital components in building construction today. Concrete has many environmental
advantages, including durability, longevity, heat storage capability, and (in general) chemical inertness. For passive
solar applications, concrete’s ability to function as a structural element while also providing thermal mass makes it a
valuable material. In many situations concrete is superior to other materials such as wood and steel. But cement
production is very energy intensive—cement is among the most energy-intensive materials used in the construction
industry and a major contributor to CO 2 in the atmosphere. To minimize environmental impact, therefore, we should
try to reduce the quantity of concrete used in buildings, use alternative types of concrete (with fly ash, for example),
and use that concrete wisely. The accompanying checklist provides practical suggestions for accomplishing these goals.

– Alex Wilson
American Coal Ash Association, 1913
I St., NW 6th Floor, Washington, DC 20006; 202/659-2303
The National Concrete Masonry Association, 2302 Horse Pen Rd., Herndon, VA 22071; 703/713-1900
National Ready Mix Concrete Association, 900 Spring St., Silver Spring, MD 20910; 301/587-1400
Portland Cement Association, 5420 Old Orchard Rd., Skokie, IL 60077;
708/966-6200
Superior Walls, Inc., PO Box 427, Ephrata, PA 17522; 717/626-9255.

Sidebar: Using Concrete Wisely: A Checklist for Builders and Designers
Using Concrete Wisely: A Checklist for Builders and Designers
Reduce waste. Carefully estimate quantities of concrete required on the jobsite. For large jobs, hire an expediter, who
will be on site during pours to estimate exact material requirements.
Consider alternative foundation systems. Pier foundations use far less concrete than poured full-height foundation
walls or slab-on-grade foundations (be sure to provide adequate insulation and air sealing details at the floor system).
Building a shallow footing and frost walls with horizontal insulation, which effectively reduces the frost depth, can cut
concrete use considerably in northern climates.
Consider pre-cast concrete systems. The integrated footer/foundation wall/insulation system produced by Superior
Walls, Inc. uses considerably less concrete than conventional poured foundation walls.

Cement
FP 12 additives
Specify minimal admixture use. If your clients have chemical sensitivities, specify minimal use
of Kiln
chemical

for controlling concrete properties and workability—at least until adequate studies are done to determine whether
offgassing might be a realistic concern. Sucrose-based retarders should not pose any problems.
Specify fly ash. Fly ash can be added to most concrete mixtures, usually with an improvement in workability and
strength. Proportions up to 15% can be achieved quite easily, and higher levels are possible. Fly ash from western
sources is generally better than that from eastern sources.
Avoid on-site environmental damage. On the building site, use care to avoid soil compaction and resultant damage
to trees. Make provisions for concrete trucks to reach the building site with a bare minimum of repositioning and turning
around. Also avoid driving over tree roots. Plan ahead with these issues in mind.
Control washwater run-off. If washwater from rinsing concrete chutes and trucks is not otherwise regulated, the
general contractor should plan with the concrete truck driver exactly where rinsing can be done. Avoid locations where
run-off will get into topsoil or flow into surface water.
Use concrete waste as fill. Whenever possible, specify crushed concrete debris as clean fill around buildings or as
aggregate under parking lots and driveways.
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8. Sources:
9. Notes:
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Cement Kiln Dust Waste
How is Cement Made?

Cement is produced by burning mixtures of limestone, minerals, and other additives at high
temperatures in a special rotary kiln. Hot air mixing with the raw materials creates a chemical reaction
and produces "clinker," marble-sized pellets and sand-sized particles. The clinker is removed from the
kiln, cooled, finished, and ground for bagging.
This Web page provides an outline of the legislative and regulatory history, and current status of the
CKD exemption and proposed regulations. Links to key regulatory and technical documents are also
provided.
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Legislative and Regulatory Timeline
Public Docket for Cement Kiln Dust
Supporting Technical Documents

You will need Adobe Reader to view some of the files on this page. See EPA's PDF page to learn more.
Introduction
Cement kiln dust (CKD) is the fine-grained, solid, highly alkaline waste removed from cement kiln
exhaust gas by air pollution control devices. Because much of the CKD is actually unreacted raw
materials, large amounts of it can and are, recycled back into the production process. Some CKD is
reused directly, while some requires treatment prior to reuse. CKD not returned to the production
process is typically disposed in land-based disposal units (i.e., landfills, waste piles, or surface
impoundments), although some is also sold for beneficial reuse.
CKD is categorized by EPA as a "special waste" and has been temporarily
exempted from federal hazardous waste regulations under Subtitle C of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). EPA is in the process
of developing standards for the management of CKD and has published a
set of proposed Subtitle D (i.e., non-hazardous, solid waste) regulations to
govern CKD management.

Legislative and Regulatory Timeline
• July 25, 2002— EPA publishes a notice of data availability (NODA) in the Federal Register (67
FR 48648). In addition to announcing the availability of new data to the public, the NODA
explains that EPA is considering a new approach to CKD management whereby it would
finalize the proposed CKD management standards as a RCRA Subtitle D (solid waste) rule and
temporarily suspend the proposed RCRA Subtitle C (hazardous waste) portion of the proposed
rule for 3 to 5 years to assess how CKD management practices and state regulatory programs
evolve. Based upon this assessment, EPA will either formally withdraw or promulgate that
portion of the 1999 proposed rule. For additional information, see:
• Additional Data Available on Wastes Studied in the Report to Congress on Cement Kiln
Dust, July 25, 2002 (67 FR 48648) | PDF Version (3 pp, 45K)
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•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

• Federal Register NODA: Extension of Public Comment Period - November 8, 2002 (67
FR 68130)
• CKD Proposed Rule NODA Comments (PDF) (31 pp, 281K)
Summary and response to comments on the Cement Kiln Dust Notice of Data
Availability.
August 20, 1999—EPA publishes "Standards for the Management of Cement Kiln Dust;
Proposed Rule" (64 FR 45632). EPA's proposed approach would allow CKD to remain a nonhazardous waste provided that the specified management standards are met. CKD not managed
in compliance with the standards is proposed to be a "listed waste" and would need to comply
with tailored RCRA Subtitle C management standards. For additional information, see:
• Standards for the Management of Cement Kiln Dust; Proposed Rule, August 20, 1999
(64 FR 45632) | PDF Version (67 pp, 506K)
• Environmental Fact Sheet: Management Standards Proposed for Cement Kiln Dust
Waste (EPA530-99-F-023) | PDF Version (2 pp, 16K)
• Extension of Public Comment Period - October 28, 1999 (64 FR 58022) | PDF Version
(1 pg, 13K)
• CKD Proposed Rule Comments (PDF) (244 pp, 1.9MB)
Summary and response to comments on the Cement Kiln Dust Proposed Rule.
February 7, 1995—EPA issues its final regulatory determination for CKD in the Federal
Register (60 FR 7366). In its determination, EPA states that additional control of CKD is
warranted to protect human health and the environment from damage resulting from current
disposal practices.
December 31, 1993—EPA submits a Report to Congress on Cement Kiln Dust that addresses
the eight study factors required by §8002(o) of RCRA for CKD.
June 19, 1991—In a consent decree, EPA agrees to complete the Report to Congress on CKD
by April 30, 1993. The consent decree is later modified to extend the deadline to December 31,
1993.
March 8, 1989—The Environmental Defense Fund files suit against EPA for missing the
statutory deadline. The American Petroleum Institute and the Edison Electric Institute intervene
in the case.
October 31, 1983—EPA misses the statutory deadline for submitting its CKD Report to
Congress.
November 11, 1980—EPA promulgates interim final amendments to the hazardous waste
regulations in the Federal Register (45 FR 76618). This FR notice includes an exclusion for
cement kiln dust from the definition of hazardous waste (§261.4(b)(8)).
October 12, 1980—Congress enacts the Solid Waste Disposal Act Amendments of 1980 (Public
Law 96-482) which amends RCRA. Among the amendments, Section 3001(b)(3)(A)(i-iii)—
frequently referred to as the Bevill Amendment—temporarily exempts three special wastes from
hazardous waste regulation until further study can be completed. Cement kiln dust is one of the
wastes exempted. At the same time, Section 8002(o) requires EPA to study CKD and submit a
Report to Congress evaluating the status of its management and potential risk to human health
and the environment by October 1983. EPA is also required to make a regulatory determination
(within six months of the completing the Report to Congress) as to whether CKD warrants
regulation under RCRA Subtitle C or some other set of regulations.
December 18, 1978—EPA publishes the first set of proposed hazardous waste management
standards in the Federal Register (43 FR 58946). This FR notice includes a proposal to exempt
six categories of "special wastes" from the RCRA Subtitle C regulations until further study can
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be completed. Cement kiln dust is included as one of the six special wastes.
• October 21, 1976—Congress passes the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
(Public Law 94-580) which requires EPA to develop regulations governing the identification
and management of hazardous waste.

Public Docket for Cement Kiln Dust
Dockets contain all publicly available materials used in the development of regulations, such as Federal
Register notices and rules, supporting analyses, technical background documents, and comments
submitted by the public on Agency reports and rulemakings. EPA dockets are available electronically at
Regulations.gov.
To use Regulations.gov:
1. Select Docket Search.
2. Select "Environmental Protection Agency" from the Agency drop-down menu.
3. In the Keyword Box, type "cement kiln dust" and then click the "Submit" button to receive your
search results. Be patient; loading the documents can take several minutes.
4. The docket should appear with the docket ID number (e.g., EPA-HQ-RCRA-1994-0072).
For a complete listing of all materials contained in the CKD Docket, refer to RCRA Docket Index
Number F-1999-CKDP-FFFFF (Text File) (61 K).

Supporting Technical Documents
Analysis of Groundwater Monitoring Data Submitted by the American Portland Cement Alliance
(PDF) (54 pp, 3.6MB)
This 2001 report contains summaries of the information gathered from the document, "Cement Kiln
Dust Groundwater Monitoring Summary", produced by the American Portland Cement Alliance
(APCA). The document also is available as individual, smaller PDF files:
• Part I - Introduction (PDF) (4 pp, 217K)
• Part II - Two Data Tables (PDF) (2 pp, 1.5MB)
• Part III - Section II (PDF) (48 pp, 501K)
Cement Kiln Dust Groundwater Migration Pathway Report (PDF) (92 pp, 355K)
This 1998 report is the second phase of a two phase work effort to determine migration of contaminants
from CKD leachate to receptor wells under high alkalinity conditions.
Risk Assessment for Cement Kiln Dust Used as an Agricultural Soil Amendment; Draft Report (PDF)
(324 pp, 1.8MB)
This 1998 report presents the risk assessment methodology used to estimate the incremental increase in
individual lifetime risk from the use of CKD as an agricultural soil amendment.
Technical Background Document: Compliance Cost Estimates for the Proposed Land Management
Regulation of Cement Kiln Dust (PDF) (67 pp, 282K)
This 1998 report presents EPA's compliance cost estimates for the land management of CKD generated
by the Portland Cement Industry in support of the Agency's proposed regulation.
Technical Background Document on Control of Fugitive Dust at Cement Manufacturing Facilities;
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Draft (PDF) (54 pp, 260K)
This 1998 document summarizes the basis for EPA's proposed performance standards and technologybased standards for controlling fugitive emissions of CKD.
Technical Background Document on Ground Water Controls at CKD Landfills; Draft (PDF) (199 pp,
723K)
This 1998 document describes EPA's development of proposed performance standards and design and
operating criteria for controlling releases to ground water at CKD landfill units.
Evaluation of Metals Migration from Cement Kiln Dust (CKD) Piles Using the EPACMTP
Groundwater Model; Draft (PDF) (30 pp, 140K)
This 1997 report documents the results of EPA's additional groundwater analyses using the more
complex groundwater model, EPACMTP, to supplement its initial screening-level groundwater
modeling to determine whether constituents could leach from the CKD management units to the
groundwater and then move to a receptor site.
Examination of Metals Transport under Highly Alkaline Conditions (PDF) (37 pp, 159K)
This 1997 report presents metal adsorption distribution coefficients (Kd values) for the metals barium
(Ba), beryllium (Be), cadmium (Cd), chromium(III) (Cr(III)), and lead (Pb) in groundwater under the
highly alkaline conditions possible with land disposal of CKD.
Technical Background Document on the Efficiency and Effectiveness of CKD Landfill Design
Elements; Draft (PDF) (65 pp, 334K)
This 1997 document presents an evaluation of the landfill design elements being considered by EPA for
inclusion in the proposed rule.
Technical Background Document: Population Risks from Indirect Exposure Pathways, and Population
Effects from Exposure to Airborne Particles from Cement Kiln Dust Waste
This 1997 document analyzes the extent to which current practices for managing CKD onsite at cement
manufacturing plants pose a health risk to nearby, offsite populations.
http://www.epa.gov/osw/nonhaz/industrial/special/ckd/index.htm
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Incinerators and Kilns Using Hazardous Waste
(The rllgulatJons listed apply.to all kilns mat ha~ apolled 10 EPA before 8/21;91 to oum Hazaroous Wast!! as luel)

Incinerator

ITEM

Kiln

Ability. to adequately upgraoo to n&H teennolOgy, e.g .. oxygen ennarcement

· YES

.NO

Acid scrubbing requirements

· YES

.NO

Afterourner design to assure deStructlOn of HazardOuS Waste

· YES

.NO

Access roads maintained tor traffic capability under adverse weatt1er condrtions

· REQUIRED

.NO

Automatic waste teed eutotts required

· YES

.NO

· YES

.NO
.NO

.

.

Closure/flnandaJ guararnees/liability insurance required

.

CombUS1ion zone pressure monrtOfed and recorded on a continuous basis

· YC--S

Complete RCRA destruction and removal effideflcy (ORE) of 99.99"k

· REQUIRED

.NO

Contamination cJean-ups and trial bums required

· YES

.NO

Continuous stad< monitoring required . . .

· YES

.NO

DesigniConuolled teed 10 mInimize UpsetS

· YES

.NO

Design tor Flame S1ability

· YES

.NO

'"

Emergency plans and intormation tor police, hospitals and fire required

· YES

.NO

· YES

.NO

· YES

.i'40

· REQUIRED

.NO

Landfill permit tor resioues buried on-site required ..

· YES

.NO

Umits on qualities of Hazardous wastes burned required

· YES

.NO

Location limits required

.

· YES

.NO

dc<.:sions

· YES

.NO

· YES

.NO

· YES

.NO

FIOOC

~rcJlection Dlans

required

.
~.

w

.------

_

Hazardous waste manifests tor resiaues buned on-site required
Hydrogen CI1loride Max. emISSion of 4 lb,lhr or 99"k

.

-----=------,----- .. ,--~---------------------:-=--------i"atldm"Jry

~'uOlic

r;ear.;;gs tor

;,,~rmrt

Mandatory Public IleaJ1ngs tor permit changes
Mandatory Public intallTlation on types and amoums crt wastes burned

---,

- ,

._--~_.

ODerating controG tor Iow-high COfTlbustlon temperature

· REQUiRED

.NO

Operating controls tor excess waste teed

· REQUIR@

.NO

Operating controls tor excess camon monoxide

· REQUIRED

.NO

Part B RCRA Permit tor incineration

· REQUIRED

.NO

. . . .

. . . . . .

Particulate emission of .08 gramS/dry cubic toot .

· YES (Otten .015)

.NO

Permit lite limited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

· YES

.NO

Personnel emergency communications or alarms required

· YES

.NO

on wastes racaived and shipped required

· YES

.NO

· YES

.NO

Risk assessments of ef11issjons of Cadmium, Mercury. Lead. Selenium

· REQUIRED

.NO

Sea.Jre land-fill disposaJltraatment of ash

Public reporting

Removal of 81 least 99.9999% of PCS's required

..

· REQUIRED

.NO

Security and Safety inspections required

· YES

.NO

Spoc:iaJ training tor personnel reqUired ..

· YES

.NO

Specialized equipment and personal tor deslruClion of Hazaroous Waste

· REQUIRED

.NO

Storm Water COntrol SlllJctures constructed to prevent washout tJy a 100-yeaf flood

· REQUIRED

.NO

· YES ....

.NO

Time, Temperature, and Turoulence optimized tor compels InClnera!ion of Hazardous waste

· YES . . . .

.NO

Treatment residUes are I1andled as Hazardous Waste

· REQUIRED

.NO

Waste analysis required

· YES

.NO

Testing and maintenance

at emergency equipment required

. . . . .

.
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Burning Hazardous Wastes in Cement Kilns
Cement kilns in some industrialized countries have begun augmenting or even fully replacing
conventional fuels with industrial hazardous waste. However, the FAO recommend against burning
chlorinated pesticides in cement kilns in some cases. FAO also warn that disposal of hazardous
materials, such as obsolete pesticides, by burning in cement kilns is “often not applicable in a safe
and/or cost-effective manner,” going on to note as follows:1
“Many of the older types of cement kilns are not suitable. Only a few of the cement kilns
in developing countries meet the technical requirements that, in principle, would make
them suitable for incineration of certain groups of pesticides. Expert advice is needed to
assess whether kilns can be used and special equipment is required to inject the
pesticides into the kiln. Such equipment is expensive and should only be installed and
used under expert supervision.”
Performance of Cement Kilns Burning Hazardous Waste
According to the United States Environment Protection Agency (USEPA), the “conditions inherent in
the cement kiln mimic conditions of hazardous waste incineration”.2 As such, some of the general
limitations of hazardous waste incinerators may be equally applicable to cement kilns that burn
hazardous wastes. For example, a review of test burns in eight cement kilns found Destruction and
Removal Efficiencies (DREs) for a variety of specific chemicals to range from 91.043 to 99.9999
percent, with an average DRE of 99.53 percent.3 However, as only stack emissions of undestroyed
chemicals are considered in determining DREs – the quantities of undestroyed chemicals deposited in
Cement Kiln Dust (CKD), clinker and other residues are not taken into consideration – the actual
destruction efficiencies were undoubtedly lower.
Impacts of Burning Hazardous Waste in Cement Kilns
The impacts of hazardous waste burning cement kilns can be compared to those of cement kilns that
burn conventional fuels, as follows:
•

Dioxins are emitted from cement kiln stacks, whether the kiln is fired with conventional fuels or with
hazardous waste. However, according to USEPA, cement kilns that burn hazardous waste emit
dioxins in their stack gases at rates more than 80 times higher than those of cement kilns that burn
conventional fuels.

•

Similarly, dioxins are found in CKD from cement kilns that burn conventional fuels as well as those
burning hazardous waste. USEPA recently reported that CKD from cement kilns burning
hazardous waste carries dioxins at concentrations about 100 times higher than CKD from kilns
burning only conventional fuels.4

•

Cement kilns that burn hazardous waste produce more CKD, as documented by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency:5
“Finally, the Agency also found that the burning of hazardous waste is correlated with the
volume of dust that is actually disposed. Kilns that burn hazardous waste remove from the kiln
system an average of 75 to 104 percent more dust per ton of clinker than kilns that do not burn
hazardous waste.”
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•

From 15 to 90 percent of CKD has a diameter below 10 microns (µm), which is within the
respirable range for humans.6 As these fine particles are carried to the stack, the portion that is
not captured by pollution control devices is released directly to the air. Some fraction of the
captured CKD also escapes during transfer and disposal. One cement kiln burning 90 tons of
hazardous waste per day was found to produce CKD at the rate of 200 tons per day.7

•

The smaller CKD particles are those most likely to escape capture by pollution control devices or
to be resuspended or washed from CKD stored in piles or pits. These particles are also the most
likely to lodge deeply in the lungs. Airborne particles smaller than 2 µm have been linked to high
rates of pneumonia, pleurisy, bronchitis, and asthma.8 The American Lung Association drew
attention to the issue of CKD as follows:9
“Particulate matter is a health concern because inhaling even relatively low airborne
concentrations of dust can cause or aggravate lung diseases such as asthma or emphysema,
and is associated with premature death. … Since CKD collected in air pollution control devices
typically has a small particle size, poorly managed cement kiln dust handling, transport and
disposal has been shown to cause severe fugitive dust and air pollution problems.”

•

Dioxins have also been found in the clinker from both hazardous and non-hazardous waste
facilities.10

•

Emissions of airborne particulates increased by 66 percent when hazardous wastes were burned
in cement and aggregate kilns and by 203 percent when the hazardous wastes also contained
chlorine sources.11

•

When hazardous wastes containing both chlorinated chemicals and metals were burned, metals
emissions from cement kilns increased.12, 13

•

Burning chlorinated chemicals in cement kilns increases the likelihood of upsets, since the
presence of additional chlorine encourages the formation of “rings” in the kilns. When the rings
detach or break, the sudden release of solids in the kilns can result in upsets which are
accompanied by increased emissions of unburned wastes and products of incomplete combustion,
or even more severe consequences:14
“In a very severe upset, the flame at the firing end of the kiln can be extinguished.
Upsets are not uncommon. The kiln we studied averaged three upsets a month …."

•

Fugitive emissions are substances that volatilize or, if adsorbed to particulates, such as CKD, blow
or wash into the surrounding environment during waste transfer and storage. At one cement kiln
burning hazardous waste, fugitive emissions were reported to be 20,074 pounds per year.15

•

Spills, both on-site and off-site, are also a concern at cement plants where hazardous materials
are burned. A report commissioned by the New York State Legislature on waste-burning in cement
kilns assessed the likelihood of repeated spills: 16
“[I]t is virtually impossible to completely prevent small spills of hazardous waste during
unloading and pumping of waste fuels. These spills may be caused by equipment
failures, maintenance operations, or operator error.”
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Table 1. Dioxin releases from cement kilns 17, 18
Country

Emission Factors

Reported Concentration Range

To Air (µg I-TEQ/tonne clinker produced, except Sweden)
UK

0.02 to 1.08

USA

0.27 (Not burning hazardous wastes)

0.01 to 0.35

1.04 (burning haz waste and EF <450F)
28.58 (burning haz waste and EF >450F)
Canada

-

Germany

0.0005 to 0.1384

Netherlands

To Air (ng I-TEQ/m3)

0.00029 to 144.08
0.005 to 0.548
0.000015 to 0.096 (NB. high value of
0.24 ng I-TEQ/m3 ignored)

-

EU

0.05 to 5.0

Sweden

0.03 to 0.56 µg NTEQ/tonne

0.045 to 19.5

0.005 to 0.1 ng NTEQ/m³

Cement Kiln Dust (ng I-TEQ/kg CKD)
UK

0.001 to 30

USA

0.03

(Not burning hazardous waste)

35

(burning hazardous waste)

Table 1 lists reported values for both the estimated emission factors (ie. air emissions of PCDD/Fs per
tonne of clinker produced) and the reported concentrations of PCDD/Fs emitted by cement kilns. Also
included are values for PCDD/Fs reported in cement kiln dust.
According to the USEPA, the average emission factor for kilns burning hazardous waste is about 90
times greater than that for kilns not burning hazardous waste.17 A comparison of PCDD/F
concentrations in cement kiln dust samples from cement kilns burning and not burning hazardous
waste shows a similar relationship (i.e., the cement kiln dust from kilns burning hazardous waste had
about 100 times higher PCDD/F TEQ concentration than dust from kilns not burning hazardous
waste).
The USEPA also reported the emission factors based on the inlet temperature of the air pollution
control devices used at kilns burning hazardous wastes. For those with an inlet temperature greater
than 450 F the emission factor was 28.58 ng/kg clinker produced, compared to those with an inlet
temperature of less than 450F of 1.04 ng/kg clinker.
The mean PCDD/F concentrations in net CKD generated by the kilns burning hazardous waste are
higher (35 ng I-TEQDF /kg) than in net CKD generated by the facilities not burning hazardous waste
(3.0E-02 ng I-TEQDF /kg).
The recent EU Dioxin inventory did not differentiate emissions from cement kilns burning hazardous
wastes and those that do not. However, the comment was made that,18 “… there is still substantial
uncertainty concerning dioxin emissions. The reason for this is the incineration of different kinds of
waste in particular cement plants which might contribute considerably to the national dioxin emission
balance or to the local immission situation. Measurements may be recommended at some plants
incinerating waste, in particular hazardous waste with chlorinated compounds.”
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Recycling or Disposal?
Hazardous Waste Combustion in Cement Kilns
Introduction

The amount of hazardous waste which is incinerated in the United States has
increased substantially since the mid-nineteen eighties, when federal
regulations began requiring that hazardous waste be treated to render it safe
for disposal in landfills. Under ideal conditions, good combustion destroys
most of the non-metallic, toxic organic compounds in hazardous waste and
leaves ash residues which are easier to dispose than raw, untreated waste.
It may be surprising to learn that only about 40 per cent of the 5 million tons
of hazardous waste burned annually is incinerated in licensed hazardous
waste incinerators. The other 60 per cent is burned in boilers and industrial
furnaces (BIFs) which use waste as an auxiliary fuel. Virtually all BIFs which
burn hazardous waste on a commercial basis are cement kilns or lightweight
aggregate kilns. By May, 1994, 37 cement and aggregate kilns were
authorized to burn hazardous waste. It is estimated that cement kilns now
burn about 90% of all commercially incinerated liquid hazardous waste in this
country, and a growing percentage of solid hazardous wastes.
Since cement and aggregate kilns currently play such a large role in
hazardous waste combustion, the use of hazardous waste in these facilities
deserves close scrutiny. Using hazardous waste to fire cement kilns concerns
some public health and environmental advocates because it can expose
humans and the environment to increased risks from toxic and hazardous
metals and chemicals.
Hazardous waste fuels can include paint thinners, paint sludges, waste oil,
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chemical production process byproducts, spent and off-specification solvents
and other petrochemical byproducts. Solids and liquids from the cleanup of
past uncontrolled hazardous waste dump sites may also be blended into
hazardous waste fuel streams. Some of these types of waste can contain toxic
heavy metals such as lead, arsenic, cadmium, mercury and chromium.

Combustion of wastes that contain chlorine, including chlorinated solvents
and chlorine containing organic and inorganic chemical compounds, can
cause the formation and emission of toxic organic compounds known as polychlorinated dibenzo-dioxin (PCDD) and poly-chlorinated dibenzo-furan
(PCDF) compounds.
People can be exposed to these hazardous substances, not only from air
pollution from waste burning operations at kilns, but also from cement kiln
dust (CKD) disposal, reuse and management. Occupational contact with
cement products produced by the kilns may also lead to exposure to
hazardous substances. There is evidence that kilns which use hazardous waste
fuel emit solid particulate matter and chlorinated dioxin compounds at higher
stack gas concentrations and in greater volumes than state-of-the-art
commercial hazardous waste incinerators, and that cement products and kiln
dust from waste burning kilns contain higher concentrations of these
hazardous substances than from kilns which burn only conventional fossil
fuels.
The potential risks to public health posed by burning hazardous waste in
cement kilns may be increased by the location of many of the kilns. Much of
the hazardous waste is burned in older wet-process kilns traditionally located
in or near to rural and small town population centers. Zoning restrictions are
traditionally a matter left to local governments, very few of which have
enacted restrictions specifically dealing with hazardous waste combustors.
Federal law imposes specific requirements on hazardous waste-burning kilns
located within municipalities with populations of at least 500,000, but all
kilns currently burning hazardous waste are located in or near far smaller
communities.
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Congress and the EPA initially exempted BIFs from obtaining hazardous
waste operating permits under regulations implementing the Federal Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA") issued in 1980. Congress and the
EPA believed that the high combustion temperatures of cement kilns and
other BIFs made them desirable - and safe - for hazardous waste processing.
Allowing BIFs to recover the energy value of hazardous waste would also
theoretically conserve fossil fuel.
In addition, Congress exempted cement kiln dust from hazardous waste
regulations until after completion of a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
study of the environmental and human health hazards posed by CKD. This
gave the cement kilns a significant economic advantage over commercial
hazardous waste incinerators, which are required to dispose of process
residues in RCRA-licensed hazardous waste landfills with extensive
requirements to control fugitive emissions, groundwater contamination and
other environmental hazards. EPA's kiln dust study and Report to Congress
(RTC) have lead to publication of an EPA decision to regulate cement kiln
dust under the hazardous waste authority of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, but with a tailored regulation which does not provide all
features of full hazardous waste regulation.
The 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to RCRA
provided a major stimulus to burning hazardous waste in BIFs by prohibiting
the land disposal of many hazardous wastes without treatment to specified
standards. Thermal destruction was an obvious method for treatment or
destruction of many RCRA regulated wastes. Cement kiln operators were
able to offer an inexpensive alternative to RCRA licensed incinerators during
the 1980s because kilns were not subjected in practice to the same stringent
standards and performance requirements under state and federal regulation
that applied to other hazardous waste combustors.
The trend toward sending hazardous waste to cement kilns was also
encouraged by EPA's decision to exclude hazardous waste sent to BIFs for
use as fuel from the reporting requirements of the Emergency Planning and
Community Right to Know Act of 1986. Prior to 1988, hazardous waste
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generators were required to report wastes shipped off-site for "reuse as fuel/
fuel blending" on EPA's Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) forms. In that year,
however, EPA decided that wastes which were "recycled" (including wastes
used as fuel) would no longer have to be reported in the TRI forms.
Generators could thus ship wastes to BIFs or to fuel blending operations and
claim credit for reducing the amount of waste "released" to the environment.
This provided a strong incentive to send wastes to BIFs for "reuse as fuel."

The EPA did not issue final regulations covering hazardous waste-burning
cement kilns and other BIFs until 1991. Even then, the EPA allowed existing
BIFs to seek "interim status" which would authorize them to burn hazardous
waste without a federal permit under less stringent overall regulation and
performance than what is achieved in practice for fully permitted RCRA
hazardous waste burning incinerators under federal and typical state
regulations. Waste burning cement kilns were not required to upgrade the
performance of their particulate emission controls at these sites to what would
generally be achievable by existing hazardous waste incinerators using best
available control technology. Waste burning cement kilns were not subjected
to stringent discharge "opacity" regulations that applied to most waste
incinerators under state and federal requirements. Waste burning cement kilns
were not subjected to requirements to immediately report all RCRA
violations which may occur at a site that would be required at a permitted
facility. Waste-fuel derived cement kiln dust was not subjected to hazardous
waste regulation, unlike residues from hazardous waste incinerators which
had to be placed in a secure hazardous waste landfill.
Although several waste burning cement kilns have applied for final Part B
RCRA permits, none of these facilities has obtained such a federally-required
hazardous waste permit. Interim status facilities may continue to burn
hazardous waste indefinitely until EPA acts on Part B permit applications.
These regulations and policies have provided major financial benefits to the
waste burning cement industry. Instead of paying for all of their fuel, cement
and aggregate kilns are now earning large fees for accepting hazardous waste

for energy recovery or destruction.
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Cement industry trade groups argue that using hazardous waste fuel poses no
major environmental problems and is actually more beneficial to the
environment than burning coal or oil.
Critics of the current BIF regulations, including environmental and public
health groups, community organizations, and representatives of the hazardous
waste incineration industry argue that:
●

●

●

●

the regulations are not adequate to assure protection of human health
and the environment
that the cement kiln industry has a poor record of compliance with the
BIF standards
that current regulations allow many kilns to receive hazardous waste
even though their air pollution controls are antiquated and do not
reflect state-of-the-art, best available control technology
that lax regulation of fuel blending operations allows kilns to receive
metal-bearing hazardous wastes with little energy value leading to
poorly regulated waste combustion and dispersal of toxic metals to the
environment, all disguised as a form of energy recovery.

The U.S. EPA is currently evaluating its BIF regulations as part of a major
reassessment of its hazardous waste policy. The EPA has announced it
intends to strengthen BIF emissions standards and operating requirements as
part of its combustion strategy. EPA has, for example, briefed stakeholders on
its intention to issue stringent regulations that would regulate dioxin and furan
stack gas emission concentrations in a standard that would be identical for
hazardous waste incinerators and hazardous waste-burning cement kilns. In
other areas, such as proposals for particulate emission regulation and EPA's
long delays in dealing with the fuel blending issue, EPA seems less
committed to a level playing field for cement kilns and hazardous waste
incinerators. EPA's own attempts to foster pollution prevention and waste
minimization policies are undermined by the weste-burning kiln industry's
approach to waste management policy whose emphasis on combustion

eclipses material re-use and recycling.
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Future regulation of hazardous waste-burning cement kilns and industrial
boilers and hazardous waste incinerators has important implications for the
management of hazardous waste in this country. Stringent regulation of
hazardous waste combustion should not only provide increased
environmental protection at the site of the combustion unit; such stringent
regulation and the resulting increased disposal costs should also create
additional incentives for industry to reduce the generation of hazardous waste
at the source. In the long run, reducing the amount of hazardous waste
generated is the most desirable and environmentally beneficial strategy for
dealing with the hazardous waste problem.

http://www.mindfully.org/Air/Cement-Kilns-Burning-WasteIntro.htm (6 of 6)
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MANAGEMENT STANDARDS PROPOSED
FOR CEMENT KILN DUST WASTE
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is promoting pollution prevention,
recycling, and safer disposal of cement kiln dust (CKD) by pro- posing
management standards for this waste. The Agency believes that these
management standards are a creative, affordable, and common sense approach
that can protect human health and the environment without im- posing
unnecessary regulatory burdens on the cement kiln industry. These standards
provide a new, tailored framework that safeguards ground water and limits risk
from releases of dust to air.

Background
Since 1980, cement kiln dust and certain other wastes have been excluded from
otherwise applicable hazardous waste regulations under Subtitle C of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). As required by RCRA, EPA studied the adverse
affects on human health and the environment from the disposal of cement kiln dust. The
Agency found that some environmental harm results from CKD waste, and in 1993,
reported these and other findings to Congress. Subsequently, Congress required EPA to
determine the appropriate regulatory framework for managing cement kiln dust waste.
In 1995, EPA determined that some additional control of cement kiln dust was needed.
Although current disposal practices cause some environmental damage, the Agency found
that regulating cement kiln dust as a hazardous waste was not appropriate. Since some
controls are needed, EPA is proposing a tailored set of standards for managing cement
kiln dust waste.

Action
EPA is proposing options to mitigate risk from the mismanagement of cement kiln dust
waste. The Agency’s preferred option is to provide management standards whereby CKD
remains a nonhazardous waste so long as the waste is managed according to the
requirements. Cement kiln dust becomes a regulated hazardous waste only if significant
violations of the management standards occur.
Under EPA’s proposed standards, cement kiln dust is to be managed in landfills
designed to meet specific performance requirements that protect ground water from toxic
metals. In addition to performance criteria, the Agency is proposing technology-based
standards that meet the performance criteria, such as using composite liners in landfills.
Requirements for ground-water monitoring, corrective action, closure, and post-closure
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care also are included.
To control releases of cement kiln dust to air, EPA is proposing a performance
standard that requires facility owners and operators to take measures to prevent releases
from landfills, handling conveyances, or storage areas. As an alternative to the
performance-based standard, the Agency is proposing technology-based standards that
require: (1) compacting and periodic wetting of CKD managed in landfills; (2) on-site
handling of CKD in closed, covered vehicles and conveyance devices; and (3) keeping
cement kiln dust in enclosed tanks, containers, and buildings when temporarily stored for
disposal or sale.
Cement kiln dust frequently is used for beneficial agricultural applications. When used
for these purposes, the Agency proposes concentration limits for arsenic, cadmium, lead,
thallium, and chlorinated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans.
Other options discussed for managing cement kiln dust include:
! The development of CKD waste management regulations by individual states. EPA
would develop regulations governing cement kiln dust in states without regulatory
controls.
! The adoption of EPA’s proposed management standards by individual states. If
enough states adopt the proposed standards, the Agency would take no further
action on cement kiln dust.
! A two-tiered approach in which cement kilns burning hazardous waste are
regulated as hazardous waste generators. Kilns that do not burn hazardous waste
would only follow the proposed management standards.
! A voluntary operating agreement between the cement kiln industry and EPA in
which CKD remains nonhazardous and the industry ensures the safe management
of CKD.

Impact
In 1990, the cement industry generated an estimated 12.7 million metric tons of
cement kiln dust from 111 plants in 38 states, 4 million metric tons of which were
disposed of in piles, quarries, and landfills. In 1995, the industry disposed of an estimated
3.3 million metric tons of cement kiln dust. Currently, 110 Portland cement plants operate
in the United States and Puerto Rico. The chief cement-producing states are California,
Texas, Pennsylvania, and Michigan.

For More Information
The Federal Register notice, this fact sheet, and other documents related to this action
are available in electronic format on the Internet at <http://www.epa.gov/
epaoswer/other/ckd/index.htm>. For additional information or to order paper copies of any
documents, call the RCRA Hotline. Callers within the Washington Metropolitan Area
must dial 703-412-9810 or TDD 703-412-3323 (hearing impaired). Long-distance callers
may call 1-800-424-9346 or TDD 1-800-553-7672. The RCRA Hotline operates weekdays,
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Address written requests to: RCRA-Docket@epa.gov or RCRA
Information Center (5305W), US EPA, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, DC 20460.
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ABSTRACT
Global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from cement production were approximately 829 million
metric tons of CO2 (MMTCO2) in 20001, about 3.4% of global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
combustion and cement production. The United States is the world’s third largest cement producer, with
production occurring in 37 states.
Cement production is not only a source of combustion-related CO2 emissions, but it is also one
of the largest sources of industrial process-related emissions in the United States. Between 1990 and
2001, U.S. process-related emissions increased 24%, from 33.3 TgCO2 to 41.4 TgCO22. National
estimates of process-related emissions are calculated based on methodologies developed by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)3,4. Combustion-related emissions from the U.S.
cement industry were estimated at approximately 36 TgCO2 in 2001,5 accounting for approximately 3.7
percent of combustion-related emissions in the U.S. industrial sector.
This paper explores, on a more disaggregated level, the geographic location of CO2 emissions
sources from the U.S. cement industry. This paper begins by providing a brief overview of the U.S.
cement industry, including national level estimates of energy use and carbon emissions. The focus of
the paper is on the development of a cement industry profile for the United States. Based on facilitylevel capacity statistics, a bottom-up analysis was undertaken to identify sources of CO2 emissions in the
U.S. cement industry in order to gain a better understanding of the geographic scope and concentration
of this emissions source.
INTRODUCTION
Globally, over 150 countries produce cement and/or clinker, the primary input to cement. In
2001, the United States was the world’s third largest producer of cement (90 million metric tons (MMt)),
behind China (661 MMt) and India (100 MMt).6 The United States imported about 25 MMt of cement
in 2001, primarily from Canada (20%), Thailand (16%) and China (13%). Less than 1% of domestic
production was exported. The primary destinations for export were Canada (82%) and Mexico (6%).
Cement is often considered a key industry for a number of reasons. To begin with, cement is an
essential input into the production of concrete, a primary building material for the construction industry.
Due to the importance of cement for various construction-related activities such as highways, residential
and commercial buildings, tunnels and dams, production trends tend to reflect general economic activity.
Furthermore, because of the large demand for cement, the relatively high costs associated with transport
of the high-density product, and the wide geographic distribution of limestone, the principal raw
material used to produce cement, cement is produced across the United States.
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Cement production also is a key source of CO2 emissions, due in part to the significant reliance
on coal and petroleum coke to fuel the kilns for clinker production. Globally, CO2 emissions from
cement production were estimated at 829 MMTCO2 in 20007, approximately 3.4% of global CO2
emissions from fossil fuel combustion and cement production. In addition to combustion-related
emissions, cement production also is a source of process-related emissions resulting from the release of
CO2 during the calcination of limestone.
Annually, the United States submits a national inventory of GHG emissions to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (hereafter referred to as the Inventory). Emission
estimates included in the Inventory are based on methodologies developed by the IPCC, as well as some
country-specific methodologies consistent with the IPCC. The Inventory estimates U.S. process-related
emissions from cement production to be 41.4 TgCO2 in 20018. Due to the nature of the IPCC
Guidelines, as well as the way industrial sector emissions are estimated in the United States,
combustion-related emissions resulting from the cement industry are not as well characterized. While
combustion-related emissions from cement production are incorporated into the Inventory, they are
aggregated and presented in the estimate of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion.
This paper highlights the results of research to explore more in-depth, process and combustionrelated emissions from the U.S. cement industry as a whole and on a more disaggregated level.
Developing such a profile of the cement industry is important for several reasons, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Development of time-series estimates for combustion-related emissions
Comparison of bottom-up analyses with publicly available national estimates as a useful
quality assurance and quality control activity
Identifying the structure of the industry. For example, are there relatively few large
companies or facilities, or is the industry dispersed across the country? Are companies
primarily U.S. or international?
Identifying the array of technologies and processes utilized in various parts of the country,
allowing “typical practice” to be identified and, subsequently, opportunities for achieving
emissions reductions
Identification of local resources available that may be consumed as alternative fuels in
existing facilities.

This paper begins by briefly discussing the cement production process, the sources of energy
consumed in the process, and the resulting CO2 emissions. The focus of the paper is on the development
of a cement industry profile for the United States. Based on facility-level capacity statistics, a bottomup analysis was undertaken to identify sources of CO2 emissions in the industry in order to gain a better
understanding of the geographic scope and concentration of this emissions source.
CEMENT PRODUCTION PROCESS
Cement’s raw materials, calcium oxide and other minerals (such as silicon, aluminum and iron
oxides) are taken from the earth through mining and quarrying. These minerals are crushed into a more
manageable aggregate and transported for further processing. The manufacture of clinker and
subsequently cement entails three major functions: kiln feed preparation, clinker production, and finish
grinding9.
1) Kiln Feed Preparation. Using dry or wet processes, mineral inputs are reduced to ground
meal (powders or slurries, respectively) before they are sent to kilns for clinker production.
The raw materials are first crushed to a maximum of 6 inches in diameter and then crushed a
second time to a maximum of about 3 inches in diameter. In the “dry” process, the crushed
2
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material is fed into the kiln. In the “wet” process, the ground materials are first mixed with
water to form a slurry before being fed into the kiln. The use of the dry process for cement
production has increased significantly in the last couple of decades (Figure 1), partially due
to the lower fuel requirements for the dry process (discussed further below). In 1975, dry
kilns comprised 38% of all kilns, whereas in 2001, dry kilns accounted for approximately
70% of all kilns10.

Figure 1. Number of Kilns by Process
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This transition from the wet to the dry process coincided with a decrease in the total
number of kilns in operation. Over the same time period production increased from 75 MMt
in 1975 to 90 MMt in 200111 (Figure 2). The decrease in total number of kilns in operation
(wet, dry and both), along with an increase in total production, illustrates that the average
capacity of kilns has increased over time.

Figure 2. Total U.S. Cement Production:
1975-2002
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Figure 4. Distribution of Cement Plants in the United States, 2001

States with the largest number of production facilities are typically also among those with the
highest production capacities and actual production levels of clinker and cement. The states with the
largest total production of cement are, in decreasing order, Texas, California, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Alabama, Missouri and Florida (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Estimated Annual Production, by State, 2001
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State-level Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As might be expected, trends for state-level CO2 emissions from cement manufacturing closely
mirror the trends for state level production (Figure 6). Some of this may be an artifact of the
methodology used to estimate facility-level CO2 emissions (i.e., based on production and capacity
utilization). This outcome may differ somewhat if the actual fuel consumption for each facility were
used as opposed to a national average emissions factors for cement grinding, and wet and dry kilns.
However, examining the Major Industrial Plant Database, which includes information on 101 facilities,
it appears as though the various states consume a similar mix of fuels for cement manufacturing. With
that said, the relative percentage of coal consumed for cement production, according to the MIPD, is less
in some of those states designated as the top sources of CO2, including Texas, California, Alabama and
Florida.

Figure 6. Cement Industry Carbon Dioxide Emissions, 2001
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Carbon dioxide intensity is presented as metric tons of CO2 emitted per metric ton of cement
produced. The range of intensities illustrated in Figure 6 primarily results from the relative share of wet
versus dry facilities and the share of clinker versus grinding-only facilities. States with a relatively
higher percentage of wet facilities and clinker kilns will have a higher intensity than states with only
grinding facilities. The national weighted average carbon intensity for cement production was estimated
at 0.97 ton CO2/ton cement in 2001 (Figure 7). Kansas was the most carbon intensive producer of
cement at 1.41 tons/ton, partially reflecting the fact that all cement plants are integrated facilities and the
wet process is used at two facilities. Michigan’s relatively low carbon intensity of 0.72 tons/ton partially
reflects the fact that a number of facilities in Michigan are “grinding only” facilities, which have a
comparatively lower carbon intensity than integrated facilities.
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Figure 7. Cement Industry Carbon Dioxide Intensity, 2001
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As mentioned above, it is a challenge to attribute carbon emissions, or carbon dioxide intensity,
to a particular plant or a particular state due to the confidentiality of energy consumption data. The
Portland Cement Association provides information on the primary fuel(s) consumed by various
facilities, however, without knowing the exact percentage of each fuel consumed it is difficult to
attribute carbon emissions to the facility level. The MIPD does provide some facility-specific fuel
consumption data. The appropriateness of this database for estimating facility-specific carbon emissions
will be investigated in future work.
Industry Concentration
The cement industry is becoming increasingly concentrated, with a few multinational cement
companies assuming ownership of increasing shares of cement manufacturing plants. In 2001, five
companies (54 facilities) produced approximately half of all domestic cement, while ten companies (78
facilities) were collectively responsible for more than three-quarters of all production. According to the
USGS, if entities with the same parent company are combined under the larger parent company, and if
joint ventures are apportioned, the top ten cement companies in 2001, in decreasing order were; Lafarge
North America, Inc; Holcim (US) Inc.; CEMEX, S.A. de C.V.; Lehigh Cement Co.; Ash Grove Cement
Co.; Essroc Cement Corp.; Lone Star Industries Inc.; RC Cement Co.; Texas Industries Inc. (TXI); and
California Portland Cement Co21.
A similar trend is exhibited for CO2 emissions. According to preliminary estimates, five
companies were responsible for roughly 50% of CO2 emissions from the U.S. cement industry, whereas
the top ten companies were responsible for nearly 70% of emissions.

10
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Percent of Total Emissions

Figure 8. Company Concentration of CO2 Emissions
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NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSIONS
This analysis was a first step in examining the U.S. cement industry at a more disaggregated
level than is achieved through the Inventory process. Currently, process-related emissions are estimated
on the national level, while combustion-related emissions are not separately estimated, rather they are
accounted for in the national estimate of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion.
This work was based on the use of a national average emissions factor for wet processing
facilities and a separate national average emissions factor for dry processing facilities. This first step
provides a clearer understanding of the concentration of emissions sources throughout the United States,
as well as the relative carbon intensity of different regions of the country. Although a clearer picture of
the industry has been developed, use of a national average emissions factor could “level the playing
field”. While the relative mix of fuels used for cement production may be similar throughout the
country, the mix is not necessarily the same. An average emissions factor may introduce bias,
particularly at the facility level. Further, it is difficult to identify and attribute emissions to the wide
variety of solid waste materials used in kilns.
Future work will determine the availability of facility-specific fuel data. As mentioned above,
there are a number of challenges with obtaining these data, most significantly perhaps, the fact that these
data are typically confidential. Nevertheless, there are some sources available that contain facilityspecific fuel data. These databases will be investigated further to determine the comprehensiveness,
consistency, and accuracy of that data. If these data are deemed suitable the estimates presented in this
study could be refined.
Cement is a key industry in the United States and globally, from both an economic and an
environmental perspective. Although the cement industry is a relatively significant industrial source of
CO2 emissions there are a number of opportunities to achieve emissions reductions, including:
•
•

Conversion from the wet process to the dry process,
Substitution of lower carbon content fuels for coal, coke and petroleum coke,
11

•
•
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Testing different blends of cement, whereby clinker is replaced by various additives, and
Capture and storage of CO2 from the flue gases

All of these options require further analysis to determine feasibility, costs, environmental
impacts, and the overall effect of the activity on the quality of cement produced. Use of waste fuels in
particular, may have environmental effects that should be addressed. The availability of a profile of the
U.S. cement industry, in addition to the benefits outlined throughout this paper, can serve as the
foundation for such an analysis.

12
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Sham"Recycling-Part II:
Burning Hazardous Waste in
Cement Kilns
By Stephen Lester, CCHW Science Director
ne of the most outrageous violations of
environmental justice is the burning of
toxics in cement kilns. Huge quantities of hazwaste are being burned in kilns as
"supplemental" or "alternative" fuel. And because of a loophole in federal regulations,
these kilns are exempt from virtually all laws
that apply to burning hazardous waste. As a
result, cement kilns operate with virtually no
controls, releasing heavy metals and other /
toxic chemicals into the surrounding community.
This is quite "legal" according to the EPA. As
long as a company claims it "recycles" hazardous waste, the waste is exempt from the usual
rCg'Jlations that apply to managing and disposing of hazardous waste. Yet these kilns perform the same function as EPA permitted
commercial hazardous waste incinerators. They
accept the same waste and they actively solicit
for incineration business. But, they meet
virtually none of the incineration standards
designed to protect public health and the
environment, weak as these may be.
Because of incn~ased disposal costs and stricter
regulations of licensed hazardous waste incinerators, more and more companies are turning
to cement kilns as a place to dispose of their
hazardous waste. According to Richard Fortuna
of the Hazardous Waste Treatment Council (a
pro-incineration lobby group in Washington,
DCj, each year more than 10 times as much
chemical waste is burned in unregulated boilers and cement kilns than in EPA regulated
hazardous waste incinerators I

O

Companies are sending their waste to cement
kilns not only to avoid high disposal costs, but
The Best of Science

also to avoid potential liability. If the waste is not
considered hazardous, then no one can come back
later and sue them for clean up costs or for health
damages as they could if the waste were disposed
of in a landfill or licensed incinerator.
There are many problems with using cement kilns
to burn hazardous waste. Most ·fundamentally,
cement kilns are designed to cure cement, not
destroy hazardous waste. They are different
plants. In a cement kiln, a mixture of 80%
powdered limestoneand 20% clay or shale is burned at
temperatures that range from 2250-2700F. At the
end of the burning process, a "clinker" or hardened
ash is formed which when powdered is cement.
Some kilns are designed to make "aggregate" or
the material that is added to cement to form
mortar, plaster, etc. These kilns are called aggregate kilns.
Major modifications are needed to c·onvert a normal kiln so it can burn hazardous waste: construction of receiving, storage and handling areas and
installation of laboratory testing capacity to identify waste constituents. Modern commercial incinerators often have computers that monitor
levels of certain emissions and other conditions.
This capability doesn't exist on cement kilns. Toxic
emission releases from kilns that burn hazardous
waste is a major problem. No incinerator, kilns
included, can destroy 100% of the waste, even with
"state-of-the-art" pollution controls. Emissions
typically include heavy metals such as lead, cadmium, nickel, mercury and chromium, partially
burned organic chemicals and newly formed Products of Incomplete Combustion (PICs) that include
dioxins and furans.
Emissions tests at a Paulding, Ohio kiln showed
many toxic chemicals including toluene,
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trichloroethane, methylene chloride, methyl
ethyl ketone (all in the origin'al waste) as well as
newly formed contaminants that included benzene, tetrachloroethylene, chloroform, naphthalene, styrene and xylene.
Several kilns that burn hazardous waste have
been under fire. National Cement in Lebec , CA
exceeded it's permit limits for arsenic beryllium, cadmium, chromium, lead and ~ercury
and was fined by the state in 1989. Marine Shale
in Amelia, LA has recently been shut down by EPA
because of air permit violations and has been
fined more than $2M.
Some of these problems occurred because the
kiln was operated during upset conditions. Upset
conditions result when there is an operating or
mechanic failure that prevents the kiln from
operating properly. EPA estimates that emissions can be as much as 100 times higher during
upset conditions.
The most common upset occurs when there is a
rapid movement of clinker from the high end of
the kiln to the lower end. The clinker often
breaks away and falls like an avalanche pushiJ:{g
hot gases to one end of the kiln. This causes a
tremendous surge of pressure in that end of the
kiln, To prevent ahexplosion or damage to the
kiln, L"c:lease valves are built into the kiln. The
valve:: open automatically releasing clouds or
"puffs" of mostly unburned h8..Zardous waste
directly into the surrounding community. These
emissions bypass all pollution control equipment
and are highly toxic because they have not been
completely burned in the kiln. The valves stay
open until the problem has been corrected even
after the pressure has gone down.

Other problems:
•

Bottom ash and fly ash that contain high
amounts of heavy. metals and other toxic
chemicals that can leach from its disposal
site.

•

Contaminated wastewater containing the
same heavy metals and other toxic chemicals found in the stack emissions.

•

Bigh turbulence that generates large
amounts of particulate.

•

Inadequate air pollution controls.

•

Potential explosion of incompatible waste.

•

Transportation accidents involving trucks
or trains carrying Hazardous waste to and
, from the kiln.

Ii

Leaks and spills from storage tanks.

•

Lack of training and experience in handling
toxic chemicals.

All the benefits go to the kiln operator who
stands to make more profit from burning (and
disposing) of hazardous waste than from making cement. The risks fall on the community.
An excellent report written by Greenpeace
estimates 24 cement kilns and 17 aggregate
kilns are burning hazardous waste (sites listed
in the report). There may be many'more kilns
burning hazardous waste since there's no
reporting requirements.
For additional information:
"Cement Kiln Fact Pack," CC~ 1996. Available
from CCHWfor $7. 00.
'7n.cin.errztion, theBumirrg Issue, "CCHW, 1988. Available
fromCCHWjorCCHWfor$8.95.
"ShamRecyc1ersPcutI, Hazardous WasteIn.cinerationin
Cement andAggregateKilns, "Greenpeace, 1989. Available
from Greenpeace, 1436 UStreet, NW, Washington, DC
20009jor$5.

This article is a reprint, with some modifications, which originally
appeared in Everyone's Backyard, Vol. 8, No. 5- October 1990
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The federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) is
supposed to regulate the generation and disposal of hazardous
chemical wastes "from cradle to grave."
Unfortunately, Congress built a feature into the law that EPA (U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency) has turned into a loophole.
Today, enormous quantities of hazardous waste are escaping
regulation through this loophole. Specifically, Congress exempted
"recycled" chemical wastes from control under RCRA, and EPA
ruled that chemical wastes burned as fuel in industrial boilers,
industrial furnaces, aggregate kilns and cement kilns are being
"recycled" and are thus exempt from RCRA regulation.
According to Richard Fortuna, director of the Hazardous Waste
Treatment Council (an incinerator industry group in Washington,
DC), 50 billion pounds of chemical wastes are being burned in
unregulated boilers and kilns each year, compared to only 5 billion
pounds (or less) being burned in RCRA-regulated hazardous waste
incinerators.[1]
A recent report from Greenpeace describes the burning of chemical
wastes in aggregate kilns and cement kilns. Page numbers in our
text, below, refer to this report, SHAM RECYCLERS, PART 1:
HAZARDOUS WASTE INCINERATION IN CEMENT AND
AGGREGATE KILNS.
Cement is the raw material from which concrete is made. In a
cement kiln, powdered limestone and clay are burned at high
temperatures to form a "clinker" that is later ground into a fine
powder, which is cement; when water is added to this powder, it
hardens. Certain "aggregates" can be added to cement to make
mortar, plaster, concrete or other similar materials. As with cement,
aggregates are formed by firing them in a hightemperature kiln.
Thus aggregate kilns and cement kilns seem ready-made for
destroying hazardous wastes. They have to be heated to high
temperatures with fuel, so why not substitute hazardous wastes for
part of the fuel and burn up the wastes while making aggregate or
cement? Save on fuel and destroy wastes--what could be better?
This was the question Greenpeace's Science Director, Pat Costner,
and her colleague Joe Thornton, set out to answer.
There are at least 24 cement kilns and 17 aggregate kilns in the U.S.
burning hazardous wastes today (listed on pgs. 31-33). Together,
they burn approximately 3 billion pounds of hazardous wastes, and
a recent industry analysis says this amount could double between
1989 and by 1992 (pg. 8).
It is difficult to obtain data on destruction of wastes in kilns
precisely because kilns are exempt from RCRA; kilns are not
required to meet the permit requirements of regular hazardous
waste incinerators, nor are they subject to the operation and
emissions standards that
control regular hazardous waste
incinerators. So long as a company claims to be using hazardous
waste as a fuel or as a raw material, they are classified as
"recyclers," and there is essentially no review process within EPA
to check their claims or their operations. Thus a fraudulent
company, bent on unregulated waste disposal, has an easy time
exploiting this exemption within RCRA. Marine Shale Processors in
Amelia, Louisiana, which was recently closed down by EPA after
national TV threw a spotlight on them, is a notorious example of a
fraudulent waste hauler disguised as a kiln operator.
Even when the intention is not to defraud, destruction of wastes in
kilns is highly questionable. As Costner and Thornton make clear,
there are about a dozen good reasons for wanting to prevent wastes
from entering kilns. Here are some of them:

hydraulic and compressor fluids and coolants. Typically, 1.35% of
these wastes are metals (including cadmium, arsenic, chromium,
lead, mercury, zinc, and thallium). If 1.35% seems like a small
amount, remember that 1.35% of 3 billion pounds is 40.5 million
pounds of metals. Metals make trouble in incinerators--they are not
destroyed but instead pass through the furnace into the outside
environment, often in forms that make them more dangerous than
when they first entered the kiln (e.g., attached to fine [extremely
small] particles that can readily penetrate human lungs or can leach
into groundwater) [see RHWN #131, RHWN #132, RHWN #134,
RHWN #136, and RHWN #162].
Kilns burning hazardous wastes emit 66% more particles (soot,
smoke, haze) than kilns burning normal fuel. Kilns burning
halogenated wastes (containing chlorine, bromine, fluorine or
iodine) emit 203% more particles than kilns burning normal fuel
(pgs. 12, 26). This increased production of particles provides a
pathway for metals to escape the incinerator in a form that is
particularly dangerous to humans. The metals become attached to
the outside of the fine particles and thus become available for
humans to breathe. Costner and Thornton estimate that some 2
million pounds of metals may leave kilns attached to fine particles
each year (pg. 23). Measurements at one kiln in California indicated
it was releasing 15,000 pounds of metals into the local environment
via airborne particles each year; measurements at a Florida kiln
revealed airborne releases of 21,000 pounds of metals per year (pg.
23). Tests at an Illinois kiln revealed that burning hazardous wastes
increased lead emissions 82%, chromium 167% and zinc 662%,
compared to the same kiln burning normal fuel (pg. 23).
The fly ash from kilns is loaded with metals if the kiln burns
hazardous wastes. Based on EPA data, Costner and Thornton
estimate that 18.6 million pounds of metals enter the U.S.
environment in fly ash from kilns each year (pg. 25). These metals
are in a particularly leachable form, having a large surface area, and
are thus available to enter water and living things (see RHWN
#162). The high alkalinity (high pH) of kiln ash makes kiln ash
even more leachable than ash from normal hazardous waste
incinerators (pg. 25). At least two ash disposal sites for cement
kilns are on the Superfund list, and neither kiln is supposed to have
burned hazardous waste (pg. 25).
Advocates of hazardous waste incineration in kilns often claim that
kilns destroy 100% of the wastes entering the furnace.
Unfortunately, available data reveal this is not true by a wide
margin. Kilns do operate at high temperatures (2000 to 3000
degrees Fahrenheit), but
metals are not destroyed at any
temperature. Furthermore, a class of chemicals called "products of
incomplete combustion" (PICs, which include dioxins, furans, and a
broad range of other organic chemicals) are created in a kiln, not in
the furnace itself but in lower- temperature parts of the machine
(smoke stack, pollution control devices, or ambient air outside the
incinerator) (pgs. 18-21, 27-30).
The production of PICs is enhanced by "upsets," which occur in
kilns several times each month, when something goes wrong with
the machine. During these periods, puffs of hazardous chemicals
are emitted into the local environment (pg. 18).
Another source of problems may be chemical releases resulting from
transportation accidents. A typical kiln will burn 1,800 tank-truck
loads of hazardous wastes per year. Many such trucks operate
dangerously, in violation of applicable laws (pg. 18).
--Peter Montague
=====

Typical wastes burned in kilns include paint, ink, and coatings
manufacturers' wastes, spent halogenated and non-halogenated
solvents generated by a wide variety of manufacturing processes,
still bottoms from solvent recovery operations, petroleum industry
wastes, and waste oils including crankcase oil, transmission fluid,

[1] Personal communication March 19, 1990, from Richard Fortuna,
executive director of Hazardous Waste Treatment Council,
Washington, DC; phone (202) 783-0870.
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BURNING QUESTION

Celllent Companies
Go Toxic
JOCK FERGUSON
he'growing toxic appetite of U.S. cement makers is
one of the best-kept dirty secrets of the Reagan/
Bush years. More thana million tons of burnable
plastic residue, used oil and waste solvents generated by industry are trucked each year to twenty-two cement
kilns across the country to be burned as fuel. Lax environmental rules promulgated in the mid-1980s encouraged makers
of the country's primary construction material to become
major disposers of toxic chemical wastes. And more cement
makers want in on the lucrative toxic-waste trade.
The industry's propaganda is persuasive. It preaches that
its sophisticated rotary kiln technology, which can attain
2,OOO-degree temperatures, totally destroys any chemiCal
wastes it burns. And it claims it is performing a socially valuable function by recycling industry wastes for their fuel value.
Bilt in 1992, ten years after the practice began, the Environmental Protection Agency finally got around to testing cement
kilns. Not surprisingly, it found that the industry claims were
wrong.
Chemical wastes added to coal produce the heat to fuse
limestone, clay, iron and aluminum into cement. During this
process small amounts of the chemical wastes end up in both
the c'ement and the dust leftovers. Some of the dust blows

T

Jock Ferguson is a reporter/or the Toronto Globe and Mail.
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out tall kiln stacks into the air, while most of it goes into
landfills. The E.P.A. concluded that burning the wastes produces toxic surprises in finished cement and in the large volumes of dust left over from production. Dioxins, furans (unwanted toxic chemicals produced during incineration), even
plutonium were found in recent months by E.P.A. scientists
as they completed analysis of their first tests on cement kilns.
It is now clear that many Americans living in the vicinity of
the nation's 114 cement plants are being exposed to toxic
pollutants.
"The fact that we found dioxins, furans and plutonium at
all makes the test results significant," said Bill Schoenborn,
who heads the E.P.A.'s cement test program. He hastened to
add that so far "the E.P.A. has made no assessment of the
significance of the data for human health." However, the
agency is so concerned with its findings that it rushed out to
test another six kilns last month.
Cement makers became toxic junkies because of their insatiable appetite for fuel to generate the high temperatures
needed in the large rotating kilns. Instead of having to pay
for fuel, cement makers are now earning millions as toxic
waste disposers-what the industry calls cement kiln recycling, in which coal, oil and natural gas are replaced by chemical wastes. Imagine the delight of financially strapped cement makers when they were able to eliminate expensive
fossil fuel and replace it with highly noxious wastes that other
industries paid them to burn. Recently, some companies
started blending contaminated solid industrial wastes into
the liquids to make the waste trade even more lucrative. The
Lafarge Corporation, the country's leading chemical-wasteburning cement maker, is reportedly making as much as
$1 million a month in the toxics trade at its plant in Alpena,
Michigan, where it has E.P.A. approval to push as much
as 17 million gallons of chemical wastes through its kiln
each year.
The startling E.P.A. findings on toxic cement have prompted Clinton staff members to consider placing a moratorium
on new chemical waste incineration applications until a thorough review of human health and environmental hazards has
been completed.
The new First Couple has more than a passing acquaintance with the multinational cement industry. Hillary Rodham
Clinton served on the board of directors of Lafarge. She resigned last April after environmentalists and some prominent
Clinton supporters succeeded in getting the Texas legislature
to turn down Lafarge's proposal to burn hazardous waste in
its New Braunfels, Texas, cement plant. Lafarge has recently
been the target of both state and E.P.A. investigators. Its
Fredonia, Kansas, cement plant is high on the E.P.A.'s list of
toxic polluters; the agency found significant quantities of lead,
cadmium, chromium, arsenic, dioxin and furan contamination in its cement dust.
In Michigan, state environmental officials detected excessive dioxin and furan air emissions from Lafarge's Alpena
plant last July, and then in October cited the Alpena facility
for failing to comply with E.P.A. operating rules, the same
offense that resulted in Lafarge being fined $1.8 million in
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September for violating operating rules at its plant in Demopolis, Alabama.
The cement makers' claims of environmental safety were
shattered last spring when E.P.A. scientists visited fifteen cement plants across the country and took samples of finished
cement and waste cement dust. Eight of the plants were hazardous waste burners, while the other seven used coal, oil or
natural gas. The analysis took months to complete, but by November it was clear to government officials that they had a
serious problem on their hands.
The most flagrant polluter is River Cement's Festus, Missouri, plant, about thirty miles south of St. Louis. Owned
by Italy's prominent Agnelli family, it had by far the largest levels of dioxins and furans in its cement dust, and to
a lesser extent in its finished cement. It also had high lead
and cancer-causing solvent contamination. In Chanute, Kansas, Ash Grove Cement also had unexpected dioxin and fUTan
readings.
Environmental officials were also alarmed to find low levels
of plutonium in three cement plants that are near nuclear facilities: Southdown cement in Lyons, Colorado, near the infamous Rocky Flats nuclear test range; British-owned Blue
Circle's Harleyville, South Carolina, plant; and Holnam's
Tijeras, New Mexico, plant.
"We're poisoning ourselves through these toxic emissions
from cement kilns," said Ed Kleppinger, a Washington consultant critical of lax environmental regulation of cement
makers. By his calculation at least 3,500 tons of lead a year
are emitted into the air or in waste dust annually from cement
kilns. "That's between 5 and 10 percent of all annual lead
emissions in the United States," he said.
Toxic contaminants in cement will carryover into concrete
and into the concrete pipe used to transport much of the na-
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tion's drinking water, he added. But the E.P.A. findings give
an incomplete snapshot of the problem; only full-time monitoring of the plants can provide an accurate picture of the
cumulative environmental and human-health damage caused
by toxic cement kiln emissions.
\
Even the industry's Washington lobbyists are concerned
about the findings. If the E.P.A.'s February tests show more
toxic contamination, the industry's lucrative waste-disposal
sideline will "have a serious problem," admitted Richard
Creighton, executive director of the Cement Kiln Recycling
Coalition. He claimed that the industry had no desire to imperil human health or the environment and was committed to
doing whatever was necessary to eliminate the toxic residues.
The country's two largest cement makers and chemical
waste burners are Lafarge, which is controlled by Lafarge
Coppee of France, and Holnam, which is controlled by
Holderbank Financiere Glaris of Switzerland. They are leading members of an international cement cartel that has rigged
cement markets in Europe and Canada and kept cement and
concrete prices artificially high [see Ferguson, "The Sultans
of Cement," August 3/10, 1992].
The cement industry's cozy de~lings with successive Republican administrations have enabled it to operate with little
government regulation. The nation's fifty-three commercial
hazardous-waste incinerator operators and several environmental groups filed suit against the E.P.A. in June 1991 in an
attempt to force the agency to make cement companies operate under the more stringent rules that apply to commercial incinerator operators. Both industries handle many of the
same wastes. The E.P.A.'s cement kiln contamination findings are sure to lend impetus to the suit.
Another regulatory loophole allows the cement industry to
treat the 6 million tons of contaminated cement kiln dust generated annually as if it were normal household garbage that
can be dumped in any sanitary landfill. Unbelievably, 114,000
tons of highly alkaline dust were sold to farmers in 1990 to
sweeten acidic soil. Heavy metals, dioxins. furans and even
trace amounts of radioactive material were plowed into fields
used in food production.
If the E.P.A.'s new round of cement kiln tests shows continued toxic emissions, then Carol Browner, the agency's new
Administrator, should curtail agricultural uses of cement dust
and consider eliminating the industry's lucrative toxic sideline. It remains to be seen whether the Clinton Administration will place the health of citizens above the profits of
industry.
0
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The cement makers'
long, sweet ride

I

I And Washington's

new environmental war

O

n flat fannland outside •
isn't likely to come to mind.
tbe town of Paulding,
What does is the new Waste
Ohio, sits an agglomTechnologies Industries incineration of storage tanks, conerator located clear across the
veyors and long, rotating kilns
.
'.'
state, in East Liverpool.
that bum 60,000 tons of hazThe newer facility got a lot
ardous waste a year. Yet ask
of attention last December
anyone who lives nearby about Ohio's when Vice President-elect Gore threatmajor burners of toxic substances and the ened to keep it from opening pending a
Lafarge Corp.'s Paulding cement plant congressional study. But the fact is, more

I

I

IWaste IIOt. A Bath, Pa., cement piant built to bum coal now bums wastes, too.
51
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hazardous materials are burned in cement kilns like the one in Paulding than
at big commercial incinerators like the
one in East Liverpool. Indeed, at least a
million tons of industrial solvents, plastic
waste and oily sludge from petroleum
refineries is burned as fuel each year in
more than 20 cement plants scattered
around the country.
For the cement industry, burning other people's dangerous waste is a boon.
First, the industry saves millions by buying and burning less coal. Second, it
charges hazardous-waste generators up
to $800 a ton to burn their waste. Since
1984, when Congress decreed that some
hazardous wastes could no longer be
buried in landfills, cement companies
have more than doubled their consumption of such wastes, bolstering their bottom lines in the process.
Poor grade5. Combustion of hazardous
waste at cement kilns was virtually unregulated until two years ago. Now there are
plenty of rules governing how cement
plants and other boilers and industrial
furnaces burn hazardous materials. But
they have been enforced only spottily. An
examination of Environmental Protection Agency inspection reports and enforcement found numerous problems.
An internal EPA memo obtained by
News put the issue in blunt terms: "We
are finding violations of basic, longstanding, fundamental requirements."
Of the plants inspected recently by the
EPA, 20 percent did not adequately train
personnel; S6 percent failed to properly
analyze waste they burned, and 62 per-

u.s.

cement kilns: '
regulation and reality
1ft Hazardous waste
'8' mixed with coal at
cement plants burns
at temperatures Of
2.700 to 3.000 '~egrees
Fahrenheit. The intense heat
is needed to meld \he raw
matenals of cement together,

52

cent failed to comply
with rules for feeding
waste into the kilnsfailures that can result
in excessive emissions
of toxic substances.
!
For instance, EPA.. )
rules require cementlj
plants to test each batchr'\)~
of incoming waste they·...,(
burn. Yet at Lafarge's J
Citadel plant in Demo- )"
polis, Ala., inspectors
found Lafarge had simply run a pipe between
its cement kiln and Systech Environmental
Corp. next door, which f
collects and sells hazardous waste. An EPA
enforcement
order
charged that Lafarge
was not getting a detailed analysis of the
waste before burning it.,;
in the kiln. Lafarge con- (i
tested the complaint, 1i
arguing that its testing ,
was adequate.
In theory, cement kilns are a good
choice for disposal of many types of
hazardous waste. Typically, the kilns
burn at around 2,700 degrees Fahrenheit. The intense heat splits apart many
lethal chemicals into more-benign substances. The process is simple: Cement
manufacturers add hazardous wastes to
the coal they burn ordinarily. The waste
and coal generate heat, which then
melds clay, limestone, iron ore and sand
into small stones called "clinker." The

Toxic fears. Federal regulators vow to get
tough on plants that bum hazardous
waste, like this one in Alpena, Mich.
clinker is later ground up with gypsum
to make cement.
The trouble with this process is that
no one fully understands the health and
environmental consequences of burning
hazardous waste in cement kilns. EPA
officials concede they don't know what
the effects are of the hazardous-waste
residue left in the cement. Indeed, the
agency can't even say for sure' how
many plants are burning the stuff, although one EPA official says the number is "very, very close to 23."
What EPA scientists do know now is
that clinker from kilns that burn hazardous waste can be laced with low levels of
toxic substances, including heavy metals
and dioxins. Cement made from clinker
goes into making everything from hospitals to schools and water mains. The
agency is doing further work to determine the source of the contaminants and
whether they pose a health threat.
Determining how stack emissions affect public health is similarly difficult.
Because there are so many sources of
pollution in any community, it is difficult
to isolate the impact of the wastes that
are burned by kilns. At last May's International Congre~ on the Health Effects
of Hazardous Waste, however, several
studies identified respiratory and neurologic problems in people living downwind of facilities that burn hazardous.
U.S.NEWS & WORLD REPORT.jlTLY
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waste. The studies linked the health
problems with exposure to the discharge
from these facilities.
Helping hand. Despite such concerns,
the cement industry has been largely untroubled by federal overseers. In 1980,
the EPA exempted cement kilns, industrial boilers and furnaces that burn hazardous waste as fuel from the restrictions
imposed on commercial incinerators,
whose sole purpose is to burn waste. That
same year, the cement industry got a
helping hand from AJabama Rep. Tom
Bevill, who introduced an amendment to
the federal Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act. The amendment exempted dust from cement kilns and ash from
coal burning, among other "special
wastes," from the act's strict disposal
guidelines until after the EPA had determined whether the wastes were hazardous. Today, 13 years later, the agency still
has not completed its study; EPA officials promise it will be done by year's end.
Owners of commercial incinerators,
which have to treat their waste ash as a
hazardous material, complain that the
loophole for cement kilns puts them at a
competitive disadvantage. Bevill, whose
district has a cement plant, claims that
another congressman inserted the language exempting cement kiln dust: "My
father was a coal miner," Bevill says. "My
amendment was about coal."
After cement companies jumped into
the hazardous-waste business in tbe early 1980s, Congress did respond. In 1984,
the EPA was authorized to begin reguU.S.NEW> & WORLD REPORT. JULY 19. 1993
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lating the burning of hazardQus waste at
cement kilns. That same year, DallasFort Worth Rep. Martin Frost ensured
that only smaller towns would have to
contend with the powerful cement industry. Frost inserted language into the
RCRA declaring that if a kiln was located in a city of 500,000 or more, it had to
meet the tougher guidelines imposed on
commercial incinerators. Dallas. at the
time, was battling a cement company intent on burning hazardous waste. The
unforeseen result? Today, nearly every
cement kiln burning hazardous waste is
doing so in smaller communities.
The EPA, over the same period,
pretty much looked the other way. In
amending the RCRA to include the
burning of hazardous waste by cement
plants, Congress gave the EPA two
years to come up with regulations;
however, EPA officials took six. "The
agency moved forward at a pace that
was reasonable," says Bob Holloway,
chief of the combustion section in the
EPA's Office of Solid Waste. "Just because Congress says something doesn't
mean that it's a pressing environmental concern."
Finally unveiled in [991, the new regulations for the cement industry were still
flawed, according to Hugh Kaufman, a

,

frequent internal cntlC of the EPA.
There was no emissions standard for
dioxin, for instance. More important, cement companies have been allowed to
police themselves in what amounts to an
honor system until the EPA or state
agencies gel around to reviewing them
for full operating permits.
Confronted with these findings, EPA
chief Carol Browner has declared her
intentions to get all hazardous-wasteburning facilities under full permits and
rigorous controls as quickly as possible.
In the meantime, the EPA will impose
tougher standards on existing facilities
and freeze aU new burning. The Cement
Kiln Recycling Coalition, an industry
trade group, has accused the EPA of
acting precipitously. The coalition claims
that the strategy will handicap the industry, and it has challenged the EPA in
federal court. Given the friendly treatment it has enjoyed from Washington for
the past decade, it is anyone's guess how
the industry will respond as the EPA
starts cracking lhe whip. In the meantime, Americans living near cement kilns
that continue to burn hazardous wastes
can only watch, wait and wonder.
•
By BETSY CARPENTER
AND DAVID BOWERMASTER
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Table I (in Thousands of Tons)
Cement Kiln Incineration of Hazardous Waste in the US by Site+++
Company
1989 21
I
TXI & NTCC* 169
90
Holnarn Inc
65
87
2
3
Lafarge
60
85
4
Continental**** 40
45
5
Giant Cement
NA 62
6
ESSROC***
40
50
7
River Cement
62
65
8
Ash Grove Cem't 50
72
9
Lafarge Com
60
58
10
Giant Cement
65
48
11
Ash Grove Cem't 50
71
12
Lafarge
60
50
13
Holnarn Inc
50
76
14
Lafarge"
40
47
15
Lafarge*****
30
30
16
Medusa Cement 10
28
17
National Cem't-"* 40
29.5
18 Cape Girardeau MO Lone S tar Ind.
0
0
19 Louisville NEB
Ash Grove Cem't 50
10
20 Independence KS Heanland Cement 0
4
21 Artesia, MISS
Holnam Inc
0 - 0
Southdown, Inc
0
8.3
22 Knoxville TN
23 FairbofTl OH
Southdown, In" 40
4.3
24 Kosmosdale KY Southdown, Inc no data nd
Community·
Midlothian TX
Clarksville MO
Fredonia KS
Hannibal MO
Harleyville SC
Logansport IND
Festus MO
Foreman ARK
Paulding OH
Bath PA
Chanute KS
Alpena MI
Santee SC
Greenc;tStle IND
Demopolis ALA
Wa-:1Dum PA .
Lebc~ ':.AJ.

TOTAL TONS =
(billions of pounds)

981.0
(1.96)

1020
(2.0)

92
96
94.567
84
76
94
70
60
72
57
40
70
51
76
40
36
10
22.5
20
10
1.55
0
18.7
0.63

93
69.8
93.2
79.6
85
85
75
55
42""
58
50.8
40""
43.2
32
29.2

27.2
23
24.8
40

71\"

94
63
97
71.2
85
77.5
71
64.35
38.67""
53.2
55.3
38""
30.4
35.5
9.6
28.8
49.3
22
42.5

95
94
74.3
65.9
86
90.9
76
52.8
51.1
41.6
56
38.5
26.6
38.4
18.3
26.3
37.8
18.8
37

Total
Tons
96
627.8
46
23.9 534.967
34.9 480.6
46.5 463.5
45.3 454.7
34
416
21.6 380.75
30
355.77""
22.5 350.3
32
347.1
13.4 320.9/\/\
18.1
279.3
25.1 . 333
16.9 201
8.6
186.9
175. i
17
164.8
7.2
149.5
10
n/a
88""
69.25
11.5
56.83
14.8
46.3
o
44.93
o
_0
_
Q.-

7/\/\

4

16.5
7
19.3

17
23.33

18.7
11.7

~

_0_

_0_

_
0_

[099.9
(2.2)

1002.6
(2.0)

979.65

964.7

4':9.3

(1.95)

(1.93)

(0.')6)

o

o
o

o
o

6526.25
(13.05)

* formerly Beazer.
MAsh Grove 3 plants prorated for aggregate 89,000 tons
** fonnerly Becat, now owned by Societe Des Ciments Francais (French).
*** formerly Coplay Cement.
/\ formerly Lone Star Industries.
**** formerly Scancem.
*****fonnerly Medusa Cement (1989-1991).

+++ data compiled from several sources including:
a. J.D. Smith, Cement Kilns 1990 A Summary of the Industry, EI Digest; June 1990; p. 14ff.
b. J.D. Smith, Industrial Furnaces 1993; EI Digest; September 1993; pp. 19-21.
c. J.D Smith and B. Strand, Cement and Lightweight Aggregate Kilns 1992; EI Digest; Aug 1·992,30-31.
d. Portland Cement Association: U.S. and Canadian Portland Cement Industry: Plant Information
Summary, December 31, 1992; September 1993.
e. Portland Cement Association: U.S. and Canadian Portland Cement Industry: Plant Information
Summary, December 31, 1991; August 1992.
f. E. K. Kleppinger, "Cement Kiln Incinenration of Hazardous Waste: The Practice of Overall Ener.gy .
Consumption, Especially Crude Oil Derived Fuels, and Slows the Rate of Technological innovatIOn 10
the U.S. Cement Industry," January 24, 1994.
g. J.D. Smith, Industrial Furnaces 1994; EI Digest; October 1994; pp. 17-25.
h. Robin Neidorf, Industrial Fumaces 1995: EI Digest; August 1995; pp. 28-37.
J. Jeffrey D. Smith, Industrial Fumaces 1996: EI Digest; August 1996; pp. 25-31.
Compiled by Neil Carman of Sierra Club, 1997

Table II
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Thousands of Tons of Cement Kiln Hazardous Waste Incineration by State
Site

~

Companies

22-

J1

n

94

95
---

Missouri

Holnam. River Ce., 167 197
Lone Star, Continental
2 South Carolina Holnam, Giant
50 138
3 Kansas
Lafarge, Ash Grove, 110 160
Heartland
4 Indiana
80 97
Lafarge, ESSROC
5 Texas
169 90
TXI&NICC
6 Pennsylvania
Giant, Medusa
75 76
7 Ohio
Lafarge,
100 62.3
Southdown*
8 Arkansas
Ash Grove
50 72
60 50
9 Michigan
Lafarge Coppee
,30
30'
10 Alabama
Lafarge Coppe'e
40 29.5
11 California
National
12 Nebraska
50
10
Ash Grove
13 Mississippi
Holnam, Inc.
0
0
Southdown*
l:1: Tennessee
---D. 8.3

TOTAL TONS ==
(billions of pounds)

250.57 273.2

96

Total Tons

-

-

288.85 250.1

102 1,528.717

113.04 129.3 70.4
117
170
155.55 136.1"" 123.2"" 123.1 59.8

787.74
731.65""

104.2
110
69.8
96
50
73.8
57.63 58

102.6
63
104.6
53.2

94.3
94
93.8
41.6

50.9
46
49
22.5

639
627.8
522.2
388.23

72
51
36
22.5
10.
0
18.7

51.1
26.6
26.3
18.8
4
11.7
rJa

30
18.1
,g:c
7.2
rJa
14.8
rJa

351.1 ""
279.3

---.1..2d

36""
30.4
··28.8
22
7""
23.3
rJa

~81.0 1020
i099.9
( 1.96) (2.0) (2.2)

1002.6
(2.0)

979.155
( 1.95)

42""
43.2

27.2
24.8
7""
7

JS1':;
0
........ v • ..,

164.8
8 1""
56.8
46.3

479.3 6526.25
(0.96) (13.05)

904.7
(1.93)

* Ceased HW burning in late 1994 and will not burn HW at company cement kilns nationwide.
""Ash Grove's 3 plants prorated for aggregate'89,000 tons in 1993 and 83.671 tons in 1994.

Table ill
T0Ib

0f Cement KjJn Ha?ardous Waste Incineration by Company

Company

1989

21

210
115
150
65
95
62
40

223
163
153
110
70
69
45

40
40

50
47

12
13

Lafarge (French)
Holnam LP (Swiss Holderbank)
Ash Grove Cement Co
Giant Group (Keystone & Giant)
Texas Industries (TXI)
River Cement, RC (IFT Internat.)
Continental (Scancem)
ESSROC (Societe Des
Ciments Francais)
Lone S tar Cement
National Cement (Soc Des
Ciments Vicar)
North Texas Ceo (50% Holnam)
Medusa Cement
0' tbdown (SW Portland, Dixie)

40
74
10
40

ill.

~ '"~attland

29.5
20
28
12.6
_-f'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lQ

II

Cer!1ent* *
T TAL

....:.12

N.:3 -- 981.0

(bil ions f Qunds) ::::
",;; Now owned by Rive. Cement

92
228
170.56
152
134
75
61.55
76
70
60
22.5
21
10
19.33

_.ll'l

1,020.1 1,099.95
0.96) (2.0)
(2.2)

-.2l

94

210
132.2
89
135.8
69.8
55
85

154.8 178.7 101
155.85 124.4 63.8
83.67 93.6 43.4
77.52 146.9 77.3
63
94
46
64.35 52.8 21.6
46.5
85
86

75
40

71
52.1

95

76
37

96

34
10

24.8
22
18.8
7.2
stopped burning 0
0
50.2
78.1
37.8
17
19.3
sopped burning
>:t*
~j~
lU
U
1,002.6

(2.0)

979.65
( 1.95)

964.7
(1.93)

479.3
(0.96)

Total Tons
1,305.5
924.817
764.67
746.52
512.8
386.3
463.5
416.0
286.0
164.8
.U5.0
231.1
91.23

"

..,

6,527.297
(13.0 )

CEMENT KILN INCINERATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
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SOME THOUGHTS AND INFORMATION
13 May 1992
Volume III Number 4

The Only Cement Kiln Burning Hazardous Wastes in the U.S. with a
Complete Part 8 RCRA Permit Forced to Shut Down

CANNOT

M~PT

DiOXiN STANDARDS

o
st Mary's/Peerless Cement in Detroit is the only fully
permitted cement kiln ~~zardous waste incinerator in the U.S.
Because of the Frost Amendment they were forced to get an
incinerator permit rather than complying under the weaker EIFInterim Status rules.
They cannot meet their permit.
Their
chlorinated dioxin and dibenzofuran (PCDDs, PCDFs) levels are
reported to be over 50 times their permit.
The st. Mary's nata may also be one of the reasons why the
International Joint Commissio~ on the Great Lakes
has called Tor a ban C~ hazardous uaste incineration in certai~
areas near the lakes.
Watch out Lafarge in Alpena!
U.~_-Canadian

o
There is no reason to believe that any cement kiln burning
highly chlorinated hazardous wastes will not .also produce
significant levels of PCDDs and PCDFs.
Indeed, since cement
kilns ~re not designed and operated for waste destruction, and
there is some level of chlurides and c~ganics in the raw
materials and normal fuels, the kiln probably represents a
sig:-:.i..f.icant source of PCDDs and PCDFs into the community even
when not burning haz2rcous wast2.
As I have ~epeatedly said,
cement kilns are not that efficient a combustion device.
They
are designed and operated to be efficient heat transfer devices.
o
Lafarge misleads again.
"Formation of [PJCDD's and [PJCDP'S
will not normally occur in the alkaline cement kiln environment."
[26 June 1990]
Lafarge's lack of knowledge would by laughable if
they were not engaging in activities which if not properly done
will damage the environment and public health.
Cement kiln
incineration of hazardous wastes under Interim Status is
equivalent to allowing the practice of medicine without a
license!

o

The European standard for hazardous waste incinerators is
0.1 ngjm J , TCDD equivalents.
The Detroit standard is 0.14 ngjm J •
Make sure that your cement kiln incinerator meets or exceeds this
standard.
Can they? Lafarge states that they are the best
technology? Are they willing to meet this standard? Is it a lie
or is it the truth? Time will tell.
I hope that it is the truth
since I believe that cement kilns are not able to meet a real
best technology standard, and this means that Lafarge and other

cement kilns will be out of the
incineration business.

comrne~cia~

hazardous
waste
Cement Kiln FP 49

o

The -Southdown Fairborn, Ohio cement kiln hazardous waste
incinerator was tested in April 1991.
They did not meet the
Detroit PCDD and PCDr standards while burning hazardous wastes.
Southdown met the standard on a coal only burn.

o
Southdown submitted some data to EPA as part of the ElF rule
making.
They note a coal burning preheater kiln and a long kiln
[wet or dry?] burning coal, and 16% and 37% hazardous waste. The
"CDD/CDF" equivalents are reported as 20, 1~.7, 0.7 and 0.6
respectively, as compared to the 0.14 Detrolt standard.
The
increased emissions while burning coal only may be due to
relative chlorine and raw material organic levels.
In any event,
none of the four burns reported by Southdown meet the Detroit
permit conditio~s. Note that the one coal only test result is
one hundred and fifty times the Detroit standard: and 200 times
the incinerator standard.
o
1990.

The Ash Grove Louisville, Nebraska kiln was tested by EPA in
At least one test run exceeded the Detroit standard.

o
The Continental Cement Company kiln in Hannibal, Missot~i
was tested by EPA in 1990. In the test burn report, TCDD
equivalents wert: calculated.
Thsy ran tests ':.:rhile burning coal,
coal and solid and liquid hazardous wastes (two tes~s), and coal
and diesel oil.
The latter test burn condition was required
because the coal they were burning was of such very poor quality.
The results were 1.190, 3.323, 5.910, and 3.43 as compared to the
Detroit standard of 0.14.
The co:,lclusion is inescapable. If our public health and environmental
quality goal in thiscDuntr} lS to eliminflte by incineration [after
minimization and pollution prevention efforts] residuai, organic, hazardous
wastes and minimize chlorinated dioxin and dibenzofuran emissions, then
cement kilns should .Dot be allowed to burn hazardous wastes.
Edward w. Kleppinger, Ph.D.
Environmental Consultant
407 N Street, SW
Washington, DC 20024-3701

Phone:
Fax:

202 488-1015
202 484-1297

PLEASE COpy THIS NEWSLETTER AND SEND IT ON TO OTHERS.
INFORMATION IN THISNEWSLETTER WAS SUPPUED BY lvWIY CITIZENS. PLEASE
SEND IN YOUR ITEMS ABOUT CEMENT KILN INCINERATION. HELP MAKE THIS
NEWSLETTER A MORE USEFUL TOOL FOR ALL OF US.

I HAVE BEEN KIVOWN TO MAKE ERRORS. IF ANY INFORMATION IN THIS
NEWSLE1TER IS THOUGHT TO BE INACCURATE.. PLEASE LET ME KNOW

I

I
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INCINERATION TECHNOLOGY: CEMENT KILNS INHERENTLY UN'SAFE
Cherie Trine 6191

ncineration is an engineered process using thermal
oxidation of a waste material to produce a less bulky
and, in theory, less toxic material. Thermal oxidation is the
combination of a substance with oxygen in the presence
ci heat, also called combustion. Effective incineration is
dependent upon adequate amounts of time, temperature,
turbulence. and oxygen.
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!qCRA REGULATED INCINERATORS
A Resource Con.sc:.rvation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permitted
commercial inanerator is specially designed and operated for the
sole purpcse of h3zardous waste destruction. [_1ig2] MCN of these
indnerators are less than five years old, either new or completely
rebuilt and modified. In order to meet RCRA standards, they !lave

had to incorporate the best available combustion technolOgy.! The
principle type of incinerator used today is the rotary kiln equipped
with an afterburner, an auxiliary fud firing system, and continuous emisron rnooitcxing S)'Stems (CEM'S).3

~'\ll ;:e, ~~rve:; as a z.as destruction pan of the syste.m poor ,'~ ~
quenching (ooolmg) and scrubbing or filtering. An auxiliary fuel firing
system brings the kiln up to and maintains the desired operating
temperatures usmg separate or special burners. CEM's help maintain control of the proa:ss, which is vital to environmental protection.
RCRA permitted incinerators are required to h.ave a variety of
CEM's interlocked to automatic waste feed cutoffs when prescribed
conditions are not observed. 4

CEMENT KILN INCINERATORS

I
I
I
1

Dry Process Cement Kiln

Emission gases coma,in carbon dioxide (CO 2 ); water ~O);
UJl(;ombu.sted organic compowuis from the waste feed; inorganic
compounds sucb as metals whicll do not combust; prxiuas of incomplete combustion (PICs) wbich form from the breakdown and recombination of the original compounds into new forms; and new
inorganic compounds formed during combustion, such as carbon
mona.ade (CO), nitrogen oxides (N°2) , hydrogen ctuoride (HCL),
and oxides of sulphur. 1

r\rj after"';..;rner iSjperated at ti:mperatLres greater tha;: these
used in the rotary kiln. The primary function of the kiln;'. to coovert
solid hazardous waste into gases that are then burned. The after-

I

chemical elements required to produce cement are calcium, silicon,
aluminum and iron. These are prOllided by a mix of limestone, clay,
shale and/or sand., and iron or steel mill scaJe. 7

Cement lciIns are specially designed and operated for tbe sole
purpose of making cement clinker. [=- l\g.1] A cement kiln is a large
steel horizontal tube \\lith a refractory lining (heat resistant brick).
The kiln rotates s!CNo'ly and has a gentle slope to allow solid material
to move through the kiln. Fuels are introduced into the "Iow" end of
the kiln and raw materm; are introduced into the "high" end. The
Bow in cement kilns is counter-current; solids travel in one direction
and hoi. gases plus dust emissions travel in the opposite direction.s
In a dry process kiln, such as Holnam's, finely crushed raw material
is fed into tbe kiln dry at the upper end., instead of in a slurry of
water as in a wet-process kiln. As the raw materials pass through the
kiln, they start calcination at 550 C. In the burning zone, 1,5000 C
temperatures calcine and fuse the raw materials creating clinker. The
addition of about 6% gypsum and <Xher additives to milled clinker
completes the process of making portland cemcnl. 6 0"The principle
0

Fig 1

Fuels
Originally, liquid wastes fed to kilns were high Btu wastes with very
little ash, chlorine, and BS&W (bottoms, sediment and water); and
were as dean or cleaner than the liquid fossil fue~ they replaced.
Presently, many kilns bUrL "c;;:nc-.;O fll:;;", a IT:ixtur<: of misceUaneous hazardous wastes from a variety of sources, which they get
from hazardous waste brokers. These blenders mix solid hazardous
~"a:;r~ ""nth hig~er Btu liquid bazardous ~!es. Cement lciIn:; are
burning hazardous wastes from vinually all classes of generators.
'Mlstes burned now are generally high in solids and in halogen
(chlorine). Hazardous waste soUds are used because bigh disposal
fees can be charged, and the most money made by cement companies.
As the wastes used by cement kilns become "dirtier", that is
contain less heat value and more solids, the combustion efficiency
decreases, and lbe quantities of unburned and partially burned
wastes dispersed into the environment increases.s Kilns also may
blend bazardous wastes with the cement raw materials introduced
into the cd<! end of the kiln, where they either volatilize (vaPJrize) Q"
are incorpcrated into the ash and cemeDL 9

CEMENT KlLN SAFETY PROBLEMS
Cement kilns, by design and operation, have unique problems incinerating hazardous wastes. These problems, whicb affect the safety of
indneration, include poor COmblLStion ifJicieney due to lack of time,
turbulence, oxygen and temperature expa;ure of hazardous wastes;
frequent upsets or releases of partially or uncombusted organic chemicals; high emissions of fine parriculaJe maner; liu:k ofmoniJoring aru:i
automatic feed cwolfs; and [aihue to mal wastes such as fly ash,
cement kiln dUo:-r, aru:i bagfwuse fi1Jm as ltazardolLS wastes to be
disposed in "secure" landfills.
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CEMENT KlLN AIR EMISSIONS
Air emissions of metals, prcxlucts of incomplete combustion,
uncombusted organics, and fine particulate matter by cement kiln
incineration of hazardous waste are discussed below, including technical backup.

In burning hazardoqs waste, the desired products are cartx:Jn dioxide and water. However, portions of the waste chemicals are emitted
uncombusted in their Original fonn, or recombine to form new, high
molea.tlar weight and toxic compounds called Products of iJuomplete
combustion (PICs). These chemicals, which may be more complex
then the original waste chemicals, are "more difficu1J to destroy and
may be more toxic than the parent compowuf., " according to EPA 10
PICs are released in the kilns' Slack gases, fly ash, dust and cement
prcxluclS. Upset caJditioos in cement Icilns are ideally suited fa- the
ftxmatiCXl and ctispersaI of diocins, furnns and aher bighly toxic PICs. l1

starved will fonn and move up the length of the kiln. Kilns don't
attempt to provide a back mixed section to rompletely mix feed and
combustion air. There is no way to avoid this effect in a cement kiln
because the atomization pressure will not be great enough to ensure
that good mixing win take pla:e in the lcxJg, ~ 500 fix;( length
of the laln,u
ReRA regulated hazardous waste incinerators must provide
adequate oxygen in order to avoid the problems associated with
pyrolysis of organic rornpounds. (Pyrolysis is the decomposiIion of a
substance by the action of heat alone, wiJh no access to oxygen).
Results of a study at the University of Dayton Research Institute
showed that from one Slarting compound it was possible to see over
fifty pyrolysis products formed (PICs). These compounds are usually
more thermally stable and in many cases more toxic than the initial
compounds. 16 Pyrolysis conditions can be expected to predominate
over large portions of the kiln, even \lIithour the added negative
effectS o[ feeding hazardous waste sotids. l1

Repeated studies of RCRA regulated hazardous waste incinerators
mown to be present in
stacie gasesY Even fewer of the PICs produced during tbe burning
of ba:zardous wastes in cement and aggregate lciIns have been identified. According to EPA, PIC emissions from the burning of hazardous waste ~'l indust:iul boi!'~rs and furnaces ranged from 0.5 to 5
times tbe emission rates of unburned waste chemicals. 13
have identified only l-lD percent of the PIO;

Gas temperatures in a cement kiln are above 2fXfJ' F for only 30%
of the lciJn by length, and weU less than 30% of residence time. A
U.S. EPA employee said, UCanent kilns tend to have a long lazy
flome thai cou.1d hardly be described as 'turbulent' compared to a
hazardaw l.',.a.su incin.erru0r._fw]hile the to«l1:,,.:.,; residence time may
be 3-5 seconds, residence time in the high temperruure flame zone is
muh 1o\:¥'LtempeTatuTes do drop off rat1k:r ,:uickly... " 18

Some of the most dangerous PICs formed are those of chlorinated
and furans. Their ernissioi>S cause roncem because of their
extreme toxicity, persistence, and tendency to bioaccumulate. Incineration of chlorinated wastes is the major source of polychlorinated
dioxins (PCDDs) and furans (PCDFs) in the environment and"in
human tissues. 14
Q,("Qn~

Cement lcilns have temperature profiles \lIith lower temperature
zones formed clovm stream from the fuel source. It is in tbese zones
of reduced oxygen, turbulence and temperature that refractory
organics (PICs) in the gases and solids will form and be emitted in
some fashiol1- 1.9

UDcombusted organic chemicals are emitted aDd PICs are
from indequalP.uxygen and/or tem~rat1ire ~equirements.
These ronditions of a cement kiln are discussed below.

I
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Refractory orgarjcs are high molecular weigh! and toxic
comp:lUnds formed by the rerombination of smaUer organic radical
compounds in the IQI.l.ier temperatures far beyond the flame fronL
The cement lciJn design \lIith its ever decreasing temperatures over a
long time enrourages the PI~U~~.i.:.':-l cf these compounds. In order.
to eliminate the formation of these compounds, an incinerator would
Deed t.O instantaneously quench rom bustion gases after a long

rOl"T:.~

Cement lciJns operate \lIith very low excess oxygen to minimize fuel
thtir g~l bcir.g maximum transfer of heat into product [ormation, not maximum rombustion. This means that alternating,
"pockets" of rombustion gases which are oxygen rich and oxygen

CU~

HAZARDOUS WASTE INCINERATOR
LONGITUDINAl VIEW
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1. Wa6~ Hllndll"'j C,.",ne '
2. B;>mo! Feedl"'j Deviu
3. Frorrt. WDII of ~ry Kiln
4. Com~~t.iofl Chaml:><:r
5. Afur Combu"tlon Bumcr
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7. CooII"'.l of the Rotary KJln
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17. Fly A6h Tr3n6port: 5y6tan
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21). Flue G~ F.."
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Fig. 2
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residence time, pu g the flow aft.ert:.umer, wh>d:1 is p-eo:ded 'rJf a ted::
mixed cerntusOOo ctJamber, l"lCfle of wh>d:1 is ~ in a cement lciIn. ;n

Airborne particulates smaller than 2 microns are the m05t lilcely to
Cement
52
escape the body's defense mect1anisms and ledge
deep inKiln
theFPlungs.
They have been Iinlced to high rates of pneumonia, pleurisy, bronchitis, an d ast hrna. ?:I

Once unoombusted organics have escaped the lJarne clinker zone
at the very front of the leiln, there is no mechanism for capturing
them. 'fhi<; escape is enhanced by the practice of mixing high Ieve~
of solids 'Hith liquids in the lciln. The best combustion efficiencies are
ob tained when all decomposition to C02, water, and H CL CCOJ rs in
the flame. This does oot happen.'Hith hazardous waste fue~ cootaining high solids leve Is.!l

Bagbooses are cloth filters designed to catch large particulates.
They are llQ{ effective in the capture of dioxins and furans which are
attached to the smallest panicles or are in the vapor phase. The
smaIlest particulates (less tban 2 microns) may carry up to 90% of
particulate-bome metals Z8 and elevated., though still unquantified,
levels of dioxins and furans. EPA has fouod that in several emission
tests, levels of 2,3,7,8-TCDD (a highly toxic form of dioxin) were
higbee in the gas phase than 00 captured particulate matter.29

Even if high temperatures and consistent combustion coodioons
could be perfectly maintained, kilns acting as hazardous waste
incinerators would still emit toxic substances. Metals are DOt
destroyed at any temperature, and PICs, including dioxins and
tumns, have been sh~ to form not in the furnare itself but at
lower temperatures in other parts of the Incinerator, including the
smokestack, pollution control devices, and the ambient air outside

According to a 1990 study by Voland CorpJration, '7he efJU:iency

of the particulate corurol rkvice will therefore also have an influence
on the total emission df PCDD and PCDF [dioxins and furonsJ. n JO
A partiQllate matter standard of .08 gld.scf (grains per dry standard
cubic foot) for cement leilns versus .015 glclscf for RCRA regulated
facili ties means that cement lcilns will be emitting su bstantia lly more
metals and PICs than RCRA regulated incinerators.

the incinerator.Z2

An Ontario study found that dioxinIfurao (pCDDIPCDF) cooceotrations were significantly higher in flue gas after passing through
poUution control devices than before tbem. Dioxin measurements
were 20 times higher after the incinerator's beat-exchanger than
before it, and furan concentrations were 8 times higher. Another
.<!1.!dy in Canada found that aJrnOS( nc PCDD/PCDFs were leaving
the incinerator'S furnace, but that significant amounts were forming
at the base of the smokestack, occurring at temperatures of 200-500
j~~"" CD

UPSETS
"Upsets" are caused by sudden variations in waste feedrates,
extreme fluctuations in temperature, airfler.., pressure, or Other
factors. One of the most common causes o[ an upset is the sudden
release of accumulated solids in the kiln, all O::':;urrence made more
likely by the use of solid vrastes and especially chlorinated waste in
the kiln. This avalanche of solids throUgh the kiln can force a doud
" of unburned gases out of the kiln at the firing end (not the smokestack) into the environrnenL 31

Metals

I

I
I
l
I
I
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Metals are not destroyed or detoxified by fire. As a result,.waste.:
burning kilns only redistribute any metals in the waste through air
emissions, fly ash, dust and concrete prcxluets. Hazardous wastes
burned in cement and aggregate kilns may typicaJJy contain a< much
as 135% metals. Cadmil.:'m, chromium, lead, nickel, thallium and
merOJry are !mown or suspected carcinogens. Lead and zinc are
known to cause neurological and pulmonary system damage at lew
close:>. lv1iiJ:ry mt.<115 :'r~ rer~!~lcrive loxicams, alIeeting bU~-3c ferLJity or tbe development of human ernbl")'ffi Ail are both acutely and
cbronicaJJy toxic to aquatic and terrestrial 'Ni1dtifeY

An upset can result in the release of large amounts of particulate
matter containing organic comp::xlQds along with high levels of he3\<)'
metals. Combustial up;ets whif feeding ~Iids can result in the clinker
material ca:rtaining "p:::ckets" c:t:.:1combusted bazarcbus waste ~tids. 32
Upsets during the operatioi'! ~! cement k:1ns <::-e o:::;mmon and can
be of such intensity and duration as to lead to explosive gas mixtures
going up the stacie. Expla5ions occur.:n len year fonner employee of
HoInam, Larry King stated, "upsets in the kiln are [requeru, the
app-oach to pvblems was careless, and manngemenJ sloppy a1 the
lden1/Holnam planL n l-4

Metals that vapJrize at high temperatures such as lead, merOlry,
cadmium, nicleel and zinc, leave the lJame zone as gases and
condense onto particles as the temperature cools moving up the
stack. 'fhi<; process leads to the concentration of these volatile metals
in both emitted and captured fly ash. The less volatile metals are
concentrated in cement and aggregate prcxluets. Z5

Because high temperatures are required to fonn clinker, If an
upset occurs, the mass present in the k:iln is not amenable to rapid
quenching, allovMg PICs to form. Sophisticated instrumentation to
detect and compensate for combustion upsets is typically oot
installed in cement lcilns burning hazardous waste. 3S

Metallic chlorides, which can be fonned in the incineration of
metals in the presence of cllJorine, tend to be even more volatile
than the elemental or oxide fonDS of these metals. As a result, total
metal air emissions are increased substantially when wastes containing both metals and chlorinated solvents or other chlorinated wastes
are burned. 26

In addition, operators don't sbut down lcilns If at all possible due to
the tremendous economic loss in clinker prOOuction for eacb hour of
sb ut doM1, and the cIifIiaJ lty of restarting the k:iln which COO tain<;
hundreds of feet of rnaterms in vaOOus stages of CCO\oersx:lO to dinker. 36

CEMENT KILN TEST BURN RESULTS

Particulate Matter Emissions

Among the parameters measured by a test burn is the destruction
and removal efficiencies (DREs) of certain chosen organic
substances, called principle organic hazardous constituents (POHCs).
In order to pass a RCRA test bum, the EPA demands all DRE
results pass the 99.99% ORE requirement. In contrast EVERY test
burn of cement kilns incinerating hazardous wasU! as reported in

All cement and aggregate lciJns emit particulate matter into the air.
Burning hazardous \VClSte, especially halocarbon wastes, in kilns
substantially increases 'particulate emissions (See test bum results).
1bxic metals and organics preferentially adsorb onto the smallest
available solid particulates. (Adsorb means 10 adhere to the surfaa of
a particle wiJJIow reacting with iJ). These small panicles are most
lilcely to escape poUution control devices, indudir;g baghouses.

the technical literature [ails to meet EPA RCRA standards for
3

hazardous waste incioeratioD. The following presents several exam-

of waste burned in 1989 at that k.iln, 103,CKXl pounds went up the
Cement Kiln FP 53
stacks as heavy metals alone. These tests were done under optimum
conditions, immediately after a number of improvemenLS were made
to the kilI1s and the pollution control equipment. 40

ples.
The EPA tested General PortLand Cement of Paulding, Ohio in
October of 1983. This is a wet prcx:ess kiln that had been using
solvents as supplemental fuel for three years. The kiln failed to meet
DRE (destruction and removal efficiency) standards for methylene
chloride (99.975), methylethyt ketone [MEK] (99.978), and Thluene
(99.94). Some conclusions reached from this test are:

Thsts at National Cement's waste-buming kiln in Lebec, CA in
1988 found that the kiln was exceeding its permit limits for the
metals arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, lead, and mercury;
as well as for total polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and sulfate
(S04)' This IeiIn has a baghouse filter, and for the tests substituted
40% of its fuel with hazardous wastes. 41

• Hydrochloric acid (Hel) emissions irlCl'eas6 as to1aJ chlorine con1ent
entering the kiln increases. kid gas emissjons are not neutralized by
alkaline materials as the industry claims. Emissjons of cadmium, copper,
mercury, lead, and selenium irlCl'eased when the was1e fuel was bumed.

An EPA review of lest blD7lS in eifJu CemenJ kilns found DREs for a
variety of specific che1rtU:a1s ranging from 91.043 to 99.9999% wiJh an
average DRE of 99.53%. ~

• The introduction of dllorinated waste into the kiln shifted the lead and
zinc distribution so that a greater quantity of both I'Iere removed with
the waste dust, whidl is not treated as a hazardous waste like ReRA
incinera10r dust is.

MONITORING AND AUTOMATIC CUTOFFS

• Emissions of particulate matter, total hydrocaJbons, volatile organics,
and products of incomplete combustion were shown to increase during
a kiln upset.

Cement IciIns must be required to monitor oxygen in the transition
between Ieiln and gas cleaning equipment, carbon monoxide in the
stade, draft control at the kiln seals, waste feed rates, stack gas flow
rate, opacity, temperature using thenn<x:ouples, and to install 'Waste

In summary, this test failed almOSt every one of the RCRA
required standards developed for environmental protection during
hazardous waste incineration. J7

~cu~~~~oo~~oo~~~pe~~~~

The EPA next lested Lone Star Industries of Oglesby, Illinois in
December 1983. This is a dry-prcx:ess cement kiln. The DRE results
indi':Ate tbat toluene had a value from one run of 99.987%; and that
values for T.ethylene chloride were 99.90%,99.98%,99.98%, and
99.97%, ·,·.~t', "ntv twO results in at the require;(.: 09.99% DRE If this
were a RCRA regulated facility, the EPA would have required an
immediate retesting and/or cessation of operations. Some conclusions reached from this test are:

ronmental and public health. protection. Kiln operations sh.ould be
maintained in accordance with strict operating permit conditions.
They should have to pass all test burn requirements in order to operate. They should have to instaU continuous emission mOlJitors and
have hard copy data on record for regulators and the public to
review. Thry should bave to go through public scrutiny a!)11 review of
their operations. They should have to better control the oombustion
prcx:ess and gas cleaning process to meet the standards of operation
that they presently do not meet.o\J

• The cement kiln did not meet stationary SOUral emission standards for
par1iculates, but no condusions were drawn because the ESP (electrostatic precipitator) matfunctioned during the test. (If a commercial
~Ia~;:rd(jus wast':' incineration facility burT'o/-l 'Nitt> ~ gi'-'l ~eanjng e<":'Jipmen! malfunctioning, the manager would probably be fined and/or sent

However, cement k:iJnsdo not have the fleX1bility to accept many
technology upgrades, even if regulatory agencies require them. For
er.ample. the use of oxygen enlJancement to improve combustion is a
technulogy upgrade which ~nnot effectively be used by cement kilns.

,
I
,
I
I

I
I

to jail.)

Given the lack of process controls aod instrumentation, the long
lag time, and ~c lac'~ of serond3ry oombus?!on chambers and
Pi'~ access points, cement lcilns cannot be n;o::lified to effectively
utilize the new technOlogy. The Lack of nexibility of cement kilns is
a problem unique to them because they were designed to produce

• The usage of waste fuel resulted in increased emissions of lead,
cadmium, and O'i11er "eo,'ty I'~~t.·~.,.

• HCL emissions, chloride in waste dust, and chloride in the recycled dust
increased as ltle total chlorine in the waste fuel increased.
• Waste fuel combustion increased the lead concentration in the clinker,
waste dust, and recycled dust. :J8
'

clinker, Dot to iocinerate hazardous wastes. 44

CEMENT KILN DUST, FLY ASH, PRODUCTS
AND FUGITIVE EMISSIONS

Alpha Portland Cement, CementoD, New York was tested in 1982
using balogenated waste solvents. There is no mention of DREs.
Emission of hydrogen chloride (BCL) was over the 4 Iblhr. required
by ReRA standards. The IeiIn had measured emissions of HCL of
24 Iblhr. during baseline burns; and 5.8 Iblhr. during waste incineration. lest results also showed a startling increase in lead emissions
over those observed during baseline sampling.)9

A DRE of 99.99% does not mean that 99.99% of that particular
chemical was actually destroyed.. It means that .01% of that chemic:aJ
was identified in stack gases after passage through the combustion
zooe and any pollution capture devices. Large quantities of metals,
unburned organic wastes, and products of incomplete combustion
are a<lsorbed onto cement kiln dust, fly ash, and inoorporated intO
cement products.

During the stack testing done at Carolina Solite May 1990 by
Koogler and Associates, samples of stack emissions were taken and
sent to ETS Analytical services in Salem, VlI'ginia for analysis for
he<rvy metals. Seventeen metals were detected in amounts greater
than .000J1 pounds per hour. Metals detected included arsenic,
barium, cadmium, chromium, lead, and mercury among others. In
all, the kiln burning coal was found to be emitting an average of
.2165 pounds of heavy metals per hour. The kiln burning hazardous
waste was emitting 3.609 pounds of hea'v)' metals per hour. The IeiIn
burning hazardous waste emitted 16.66 times more heavy metals
than the kiln burning coal during the test. Of the 62,624,600 jXlunds

Cement IciIn dust is a waste product that is typically dumped on-site .
or sold to the agriOJltural and construction industries. Fly ash is
small particuLate matter formed during oombustion and swept up the
stack of the k:i.In. Some portion is captured by poUution OOOlro!
devices and the remainder escapes into the air.

Kiln operators may return fly ash lO the kiln where it reenters the
process of combustion and emissions to the air, ash, or cement prcd·
UCLS. A number of studies have shCNll1 that dioxins and furans, and
presumably other PICs are produced L'1 part by the catalytic effects
4
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University in New York reported in 1991 that tiny
amounts
began to migrate within a few minutes after they poured wine into
many lead crystal decanters, and that they found large amounts of
lead in wine that had been stored in decanters. The amounts of lead
they found in brandy stored for more than 5 years (21,500 mcg;liter)
is 430 times the blood level amounts shOHD to cause irreversible
central nervous system damage in )'Clung chiJdren.s.I

of fly ash. \Vet-proeess Ia1ns puJuce sut:&antially mae fly ash than do
dry~ 4S
Both fly ash and cement kiln dust are exempt from RCRA land-

cIisp3Sal standards.
As much as 46% of the metals entering the kiln will be distributed
to the fly ash. Metals that volatilize when exp:5ed to high temperatures will condense onto fly ash particles in extremely high ooncentratioos. One study found that as much as 75% of the lead entering the

Hazardous cement used to coostruct water supplies, schools,
homes and public facilities p:lSes a liability ~ue. Will the public be
forced to pay for the removal of coctaminated cement and its
replacement with clean cement when health problems manifest?
\\Quid we choose to buy this cement in the first place? The 1h.as
government is considering legi<;lation requiring that any prcduct
manufuetured by a cement, lime or aggregate plant burning bazardous or toxic wastes 9tith the intent for later wholesa1e or retail, must
print a written warning that the product "may CtJrIJliin various
a:mou:nis of thaJ wa:;te including lead, cadmium and odzer Wxic meIfl1s.
This ...aste may leadz oui of this prodUd and result in environmenJ,aJ
contamination for which you may be parti.aI1y liable. Use at your own

furnace ended up in the fly ash, 46 and total metal emissioos are
increased substantially when wastes containing tx:>t.b metals and cbJorina ted w.:JStes are burned..,
Dioxins and furoos at levels as high

as

180 parts per trillion were

detected in the fly ash from a cement kiln burning ctJ.lorinated
wastes, according to EP~ National Dioxin Study.048 No detailed stud-

ies ba\e been caJducted to identify ether PICs p-esent in fly ash from
waste -burning kiliJs.

I

An examination of leachability rates for selected metals in cement
lc:iln fly ash found that sequential liquid extractions carried out of the
ash as much as 50% of the cadmium, 80% of the zinc, 80% of the
chromium, and 70% of the copper. The kiln in question did not
bum bazardous wastes. 49

risk.. "

Holnam has proposed burning solid Superfund \VdStes, apparently
by using an auxiliar,/ kiln fa ',aport:;<; organics which will be ducted to
the kiln bot woe. They plan to incorporate the "sterilized" soils as a
raw material in tbeir cement, replacing clay or sand Unfortunately, a

The h~"Y metals in the dust 'MJuld be e:..y;eted to be water soluble, malcing them available for transjXJrt in :~ environmenl Heavy
met.a..1s anrJ residillll or[3nic; will be t.aken up ~, vegetation, and
enter the foed chain, especially when sold as a soil amendment for
agriculture.

metal :3 " met.al, whetber "sterile" lX nOl
The American Society for Testing and Materials (AS1M), a consensus standards and testing organization, specifications for cement do
not allow for adulterants or for testing for specific hazardous \VdSte
residues. This shquld be kept in mind when cement companies say
that their cement is tested and held to strict standards. Cement is not
routinely tested for residues. Inferrr cemen: made while burning
bazan.1ous wastes :;1<1)' soon Ix' the cause of lawsuits such as the one
against Lone Star Cement by a number of railroad companies. Lone
Star filed for bankruptcy, and now the railroads are suing Lafarge,
the .;~lp;:,liel, whicn ma'::e [be C;Orr.-~nt at 0L!e of its plants burning
hazardous \VdStes.

Ash disposal sites for three cement lc:ilns bave been placed on the
federal Superfund National Pricrities List because contaminated
leachate from the sites threatens 1cx::aJ groundwater and surface
water. 50 None of these kilos are !mown to bave burned bazardous
wastes. Some ~ :O,OOO,C(X) is b-~.ng S~OL to fXCXeet human heaJt:l afJd
the etMronment at a cement lc:i:' , dust site in Salt Lake City, Ut.ah. 51
Kenne:1] Rude, a toxkologi.5t :~ the environmp.nt<ll epidemiology
section of the North Carolina DepL of Environment, Health and
Natural Resources wrote in January of 1990:

EPA has said mixing hazardous wastes with cement to stabilize the
wastes is inappropriate for organic \VdStes, which are likely to leach
or volatilize out with some rapidity.56 This practice will only delay the
leaching of metals. 57 No data is available about metals that have
gone through the kilns with the cemenl Construction workers wiU
bear the greatest immediate expa;ures.

::4 one in a million addirionallifetime cancer risk is a recognized
safe level for human exposure. The cancer risk p-esenJed by the levels
of metal.s in the dust piles [Carolina SoliJe Corporation facility in SIanley CowuyJ rp-esents greater than a 1 in 62,500 risk for arsenic,
greater than a 1 in 10, C(J() risk for cancer in cadmium, greaur than 1
in 500 cancer risk for chromium.._ In cuidiJion 10 the long-tenn
cancer risk p-esenJe d by lhe me Ifl1s in the dust piles, short-term hea1JJJ
risks also appear 10 ods!.

FUGITIVE EMISSIONS OF UNBURNED
HAZARDOUS WASTES

H
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Rude traces the toxic metals emissions to the plant's use of hazardous waste as a fueL His recommendations for removal of the dust
piles will be included in a consent order against the Carolina Solite
Corporation. 52

EPA:s Science Advisory Board cautioned that at RCRA regulated
incinerators, [FJugitive emissions and accidenJal spills may release as
n-v.u:h or more toxU: materiollO lhe environment than the direct emissions from int:omplete waste incineration. n 58 A SystecbJ1afarge
cement kiln burning hazardous \VdSte reported fugitive emissions
totaling 20,074 pounds per year, or about 0.04% of the quantity of
waste burned in the lc:iin. Of the n chemicals reported, 12 are
carcinogens.59
U

The less volatile metals concentrate in the aggregate or cement clinker. Although lead is a volatile metal, with only 2 percent refXX1ed to
partition into the aggregate, lead has been found at concef1trations as
high as 2,850 parts per million at several sites where aggregate from
ooe waste-buming aggregate manufucturer, Marine Shale, has been
used in construet:icn 53

A report cornamsioned by the New York State Legislature on
waste-burning in cement Icilns assessed the likelihood of repeated
spills. "II is virtually ilTl[XJssihle 10 completely p-evenJ small spills of
!uJzardc'us waste during unloading and pumping of waste fuels. These
spills may be caused by equipmenJ failures, rrwinJenance operations, or

A Holnam brochure (Concerns and Facts) claims "the metals are
tied up in /he clinker and dust in a manner similar 10 the int:orporalion of lead in fine crystai" However, the surface area of crystal and

clinker are very different. Furthermore, scientists at Columbia
5

oparuor m-or:. neoN 0 data are avai lable regarding the frequency and
size of on-site spills of hazardous wastes at waste-buming facilities.

after ~ as Mourrnghan and Branscome. Murphy, SliM, and Mix.
Thomas: Asks Associated 'Mtt1 Waste-Fuel
Use FP
in Cement
Kilns: EnviCement Kiln
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ronmental Progress, 111:1 (2/84) p. 64-70. Hereafter cited as Murphy and

Recently, a leaky va~ at Kentucky SoIite Corporation reportedly
"...aIlowed about 1.5 gallons of a mixture of oil, solvents, aIrohols,
and other chemicals to drip into a kiln..." The kiln was below
combustion temperatures, aUowing 10 to 15 pounds of partially
combusted hazardous wastes to evaporate into the air. Four people
were treated at the hospital after breathing "noxious fumes." 61
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The us Office of Thchnology Assessment reported more than
78,fXXJ incidents involving the release of hazardous materials during
transport during 1976-1984. 62 The New Jersey State Police
inspected 8700 trucks carrying hazardous materials in 1987. Of that
number, about 36% were immediately pulled out of service and not
allowed to leave the inspection site without repair or correction of
violations. 63 One study in 1984 estimated that operation of an average-sized waste-buming cement kiln was likely to result in one
loaded tanker truck accident every five years. 64
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Folly or Redemption: Can Cement Kilns Really Do the Job?l
Edward W. Kleppinger
EWK Consultants Inc.
407 N Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20024-3701

ABSTRACT
The future of commercial hazardous waste incineration in the United States is in doubt. The EPA
has encour~ged commercial incineration:
•
by promoting the use of risk assessment;
•
by not regulating, (in the case of BIFs );
•
by overlooking regulations (for example, Waste Technologies Inc.);
b
•
by generally failing to enforce regulations ;
•
by not emphasizing the importance of management standards; and,
•
by not adopting siting and technology standards.
The~e EPA ·2.(;,ions may eventually lead to the very premature end of commercial hazardous '.vaste
incineration in this country. In effect, this has been killing with kindness, the practice of commercial
incineration, especially in BIFs.
I"he cement kiln incineration industry has adapted to the Ei A's kindness like a drowning person
clutching at straws. The cement industry sees burning hazardous wastes as extending the life of energy
inefficient, aging, wet kiln technology. The hazardous waste suppliers were generally those entrepreneurs
who saw a way of gaining entry into the commercial incineration business with minimal cost. There was
also a bonus of still controlling their generator customers.
This paper explores some facets of this problem, develops a strategy for escaping the dilemma, and
analyzes where BIFs will have difficulties- in follovling the strategy.
'

INTRODUCTION
The commercial hazardous waste incineration industry exists only because of regulations, initially
under TSCA (PCBs), then RCRA., and now, in addition, CERCLA. These regulations exist and are
enforced ultimately as an outcome of public pressure. In effect, the true "customers" of a commercial
hazardous waste incinerator are not the generators who are paying the fees. The customers are the
regulatory agencies and, finally, the public. Scientists and engineers working in this field find this fact
of commercial incineration hard to understand and difficult to accept. Oppelt has recently updated his
critical review of hazardous waste incineration and the reader is directed to those extensive articles for
more detailed information regarding the technical and regulatory history of hazardous waste
..
.
p
mcmeratIOn. Twenty-five years ago I learned the three Ts of effective combustion: time, temperature, turbulence,
and oxygen. Before that, basic thermodynamics had taught me that there should be 100% destruction
of organic molecules in high temperature flames in times well less than 0.1 second. Indeed, we happily
used open fired, short, refractory lined barrels with a burner in one end as incinerators less than twenty

Presented at the Conference on Waste Combustion in Boilers and Industrial
Furnaces Sponsored by the Air & Waste Management Association, 2 March 1993,
Clearvvater, Flon·da.
The exception to this lack of BIF enforcement has been EPA Region IV and perhaps Region
III. Region VIII took a veri hard line on granting BlF Interim Status.
b
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years ago. But as time has gone on, we have learned that we do not know as much about the
combustion process as we thought. Due to this lack of assurance and past incinerator horror stories,
there is a tremendous public concern over incineration of wastes in general and hazardous wastes in
particular.
I suggest that it is time for scientists and engineers to stop trying to tell the public about safe
incineration. It is past time to adopt the mind set of providing the safest incineration possible. There
is a very simple reason for this change. The public wants it, and in a democracy they will get it, even
if that means no incineration, "not in anybody's backyard."
Cement companies incinerating hazardous wastes have become enmeshed in the incineration debate.
Their efforts to suggest that they are really recyclers, just recovering the energy from products typically
fOW1d W1der the average housewife's kitchen sink while tying up the resulting non-burnables, like lead
in crystal glass, have backfired. The public is aroused. Will cement kilns survive as commercial
hazardous waste incinerators? There are several factors W1ique to the cement kiln hazardous waste
incineration industry that suggest that, if the industry survives, it will not be in its present form.

CEMENT KILN PROBLEMS
0:Jen Circuit P':'<;vy Metals
Cement kiln hazardous waste incineration is unique in that 100% of all rr;sidues and by-products
fram the incin~:'ation process are rdistributed into the environment. Even if ~t':ment kiln dust (CKD)
were controlled, significant amoW1ts of heavy metals would still be distributed into the environment in
clinker, and ultimately, in cement. Ayres, in a recent symposium sponsored by the National Academy
of Sciences, points out that if we continue to mine, use, and discard heavy metals into the environment
J
at a faster rate than removal processes work in' the environment, we v-riIl eventually poison ourselves.
He calls this an "open circuit." Recycling then becomes an interdiction step between heavy metals use
and environm~nt?'.di~ib\ltio['1., at le2:;~ parriaily eliminating the necessity for mining and mobilizing fresh
supplies of the heavy metals. In effect, Ayres points out that unless we recycle and eliminate the open
circu~t, we will poison ourselves." All heavy metals placed into a c~ment kiln an::·distributed into the
-:?1\:!'(;:lP.1ent, ~here is no recyclir;,g.
There is a lack of information about just what cement kilns are burning in terms of quantity and
quality of hazardous wastes. It is impossible to calculate the size of the effect of hazardous waste
burning in cement kilns on heavy metals level increases in the environment. It is possible to say that
it is significant and, given the proposed future course of the cement kiln incineration industry, the
increase will continue rapidly. The significance of the cement industry as a distributor of heavy metals
into the environment is found in a comparison of the total heavy metals load into the environment as
cited by Ayres J to the percent of that load from the entire cement industry. The latter number can be
calculated using figures from the Portland Cement Association 4 and an estimate of clinker and CKD
produced. Of the heavy metals reported in both references, cement kilns represent 17% of the arsenic,
31 % of the cadmium, 54% of the chromium, 6% of the lead, 1330% of the silver, and an insignificant

C
Indeed, many reputable scientists argue that we have already reached the generally toxic level
of heavy metals and chlorinated organics in the general environment. For example, see the report of
the Wingspread Institute. [T.E. Colborn, "Great Lakes Great Legacv?," World Wildlife Fund,
Baltimore, Maryland, 1992.
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percent of the mercuryd distributed into the environment in the United States through open circuit uses
and disposal of heavy metals.
.
Of course, some percentage of the open circuit heavy metals load from the cement industry is from
coal and raw materials. There are those who have concluded that there is no difference in burning coal
and in burning hazardous wastes. This is clearly untrue. No cement company burning hazarqous wastes
has proposed to limit themselves to heavy metals and halogen loadings approximating coal. Any
comparison of hazardous waste quality parameters and typical normal fuel will show the higher levels
in hazardo~s wastes. The cement kiln incineration industry is moving rapidly to bum even more solids,
which have higher heavy metals and halogen levels than the hazardous waste liquids that long ago left
the marketplace, and so incorporate heavy metals contaminated materials in their raw feeds.
Some 80% of the hazardous wastes burned in cement kilns during 1991 were incinerated in wet
s
process kilns rather than in energy efficient preheater kilns.
More energy would be saved if cement
were made in preheater kilns solely with coal than the way hazardous wastes were burned in 1991 by
the. cement kiln incineration industry.s This would also significantly reduce the heavy metals load to the
environment, if effective recycling were substituted for this type of hazardous waste incineration.
The use of RCRA Subtitle C facilities for CKD from hazardous waste burning kilns will help the
situatio!i.. That use of these facilities will not resolve the hea'ry metals pr;..iblem for the cemer-t kiln
hazardu'..!s waste incineration industry.

Heat Transfer vs. Thermal Destruction
. Cement kiln systems are designed, constructed, and operated to maximize the transfer of heat from
the fuel to the raw material while achieving a maximum temperature sufficient to force the clinkering
reaction. They are remarkably thermally efficient devices. The cement kiln hazardous waste incineration
industry has tried to sell the proposition that this design and operation are also ideally suited to destroy
hazardous wastes. It is not. Thece arc severa! desi.zn and 'jperating probl~ms caused by maximizing
heat transfer at the expense of assured destruction of organic wastes. These problems include low
oxygen levels, high total hydrocarbon (rnC) and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions, irred\lcible emissions
of chlorinated produl;Ls of incomplete production (prCS), low negative drafts, operational upsets
associated with mass movement of solids in the kiln, and lack of a fail-safe failure mechanism. Each
of these problems is discussed in tum.
Oxvgen Levels. Oxidative conditions are necessary, on average, to form clinker in the kiln system:
Ideally, a cement kiln operator would try to operate at zero excess air since the energy penalty for having
excess oxygen and its associated nitrogen, assuming an ambient air supply, is much greater than the
additional energy reclaimed by more thorough combustion 'of the fuel molecules. This is especially true
in a cement kiln system since the flame temperature must be very high to drive the clinkering reaction.
Heating excess nitrogen up to flame temperature wastes a tot of energy. Thus, some kilns operate with
average oxygen levels in the 0.5% range. Some of the problem could be avoided by using oxygen or
oxygen supplemented burners instead of air, but there would still be the tendency to operate at lower

d The impact of the more volatile heavy metals, such as mercury, will be skewed low by this
analysis since it does not include the heavy 'metals loading into the atmosphere from stack, area, and
fugitive emissions.
<Flames in a cement kiln start ten to twenty feet or more into the kiln. Clinker in this kiln zone
and on into the clinker cooler will always experience oxidative conditions no matter the amount of
excess air.
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oxygen levels since this maxImIzes clinker production. Increasing oxygen by decreasing fuel flow
significantly lowers clinker production.
Al! other factors being equal. the amount of excess oxygen is directly related to the degree of
destruction of organic molecules. The real problem for the cement kiln is that low levels of oxygen
deprive the kiln system of the ability to deal with step increases in fuel. Research by Cundy and others
6
has shown the effect of step loading of rotary kiln hazardous waste incinerators. [See, for example. ]
Oxygen transients propagate and are maintained throughout the incineration system under step loading
of fuel. These transients can cause an absolute decrease in oxygen concentration of three to six
percentage points from a base of 10 to 12 percent. Transients such as these will drive the typical cement
kiln anoxi-c.
Recently. mid kiln systems for the introduction of wastes directly into the calcining zone have
become popular. The cement kiln incineration industry sees these systems as a way to feed high revenue
solids into the kiln without the problems inherent in blending pumpable mixtures for hot end
introduction. They are also increasingly used for burning whole tires. With fuels introduced into the
kiln after the clinkering zone, any clinkering reaction problems caused by anoxic conditions are avoided.
Kiln thruput can be increased since oxygen levels can be lowered. Unfortunately. the practice increases
the risk of PIC production and thus is contraindicative of good incinerator design and operation for
destruction.
As a sidelight to tile oxygen problem posed by cement kiln operation, it has been common practice
in stack emission control standards to adjust oxygen levels to a standard percentage in order to correct
for any diiution air. The percentage is typically I'%. Since hazardous ws.ste incinerators typically
operate at levels higher than 7% without dilution, they have to achieve lower emission concentration
limits than cement kilns, since the latter get an increase in effective concentration because of operating
at oxygen levels below 7%. In other words, since cement kilns operate at lower oxygen levels, they have
higher actual emission concentrations than hazardous waste incinerators operating to the same standard.
The adjustmen"t to 7% oxygen standard encourages cement kilns to operate in a less environmentally
desirable mode. .
.
I-h'droca;'~a!1 and C~~b(m Mp..!l~n:ide Emissions.:. THC and CO have tv.·o mzin sources in cement
kiln systems. Since there are low oxygen levels and the gas stream constantly decreases in temperature
in the kiln system, failure to obtain complete combustion in the hot end of the kiln will result in CO and
THC emissions. These emissions can be relatively steady state or transient due to combustion upsets
in the kiln. The latter are likely since the kiln system is always operated at the maximum feasible
thruput of clinker.
The more difficult problem for the cement kiln operator to deal with is the fact that any organic
material in the raw feed will strip off as that feed is heated in the system, This can produce very high
THC and CO levels, especially where a kerogen containing shale is used.
A consequence for the
cement industry in attracting attention to their operations by burning hazardous wastes is the recognition
in the environmental community that any cement kiln may be a very significant CO and hydrocarbon
emitter. There are only two ways to cure the problem: eliminate all organic material in the raw feed or
go to g3.;5 treatment, probably with an afterburner.

Chlorinated PICs. A paper presented at this conference last year proved what was predicted by
theory, the production of monochlorobenzene in any kiln system is directly proportional to the chlorine
input into that system no matter the form of the chlorine. 7 The finding experimentally defined a major
problem for cement kilns burning hazardous wastes. Even if lOO% destruction of hazardous wastes
occurs in the kiln, the burning of hazardous wastes will increase the emissions to the environment of
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chlorinated PICs, including dioxins and furans, if chlorine levels in the waste exceed those
coal. Coal
typically averages 0.1 % chlorine wastes as in the 1 to -15% chlorine range, per equivalent Btu value.
The report that: '~Dioxins, including 2378 TCDD and 2378 TCDD equivalent congeners were found in
samples of [cement kiln] dust from all four hazardous waste burning facilities selected for organic
.
analysis... " simply confirms the problem for cement kilns. 3
Combustion sources typically do not produce TCDD. However, high levels of CO seem to favor
its production. 9 Slow cooling through the dioxin formation temperature window and high particulate
levels, especially copper, are also indicators of dioxin generation and are also part of the cement kiln
system design and operation parameters.

Low Negative Draft. The BIF regulations require that a negative draft be maintained on the kiln
system. Clinker thruput is maximized in a cement kiln system when, among other factors, the fan is
pulling the maximum amount of gas at the minimum negative pressure. In the kiln systems that I have
seen operating, constant negative draft has not been maintained. The last large hazardous waste burning
kilns that I visited had one employee who was sweeping up the blowback from the burner room floor.
Tile blowback was from the face plates and sells on the kilns. Visual!;' ~h~ ki!ilS could be seen to be
puffing, particulate matter puffing from the kiln could be felt. However, draft gauges showed that a
canstant negative draft was being maintained, at least in so far as BIT compliCJ1ce was concerned.
Lack of Fail Safe Operation. To maximize heat transfer, kiln systems are designed and operated
As designed and operated, kiln systems do not fail safe. There is no afterburner
to catch the materials that pass the main combustion zone. Automatic shutoffs help the situation but do
not solve it. Ironically, the long residence times, cited by cement kiln advocates as an advantage of
cement kiln incineration, inhibit the effectiveness of automatic shutoffs.
Cement kilns have operated t:llder the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) of the Clean Ai~
Act for about 20 years. There has only been one significant change in these standards in those years.
Tl1e requirement fOf an opacity cOi:;:nuous emission c;c:1it(lr (CEM) was 2dded av~r the lawsuits of the
cement industry. The NSPS standards are extremely generous concerning compliance, and cover only
particulate matter. For example, if CEM readings showing non compliance are reported to authorities,
they cannot be used for enforcement purposes. Only visual, calibrated eyeball observations by a
regulatory official can be used for enforcement. Even evidence of excess emissions obtained with a
calibrated eyeball can only be used for enforcement, if the kiln is operating "normally." This is a
remarkably forgiving regulation and is a reflection of two factors. Cement kilns have historically been
perceived as environmentally benign except for nuisance dust. In the face of upsets, cement kilns are
extremely difficult to shut dovm without causing a major financial impact and significant mechanical and
technical problems. Thus, cement kiln standards and regulations have typically been dravm to allow the
continued operation of kilns even during major upset conditions. However, these are not the type of
standards and regulations that the public wants applied to facilities commercially incinerating hazardous
wastes.

as countercurrent flow.

High Temperature
Cement kiln hazardous waste incineration advocates contrast the higher maximum temperatures of
cement kilns, as compared to specially desi·gned hazardous waste incinerators, as a way of suggesting
that cement kilns are therefore better. All other factors being equal, this is true. But, from a practical
thermodynamic perspective, since organic decomposition is so rapid at any elevated flame temperature,
the relatively high cement kiln flame temperature makes little effective difference.
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The problems posed by the high temperature in a cement kiln regarding destroying hazardous wastes
are three fold. As noted· earlier, the high temperature is in exactly the wrong place in the kiln
incineration system. The high temperature fail safe needs to be at the gas exhaust end of the system.
This is a clearly impossible arrangement in order to operate as a fail safe device and still make clinker.
Research on hazardous waste incineration systems has shown that much more effective combustion is
6 10
obtained by lo~ering the initial temperatures in the system. • At high temperatures, combustion is too
rapid. This creates zones of depleted oxygen that ultimately leads to an increased production of
chlorinated PICs. The only two ways around this problem are to lower the temperature and increase to
the oxygen level. These fixes are denied the cement kiln operator as long as they still want to make
clinker at an economic rate.
There is another reason cement kilns cannot increase oxygen levels. All other factors being equal,
the formation of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) in a combustion system is directly related to the flame
temperature and the available oxygen, assuming an air flame. In fact, the relationship tends to be
practically exponential. Thus, in order to add oxygen, unless using a pure oxygen system with non
nitrogen containing wastes, the cement kiln operator must be able to increase NOx emissions or add NOx
controls.

HIgh Gas

FlOWS

Exhaust gas flo'N rate from a cement kiln are typicaliy five to ten times higher than those of a
hazardous waste incinerator burning the same amount of hazardous waste. There are two factors. Most
kilns do not bum 100% hazardous waste. As calcium carbonat~ is calcined, carbon dioxide is generated.
This adds to the gas flow.
The problem that this poses for the cement kiln hazardous waste incinerator is simple and there is
a fix, albeit relatively expensive. The capital and operating costs of controlling stack emissions are
generally related to the volume of gas to be cleaned. If stack emission standards for hazardous waste
in<":!neration are t:ibhten~d, the cement kiln incinerator is placed at an economic disadvantage by the high
stack gas flows:
.
-The high gas flow also means that for a given amount of hazardous waste burned either in a cement
kiln 01 a specially designed iticinerator with hath achievirlg the same stack emission standard,
uncorrected for oxygen percentage, the cement kiln will be five to ten times more environmentally
harmful on an absolute amount basis.
Management
The management of two disparate businesses by common management is a very difficult act to
accomplish. This IS especially true when one of those businesses requires 100% compliance to very
difficult standards and the other is a "plain vanilla" commodity business not accustomed to complying
with rigorous standards. The cement kiln incineration industry has attempted to handle the management
problem, and to limit and control liability, by either setting up separate waste handling companies, the
Lafarge/Systech model, or by using independent companies, the Rolnam/Safety Kleen model. f
Even companies that have specialized in environmental services have found overwhelming
management problems at hazardous waste incinerators. A specific example is the problems faced by
Waste Management Inc. at its Chicago incinerator.
Another factor that cement kiln management has not full appreciated is the fact that becoming a
hazardous waste incinerator considerablY'raises the environmental profile of the facility and, also, that
of the cement industry. Cement kiln management has looked at the benefits and at the high profit

f

Holnam does own 49% of hazardous waste blender Cemtech.

I
1
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margins for them in the hazardous waste business but has not understood the problems behind those
seemingly high profit margins. s Earlier in this paper the fact that cement kilns were now becoming
targets for CO and THC controls was cited. Past disposal of CKD is also a problem for most kilns.
Southdown in Ohio has had to respond to the problems posed by one of eleven old landfills solely
because of citizen pressure on the regulatory officials.

Product Labeling
Because of the fact that when cement kilns bum hazardous wastes, residues are found in the clinker,
there has b~en a push to require the labeling of cement so made or even the banning the use of same.
Generally these activities have occurred at the local and county levels of government, for example the
ban on the use of cement derived from hazardous waste burning by Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.
These activities have generally derived from the endeavors of local citizen groups opposed to cement
kiln incineration of hazardous wastes. However, the process has advanced far enough for bills to have
been introduced into several state legislatures. The Attorney General of each state also can enforce
labeling requirements.
Cement companies have vigorously fought labeling requirements as well as bans, so it can be
assumed that the cement kiln hazardous waste incineration industry sees these bans and labeling
requirements as a, negative, impact on their business. It is unclear if a labeling requirement would stop
a cement company from burning hazardous wastes. A widespread ban on th(; sale of their product
would.
Siting Standards
/
Another problem for a cement kiln trying to bum hazardous wastes is that it already exists. It is
sited. Therefore it mayor may not meet siting standards. Cement kilns in Utah were stopped from
burning when they were brought under existing hazardous waste incin'eration siting laws. Texas no'w
has a half mile siting standard for commercial facilLties and it ha.~ stopped Lafarge from burning'
hazardous wastes.
Siting requirement l~gislatiGn will continue to grow at the state ~~·.'el (lnd rna;: 1:le inevitable at the
federal level. It is interesting that Waste Technologies Industries in East Liverpool, Ohio could not meet
the Ohio siting standards that went into effect after a RCRA permit was issued but before the facility
was constructed.
The oldest cement kilns are the ones most needing hazardous waste burning to remain economically
viable. They are also the ones most typically located near schools and homes and most threatened by
siting standards.
Credibility
Unless the public trusts the operation of the commercial incinerator, it cannot survive in the end.
That trust derives from several sources. There is a basic public trust in the regulatory agency to do the
"right thing" and protect their health and environment. The second is a public trust in the company to
do right. The public now often believes that their trust has been violated.
The EPA is seen by the public as WTiting regulations in concert with the regulated industry and at
their direction. BIF regulations were only issued after a court ordered the EPA to do so, many years
after the passage of RCRA, after the promulgation of Subpart 0, and after Congress ordered it. Then
we have the spectacle of the EPA issuing two rounds of technical amendments. I call them loopholes

g

After all, as the Second Law of Thermodynamics tells us, there is no such thing as a free

lunch.
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to the loopholes. The last amendments were issued with zero public participation. Under the EPA
guidance, free Interim Status (IS) permits were to be given to most kilns that asked, even those that had
merely thought about inCinerating hazardous waste. This action was taken even after the EPA's
horrendous experience with IS Subpart a incinerators. Caldwell Systems anyone? A few of the EPA
Regions, particularly ill and VIII took a hard line on IS.
Now we have the BIF regulations and two rounds of loopholes, and there is no enforcement, except
in Region IV. The kilns in other regions run by the same companies with the same procedures and
disregard for the BIF regulations have not been cited as they were in Region IV. Three kilns are
presently operating under BIF exemptions. If the EPA wants to restore its public credibility, then
'Nithdraw their Interim Status, now. The EPA is killing the practice of incineration with kindness. The
surest way for' a regulatory agency to destroy a technology is to give it favored treatment at what the
public perceives is the expense of their public health and the environment.
State regulatory agencies have followed the EPA's lead in destroying their credibility. I note that
the California Health Department asked the EPA Region to "stretch its regulations" to accommodate
cement kiln hazardous waste burning. The Montana state environmental agency director, on leaving the
state agency, got a lobbyist job from the cement kilns trying to bum hazardous waste.
The cement kiln hazardous waste incineration industry has now, for the most part, destroyed its store
of public credibility. Cement kilns were already in communities. They lived there and so what if a little
cern",,: iust got on the cars. They had it made. Tell your public what you are going to do and get on
with it. Stop it if the public says no. Unfortunately for the cement kiln hazardous waste incineration
indus0}", they decided not to try the less trod path of !TIlth.
The EPA did not require a RCRA permit so the community did not have to be told the truth. The
basic mistake that the cement kiln hazardous waste incineration industry made was in not telling the
truth. They sold commercial hazardous waste burning to communities as recycling, as an alternate fuel,
as only hazardous because it is flammable like gasoline in your car, ~ products from under the kitchen
sink, as locaIIygenerated wastes, as safer than peanut butter, with the residues tied up in the clinker like
Ie3.Q in crySi.al glass. Cement kilns were sold as lone and hut and good for America ar~,i highly alkalin~
and that could not possibly create problems like chlorinated dioxins and dibenzofuran5. High CO was
simply as a result of the high temperatures disassociating the hiGh CO, levels in the kiln gas. All of it
IS public relations hype aid unt..u~. The public has been suld a bill of goods, most of thc:rn now know
it' and they are angry.
In order for there to be a future for commercial incineration in general, and commercial BIFs in
particular, credibility has to be restored. It will not be easy and it 'Nill involve painful decisions. Will
the EPA shut down the three kilns not even meeting BIF or will they be seen as bo'Ning to the cement
kiln hazardous waste incineration industry threat that this represents 25% of capacity and they cannot
be shut down?l! Will the cement kiln incineration industry petition the EPA to shut these kilns down
to help save the rest of the industry? So far no one at the EPA or the Cement Kiln Recycling Coalition
has made any hard, painful decisions that will help preserve the commercial cement kiln hazardous waste
incineration industry.;

n Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska are slow in getting the news but it 'Nill happen eventually if

the present situation continues.
One cement company is reportedly ready to file a rule making petition With the EPA to set the
equivalent of Subtitle C standards for cement kiln dust. A correct but a "day late and a dollar short"
step.
i
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Risk Assessmen t
The former EPA Administr'ator who brought the practice of risk assessment to the EPA is often quoted
as saying that the technique is like interrogating prisoners' of war, torture them enough and they will tell
you whatever you ""ant to know. Risk assessment is a tool. Unfortunately the EPA and the commercial
incineration industry have used the tool to drive the process rather than as a tool to analyze the process.
An example is the EPA's development of the Tier I emission standards allowing risk assessment to drive
the process. A mercury emission of up to 6,000 grams per hour is allowed under Tier I of the BIF.
That is a ton per week, an amount far exceeding all of the source emissions of mercury in Ohio, the top
mercury emission state. I call these mathematical, hypothetical calculations "no brainers." They allow
the regulatory official and the incineration company to make decisions based upon some hypothetical
number. "It is more risk than IE-6, so you cannot." "It is less risk than IE-5, so you can." These are
no-brainers. All of this is OK until the public figures out what is being done and then risk assessment
becomes a liability.
Another problem for risk assessment and hazardous waste incineration is the growing public
recognition that the BIF, and the RCRA §J005 enforced, emission levels were derived by only
considering the inhalation route of exposure. For chlorinated PICs indirect routes of exposure are much
more significant. See, for example l2 .
TI-;e public understanch: tP<it risk assessment is based upon many layers of assuI7lptions. The public
does not want their risks assessed. They want their risks minimized. Risk assessment makes
. assumptions about the risk~ that the public will face, the public health arA environmental costs, but
ignores the fundamental problem that the public ultimately bears the costs while the commercial
incinerator gets the benefits. Whose costs and vyhose benefits? That is the question concerning the
public. A member ofttle public recently commented: "The difference between a risk assessor and a
prostitute is that the prostitute sells their body while the risk assessor sells yours and mine.
"The public understands that management of a technology is more important than what that
:echndogy will d·: under ideal circumstances. j V/a..s thue 'i::.ything techni'..:ally ';'iTong with Three Mile
Island? _The puc~ic understands that there is no way to verify a risk assessment. The risks could really
be IE-3 instead \If IE-6 and no one could tell before the damage was done and probably not afterward
either.<- Our envirG,:mental epidemiologY' tocls are r.ot good enough to tel! if ie is lE-3 or IE-6. '3
There are two additional problems with the use of risk assessment to drive public acceptability. The
burden of proof that something is or will be wrong is necessarily placed on' the public. A negative
cannot be proved. The public will always refuse to accept that the burden is theirs. A paper at this
conference will describe a massive sampling study around soine cement kilns that have or are burning
hazardous wastes. No problems will be found. Risks will be seen as acceptable. But go talk to some
people near these kilns. You will hear reports of problems with horses. Mares are exhibiting male
behavior. Multiple follicles are found in the mares. Twins are reported in the cattle at a seemingly high
level and bulling is reported. Scientific? No. Reflected in the risk assessment? No. Of concern to the
public? Yes. Connected to the hazardous waste burning? Will we ever know? Will the public allow
a technology to operate with open questions such as these? Probably not.

Also known as the test bum fallacy. Certainly the judge in the recent Vertac decision was not
impressed with the EPA's test burnlPOHC/risk assessment regulatory strategy.
<- The calculation is simple. At a risk of lE-3, an exposed population of 10,000, average for an
incinerator, will see an increased death rate of 10 over 70 years or one per seven years, an
undetectable number. Undetectable would say the public, unless you are the one.
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2 March 1993
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COMMERCIAL INCINERATION SURVIVAL STRATEGY
On the bum side we have commercial incinerators generally supported by the EPA and state
regulatory agencies trying 'to make a profit burning hazardous wastes. On the other side we have the
"unsafe' at any speed," "not in anybody's backyard" crowd. The latter are winning, largely because of
industry and regulatory agency mistakes. The time is running out to stake out a middle ground. Until
very recently, nd one on the bum side has been willing to admit that a middle ground is necessary for
survival. I can see only one possible midcl1e ground. The sooner that the midcl1e ground is adopted, the
better is the chance of survival of the commercial incineration industry,
The elements of a middle ground strategy are very simple. There must be recognition that
commercial incineration facilities have to be regulated in a different and much more aggressive manner
than on site generator operated incinerators. Texas has done this. The reasons are that a commercial
facility will always be more difficult to operate due to the widely varying nature of the waste load, the
profit incentive, and the ever present possibility of the generatorlblender slipping something into the mix.
For commercial hazardous waste incinerators the policy must be established and carried out that only
tlte best shall burn, If the affected public demands, the applicant for a permit or renewal of the same
must prove that they are using the best technology and the best management. If the best incinerator is
doing 0.005gr/dscf, than that is the best technology that everyone must meet. If one burner has roundthe-clock inspectors, then that is the best management for all.
Commercial inci!i.~rators of any kind ,,vi1I not survive unless they ;:;a.n accurateiy represent to the
public that they are using the best technology and the best management that they can and the public
b~,!ieves them, being allowed to verify this trust.

CONCLUSIONS
The survival of commercial BIFs is dependent upon whether incineration survives the next ten years
as a commercial waste treatment option. Any survival will belong to the best. Cement kilns are going
to face a long 'and difficult time in upgrading their operations. Beca~se of the factors inherent in~the
ccmer! kiln hazardous waste incineration industrf, such as high go..:> flo"/-;s, lew cxyg-.;n, and organics in
the raw feed, ,upgrading, wiII be much more expensive for cement kilns tJ1an hazardous 'waste
incinerators. This will close th~ gap in economic advantages presently enjoyed by cement kilns vis a
',lis h<:..::ardous waste incinerators. Ii: may be that the economic gap vii.Il open in the reverse direction.
Cement kilns may find it more advantageous to abandon clinker production all together and optimize
incineration perfonnance.
One model for what may happen is Marine Shale Processors that,
notwithstanding the legal niceties, has converted a lime kiln into a straight incinerator. Given the
economic input necessary to upgrade a cement kiln to the best technology and the best management,
survival will probably be the province of the largest hazardous waste burners. Small kilns need not
apply. The cement kiln hazardous waste incineration industry'S strategy of prolonging the life of energy
inefficient wet kiln technology will have to be abandoned.
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Neil Carman, Ph.D., Clean Air Program Director, August 22, 1994

Subject:

Petition for Rulemaking to EPA to close a nationwide loophole on lack of
Toxic Cement Labeling

Attached is a Petition for Rulemaking. I urge your support by signing onto p. 2 as a
petitioner. No fees or legal commitment is required on a Petition for Rulemaking.
Just add your organization's support and supply the information requested on p. 2.
EPA will either act on it positively to adopt labeling rules for toxic cement or reject it.
Ifinterested, please contact Jim Schermbeck at (2142 942-6300; fax (214) 942-6353, 401
Wynnewood Village (Suite 138), Dallas, Tx. 75224. Or call me at (512) 472-1767, Sierra
Club, Austin, Tx. Time is limited to sign up as a petitioner since it will likely be
submitted to EPA in early September.
The following facts will help explain the significance of the petition in addition to
"'~ading it. Cement is used everywhere! Unlabeled tC){j·~ cement enC0 fl"ages "Jham
recycling" for energy recovery, yet hazardous waste burning cement kilns actually
produce more tons of waste ash than tons of hazardous waste burned.
1

1) Cement kilns nationwide currently burn more than 1,000,000 tons of hazardous
waste a year containing significant quantities of chromium, lead, arsensic, mercury,
barium, antimony and a host of other metals and toxic substances. Dioxins and
dioxin-like compounds are also produced in hil:"~her concentrations than in hazardous
waste incinerators.
2) Metals do not billTI. In cement kilns, they are either a) vaporized out of the stacks,
b) go into waste ash called cement kiln dust (ash) and dumped in unlined quarries, or
c) end up accumlatillg in the clinker product.
3) Increasing federal regulation of air emissions and cement kiln dust (ash) are
gradually limiting concentrations oftoxics in those two environmental pathways.
Regulation means the clinker product is becoming the cheapest way to dispose of the
greatest volume of toxic metals because the cement is essentially unregulated.
4) Toxic metals and substances inevitably end up in the clinker in varying
concentrations. Clinker is simply chunks of cement before grinding and mixing it
with gypsum for the final product. Fly ash may also be added to the clinker.
5) No routine testing is required for hazardous waste contaminants in toxic cement
on the market and the public's right-to-know has been denied for over a decade.
6) Clinker or cement sold on the market contains no label warnin~ to inform a buyer
it may contain toxic metals such as chromium etc. and was made burning hazardous
waste.
"When we tn; to pick out anything by itself. we find it hitched to everything else in the universe." John Muir

@
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7) Many cement companies are making more profit burning hazardous waste
than
making cement. One result is they can afford to bulk transport their toxic cement
p:oduct rel~tively long.distances fa: more than non-hazardous waste burning cement
kilns. For illstance, Texas Industnes, Inc. near Dallas, Tx. shipped toxic cement to
the site of Denver's new International airport. Ironically, Colorado cement kilns
were prevented from hazardous waste burning by citizen activists.

8) Metals can leach out over time. Cement deteriorates over time allowing more
toxic metal release to the environment. Demolition of buildings and structures such
as after the Los Angeles 1993 earthquake sent large clouds of cement dust into the air.
What metals became airborne and in what concentrations? Chromium is the
primary metal to be released into the environment contaminating ecosystems and
foodchains, eventually people.
9) P. 16 notes there is environmental justice factor since "public housing demolition
raises additional environmental justice concerns because it involves exposures in
low-income areas.
1I

10) Studies are revealing that hazardous waste burning cement kilns prefer poor
communities and people of color areas having the least resistance to oppose their
tactics to dump ':':':' peor citinns. Data is being submitted to EPA to document the
environmental justice facts on cement kilns.
11) Cement kilns burn hazardous waste under a much weaker set ofreguiatory
standards than hazardous waste incinerators pushing emission standards
backwards. More hazardous waste in being burned annually in cement kilns than in
hazardous waste incinerators, and some major incinerator companies are laying off
and cutting back. While this may be seen as positive, the fact is that the operating
and emission standards for the cement kilns are so bad compared to incinerators that
the regula:;~oll is gG~g backwaros!
12) Cement kilns are allowed to begin burning hazardous wa::·te without any public
notic2, ~~lblic hearing or public p8rticipation unlike incinerators '.vhich must go
through permitting and public notice. Cement kilns in your backyard can literally
begin burning hazardous waste overnight without your knowledge or consent.

13) Finally, hazardous waste incineration even by cement kilns is deplorable because
it supports the whole toxic cycle of waste production from generators to disposal, and
this discourages pollution prevention measures. In every poor and people of color
community where chemical and manufacturing plants generat2 their waste, they
routinely dump poisons onto the whole community. From the mining operations and
oil fields to refinieres to petrochemical, chemical manufacturing facilities and
eventually incinerators and cement kilns, hazardous waste is dumped throughout
the whole toxic cycle.
Labeling of toxic cement products is a very imp'ortant step in pushing pollution
prevention and improving protection of all communities being dumped on by
industrial plants and operations. Without the public's right-to-know about what is in
toxic cement and how it is produced, the same patterns of corporate greed and
irresponsibility will continue to encourage dumping especially on the poor
neighborhoods and people of color coommunities.
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EPA Adopts Strong Protections Against Air
Pollution from Cement Kilns
Mercury, other toxic air pollutants reduced up to 92%
August 9, 2010
Washington, D.C.
Mercury, other toxic air pollutants reduced up to 92%
Washington, D.C.
Contact:
Jared Saylor, Earthjustice (202) 667-4500, x 213 (Washington, D.C.)
Virginia Cramer, Sierra Club (804) 225-9113 x 102
Bill Freese, Huron Environmental Activist League (989) 464-1374 (Michigan)
Jim Schermbeck, Downwinders At Risk (806) 787-6567 (Texas)
August 9, 2010
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson today announced the nation’s
strongest air pollution rules for over 100 cement kilns across the country. The move will
result in significant pollution reductions of mercury, fine particle pollution, hydrochloric acid,
and total hydrocarbons from the cement manufacturing industry. The EPA was under a
settlement agreement to finalize the rule by Aug. 6 after environmental groups won a
challenge in federal court to the agency’s previously weak emission standard.
The EPA estimates that cutting air pollution from cement kilns could result in up to 2,500
premature deaths avoided each year. The EPA also estimates benefits from cutting this air
pollution of up to $18 billion annually, starting in 2013 when the rule takes effect.
Some cement kilns are huge mercury polluters. In 2008, the Ash Grove Cement Co. in
Durkee, OR, reported emitting over 1,500 pounds of mercury from its stacks, making it the
5th biggest mercury air polluter in the country.
According to the EPA, today’s rule:
●
●

Cuts 16,600 pounds of mercury, roughly 92%
Cuts 11,500 pounds of particulate matter, roughly 92%

●
●

Cuts 5,800 pounds of hydrogen chloride, roughly 97%
Cuts 10,600 pounds of total hydrocarbons, roughly 83%
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Mercury is a dangerous neurotoxin that interferes with the brain and nervous systems,
resulting in birth defects, loss of IQ and developmental problems. Particulate matter causes
serious health impacts on lungs and breathing, including decreased lung function,
aggravated asthma, irritation of the airways, coughing or difficulty in breathing. Hydrogen
chloride also causes respiratory problems such as coughing, irritated nose and throat, and
heart problems.
Additionally, the EPA also announced that it was moving towards proposing limits on
greenhouse gas pollution from cement kilns. This effort will move forward separately from
today’s announcement to clean up mercury and other toxic air pollution from these kilns.
The agency said that cement kilns are the 3rd largest industrial emitters of greenhouse
gases and that there appear to be cost-effective technologies to curb those emissions.
Modernizing older cement kilns with technologies such as scrubbers and activated carbon
injection will help to create more jobs for the cement industry and will help preserve jobs in
existing communities. The1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act mandated that major air
polluters such as cement kilns must limit toxic air pollutants such as mercury, hydrogen
chloride, and organic hazardous air pollutants, among others. In a decision issued during
the Bush administration, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia found that EPA
had been “grossly negligent” in making efforts to comply with the Clean Air Act’s air toxics
requirements.
“We’re glad that EPA saw fit to write a single strict standard for these pollutants that will
apply to every cement kiln in the U.S.,” said Jim Schermbeck, with the Dallas, Texas-based
group Downwinders At Risk. “All Americans deserve the same level of protection from toxic
emissions from these facilities, regardless of where they live.”
“Parents across the nation should be pleased that the EPA issued rules today significantly
reducing pollution from cement kilns. Many of those pollutants have severe adverse impacts
on kids’ health: lead, mercury, and particulate matter all impact young children’s
neurological development and breathing. Kudos to the EPA for putting children’s health over
the profits of the cement industry,” said Jane Williams, longtime activist on cement kiln
pollution and chair of the Sierra Club air toxics task force.
“We've been living with the pollution from the Lafarge Cement plant in Alpena for decades,”
said Bill Freese, Director for Huron Environmental Activist League. “Cleaning up toxic air
pollution from this cement plant and dozens more just like it across the country will mean
cleaner air, fewer hospital visits, and better living for all.”
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“For years, the cement industry has gotten a free pass to pollute our air and
water,” said
Earthjustice attorney James Pew. “Previous administrations ignored the law and turned a
blind eye towards the cost of pollution on our health and environment. Under Lisa Jackson,
the EPA has taken the necessary steps to finally curtail some of the biggest polluters and
clean up our air and water. Today’s announcement will save lives and prevent suffering
from cement kiln pollution’s devastating health effects for thousands of Americans.”

“We urge EPA to adopt protective limits on greenhouse gas emissions from cement kilns in
a speedy and efficient manner,” said Earthjustice attorney Tim Ballo. "As legislation in
Congress to curb greenhouse gases stalls, EPA must commit to use its authority under the
Clean Air Act and set a firm timeline that ensures cleanup of major stationary greenhouse
gas sources."
Regional Kiln Information
●

●

●

●

According to the EPA’s own Toxics Release Inventory, the Ash Grove Cement Co.
facility in Durkee, Oregon, spewed 1,508 pounds of mercury from its stack in 2008
alone, making it the largest mercury-emitting cement kiln, and the 5th biggest
mercury polluter of any kind in the country.
The Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. in Tehachapi, California pumped 945 pounds of
mercury into the air in 2008, according to the Toxics Release Inventory.
The Lafarge site in Alpena, Michigan is a five-kiln plant, and in 2008 emitted 359
pounds of mercury, according to the latest data from EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory.
The Alpena cement plant is of particular concern because it sits on the banks of Lake
Huron and in close proximity to residential areas of Alpena.
In the San Francisco Bay Area, Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. operates a kiln in
Cupertino, California. The kiln reported emitting a staggering 587 pounds of
mercury pollution in 2008 to the EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory, making it the nation’s
4th worst mercury-emitting cement kiln. This kiln is located within a major residential
area in close proximity to several Cupertino schools. It is also located within five miles
of the San Francisco Bay, which is currently contaminated with mercury.

To see a map of all the nation's cement kilns, please visit: http://www.earthjustice.org/
features/interactive-cement-kiln-map
Contact:
Jared Saylor, Earthjustice (202) 667-4500, x 213 (Washington, D.C.)
Virginia Cramer, Sierra Club (804) 225-9113 x 102
Bill Freese, Huron Environmental Activist League (989) 464-1374 (Michigan)
Jim Schermbeck, Downwinders At Risk (806) 787-6567 (Texas)
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF REGULATED AIR POLLUTANTS FROM TOXIC
WASTE BURNING CEMENT KILNS
Hazardous Air Pollutants - Health Concerns
1. Lead:
Retardation and brain damage, especially in children. Learning disabilities. Endocrinedisrupting and reproductive effects, Anemia, Nervous system, Hearing loss, Joint pain,
Kidney diseases, Heart, Spontaneous abortions, Vomiting, Weight loss, Nervousness,
Irritability, Sudden infant deaths, Decreased thyroid function, Headaches, Immune
system damage, Chromosome mutations.
2. Particulate Matter (PM2.5 & PM10):
Eye and throat irritation, Bronchitis, Lung damage, Increased mortality rates, Increased
heart attack risk. Increased respiratory problems, increased asthma, Increased emergency
room visits, increased use of inhalers and medications.
The particulate matter is harmful due to the presence of dozens of toxic substances
carried on the tiny particles like a sponge absorbs water. The PM10 and PM2.5 are
carrying numerous carcinogens, mutagens, teratogens, immunotoxins, respiratory toxins,
neurological toxins, developmental toxins, circulatory toxins, and others.
B. Hazardous Air Pollutants - Metals with Health Concerns
1. Arsenic:
Cancer, Birth defects, Respiratory problems, Suspected mutagen (DNA damage), Heart
problems, Gastrointestinal, Headaches, Impaired memory, Nervous system problems,
Sexual dysfunction.
2. Beryllium:
Cancer, Primary lung disease, although also affects the Liver, Spleen, Kidneys, and
Lymph glands. Enlarged heart, Conjunctivitis, Adrenal gland congestion, Cell mediated
immune response, Ricketts, Osteoporosis.
3. Cadmium:
Cancer, Destroys bones by decalcification, Kidneys. Endocrine-disrupting and
Reproductive effects. Lung and Gastrointestinal irritation, Behavior problems, Liver,
Destruction of cell membrane, Pulmonary edema, Osteoporosis, Immune system
problems, Brain and nerve cell damage, Birth Defects, Genetic mutations, Altered
libido.
4. Chromium Compounds*:
Cancer, Pulmonary problems, Birth defects, Liver, DNA-Chromosome changes,
Headaches, Immune system - problems, Blood changes, Nose bleeds, Low birth weight
babies, Nervous system problems, Kidneys.
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*Chromium VI and chromium III
5. Dioxin - Organochlorine compounds:
Cancer, Endometriosis, Immune System depressed resulting in increased susceptibility to
infections; Immune system hyper-stimulation leading to scleroderma, Graves' disease,
Addison's disease, arthritis, asthma, Type I diabetes, Hashimoto's disease, Myasthenia
gravis, Lymphocytic adenohypophysitis, and Thyroid diseases; Human Fetal
Development, Birth Defects, Sterility, Reduced Liver Function, Decreased size of human
reproductive organs, Endocrine system impaired, lower IQ, fatigue, reduced glucose
tolerance, emotional problems, and Heart disease.
6. Mercury:
Target organs like the brain, kidneys, central nervous system, eyes, skin, respiratory
system and bowels affected, Birth defects, Neurological damage. Endocrine-disrupting
and reproductive effects, Emotional disturbances, Headaches, Spontaneous abortions,
Immune system damage.
Other Toxic Metals: Selenium, Nickel, Thallium, Antimony, Vanadium likely present in
emissions.
7. HCL:
Hydrochloric acid is an eye, skin and lung irritant that damages the mucous membrane
promoting complications.
8. Several hundred Volatile Organic Chemicals from incomplete combustion of
hazardous waste such as numerous Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs like
benzo-a-pyrene) and PCBs (Polychlorinated Biphenyls):
Includes numerous carcinogens, mutagens, teratogens, immunotoxins, respiratory toxins,
neurological toxins, developmental toxins, circulatory toxins, and others.

Dangers from Cement Kilns serving as Toxic Waste Incinerators
At least ten general areas of dangers exist (excluding global warming from lareg CO2
emissions) to human health and the environment from the two cement plant's hazardous
waste incineration activities:
1). Air pollution transported over the nearby region that is produced by cement kiln's
stack and fugitive emissions involving various contaminants such as metals, products of
incomplete combustion, particulate matter, sulfur compounds, hydrochloric
acid/hydrogen chloride gas, radioactive materials, and miscellaneous contaminants. This
includes emissions of ozone precursors such as NOx and VOCs. Also emissions of
various sulfates and nitrates that contribute to acid rain impacts.
2). Ground water pollution on and off-site produced by cement kiln's toxic
emissions, especially metals but also products of incomplete combustion such as dioxins
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and furans as well as other products of incomplete combustion, particulate matter, sulfur
compounds, hydrochloric acid/hydrogen chloride gas, radioactive materials, and any
other miscellaneous contaminants that may be cause for concern.
3). Soil contamination on and off-site from airborne fallout produced by cement
kiln's stack and fugitive emissions involving metals, dioxins, furans and other products of
incomplete combustion, particulate matter, sulfur compounds, radioactive materials, and
any other miscellaneous contaminants that may be cause for concern.
4). Drinking water pollution in the nearby regional area and its lakes, ponds and
rivers produced by cement kiln's toxic emissions, especially metals but also products of
incomplete combustion such as dioxins and furans, radioactive materials, as well as any
other miscellaneous contaminants that may be cause for concern.
5). Surface water pollution in the nearby regional area recreational waters produced
by cement kiln's toxic emissions, especially metals but also products of incomplete
combustion such as dioxins and furans, radioactive materials, as well as any other
miscellaneous contaminants that may be cause for concern.
6). Agricultural contamination and damage in the nearby regions produced by the
cement kiln's stack and fugitive emissions involving various contaminants such as metals,
products of incomplete combustion such as dioxins and furans as well as other products
of incomplete combustion, particulate matter, sulfur compounds, hydrochloric
acid/hydrogen chloride gas, radioactive materials, and any other miscellaneous
contaminants that may be cause for concern.
7. Toxic cement product made from cement kiln's hazardous waste firing in its
cement kilns; such cement may contain metals, products of incomplete combustion, toxic
particulate matter, sulfur compounds, radioactive materials, and miscellaneous
contaminants.
8. Hazardous waste transportation by truck through the nearby regional area and
large scale volume storage, handling and processing (blending) at cement kiln.
9. Accidents: Potential for fires, explosions and other accidents at cement kiln
involving hazardous waste activities.
10. Cumulative or aggregate pollution impacts produced by combining cement
kiln's emissions with other polluting manufacturing plants in the nearby regional area.

Why are children so vulnerable to air pollution? Some of the reasons include the
following:
1. Children breathe more rapidly than adults, taking in significantly more pollution per
body weight than do adults. A resting infant, for example, inhales twice as much air,
relative to size, as does a resting adult.
2. Children spend more time outdoors. National data [in the USA] show that children
spend an average of about 50% more time outdoors than adults.
3. Children spend more time outdoors in summer when pollution levels are generally
highest.
4. Children are more active while outdoors than adults, spending three times as much
time engaged in sports and other vigorous activities. Increased activity raises breathing
rates and pollution exposure significantly.
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5. Children's airways are narrower than those of adults, thus enhancing the
inflammatory effect of air pollution.
6. Children are prone to mouth breathing, which significantly increases the dose of
pollution reaching the lungs.
7. In adults, respiratory symptoms such as coughing and shortness of breath serve as
signals of air pollution exposure and warnings to move indoors or curtail exercise.
Children often fail to exhibit these symptoms, making them less likely to reduce exposure
(i.e., stop exercising or move indoors).
8. Children are closest to the ground, where air pollutants, especially pesticides and
lead, are generally most concentrated.
9. Children are also particularly vulnerable to toxic substances because their bodies are
immature and rapidly growing. Children do not have a fully developed immune system,
liver, or kidneys to help protect them from the damaging effects of many
chemicals. Immature lungs are unable to remove or neutralize contaminants adequately,
and developing brains and neural pathways are particularly vulnerable to toxins. In
addition, some chemicals affect the endocrine system, potentially disturbing neural,
reproductive, and immune development.
10. Airborne carcinogens and mutagens appear to have a greater effect on children,
possibly because rapidly growing tissues are less differentiated and more "suggestible"
than mature tissues.
11. Children exposed to carcinogens have a longer expected life span over which
carcinogenic action may occur.
12. Children of parents exposed to toxic chemicals appear to have a higher incidence of
cancer, possibly because they inherit damaged genetic material; additional exposure may
then precipitate malignancy in these genetically susceptible children.
13. Fetuses are exposed during gestation to environmental pollutants stored in the
mother's body; newborns are further exposed to environmental pollutants excreted in
human breast milk. Children of mothers with higher levels of environmental pollutants in
their body display an increased incidence of developmental and other adverse health
effects.
In addition to these risk factors common to all children, some children, especially those
who lack adequate medical care, who are undernourished or malnourished, or who live in
crowded or unsanitary conditions, are at even greater risk. Other children at increased
risk include those who live close to hazardous waste sites, incinerators, industrial
emissions, or heavy traffic, or who are exposed to cigarette smoke or pesticides around
the home. Studies have also shown that communities of color are disproportionately
exposed to air toxics.
Example of Kinds of Problems Known to Occur in Cement Kilns
Solid Ring Formation Upset Kiln Condition will increase emissions
Solid ring formation ("thick coating") inside the rotary cement kiln (slowly rotating at an
angle) is a common problem in most cement kilns, especially the older ones. It's like
cookie batter sticking to a pan until it's all clogged up. In this case, the super-hot 3,000
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degree F. flowing clinker/pre-cement material becomes sticky and highly viscous on the
inside of the kiln where there are refractory bricks forming a protective lining so the outer
solid steel shell will not suffer a kiln meltdown. It's easy for the fluidized clinker to start
to stick to the refractory lining and a SOLID RING of material begins to form across the
whole 8-9 foot diameter of the kiln. This is very, very bad since it totally stops clinker
formation! Nothing flows down the kiln. Proper clinker formation will not occur under
this condition. This is real bad news for cement kilns.
Another simpler way to think of this problem is when your kitchen sink drain plugs
up...nothing flows until you unplug it. A cement kiln is basically a giant pipe with
fluidized, 3,000 degree F clinker rolling, flowing down hill as it forms. The solid ring
forms on the hotter end and I used to see the cement plants with a 10 or 12-gauge shotgun
mounted onto a large stationary turret and they would fire hundreds of shotgun shells into
the SOLID RING in order to break it up. The floor would be covered with hundreds of
empty shotgun shells. I observed this every single year I inspected cement kilns for the
state of Texas from 1980-1992 and it's fairly standard at many cement kilns, but the
public will never see it.
Cement kiln operators are supposed to be watching 24/7/365 the interior of the kiln for
solid ring formation buildup.

Cement Kilns emit more Criteria and Toxic Air Pollutants than Hazardous Waste
Incinerators
Plant Total Annual Emissions Difference
TXI* = 23,995 tpy

12X higher than all 3 Commercial HWI combined

AEI* =

744 tpy

32X lower than TXI

LAI* =

645 tpy

37X lower than TXI

CWM* =

598 tpy

40X lower than TXI

TPY = tons per year

Hazardous waste incinerator data is 1995 annual tons; TXI's is 1997 draft air permit.
* TXI is Texas Industries Inc. Midlothian, Texas Cement Kiln Complex. Data from draft
TNRCC air permit. Permit approved as proposed.
* AEI is American EnviroTech's commercial hazardous waste incinerator in
Channelview, Harris County, Texas that was permitted by TNRCC but never built. Data
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from final TNRCC air permit.
* LAI is Laidlaw's (formerly Rollins Environmental Services) commercial hazardous
waste incinerator in Deer Park, Harris County, Texas. Now called Safety-Kleen. Data
from final TNRCC air permit.
* CWM is Chemical Waste Management's commercial hazardous waste incinerator at
Port Arthur, Jefferson County, Texas. Data from final TNRCC air permit.
Why Cement Kilns are typically more dangerous than incinerators
1. Air Pollution Differences between HW burning Cement Kilns & Incinerators (HWI)
* Cement Kilns typically emit higher dioxin levels and have higher food chain impacts.
* Chlorinated waste burned in cement kilns leads to the creation of far more harmful
compounds than in original HW waste due to inherent plant design and operation.
* Cement Kilns have no secondary afterburner (unlike HWI) to try to get better waste
destruction with longer residence burn time. HWI's burn in two chambers in
sequence & so combustion upsets can be better handled in the afterburner.
* Combustion upsets. Unlike commercial incinerators, Cement Kilns must run a kiln
thru each combustion upset (due to very hot raw mix present: shale, limestone, etc.)
and thru process malfunctions, thereby making it impossible to contain products of
incomplete combustion. This poses a significant risk to the community because
upset emissions have been proven to be more toxic than the original waste to be
burned, by creating more harmful products of incomplete combustion like dioxin.
* Cement Kilns run at low oxygen concentrations needed for complete combustion,
because oxygen (as excess air) is costly to heat to 3,000 oF and excess air is kept
as low as possible.
* Higher respirable PM10, total particulate emissions and stack opacity allowing more
public health, nuisance and property damage from airborne cement dust.
* Frequently higher toxic heavy metal emissions and off-site contamination.
* Frequently higher total hydrocarbons & volatile products of incomplete combustion.
* Frequently higher hydrochloric acid emissions with no HCl scrubbers required and
more corrosion, vegetation damage and health effects observed due to acidic gases.
* Higher carbon monoxide (CO) emissions are another sign of poor combustion.
* Higher acid gas emissions of sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides and hydrogen sulfide.
* Higher air flow volumes thru the Cement Kilns allow higher mass emission rates.
2. Waste Ash and Cement Kiln Dust Differences between HWI and Cement Kilns
* No EPA restrictions on CKD disposal (exempted by Bevill amendment) while HWI
must ship ash to RCRA approved landfills; EPA proposing some CKD rules.
* CKD is used as sham fertilizers on farmland and as inert ingredient in livestock
feed
& pet foods, without warning public that HW byproducts are present.
* CKD is causing ground water contamination and runoff pollution near waste piles.
* Inadequate testing of blended HW routinely burned (some probably illegally).
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* Produce more tons of waste CKD than actual tons of HW burned, which is not true
recycling or true energy recovery. (burning does not reduce the metals).
3. Permitting Differences (RCRA Part B permits are being required):
* Cement Kilns are older existing plants seeking back doors permits to burn HW as a
fuel substitute by minimum retrofitting, whereas HWI are new plants seeking front
door permits to construct units specifically designed from the ground up to burn
HW with more controls and with new technology.
* Less restrictive provisions on upsets & malfunctions since plants make cement.
* Cement Kilns usually do Trial Burns in only 1 of 2, 3, or 4 similar kilns.
* Cement factories may burn HW in multiple kilns without siting scrutiny giving
consideration to area impacts and higher concentrations.
* No Public Hearing opportunity prior to burning HW under interim status. Unlike
commercial HWI going through public notice before construction and operation,
existing neighborhood Cement Kilns can start burning HW virtually over night
without public scrutiny.
* Fuel blending allows low Btu HW, sludges, PCBs, etc. to be blended with high Btu HW
so a toxic cocktail can be burned in Cement Kilns, allowing tons of unburnable HW
to be disposed of like toxic heavy metals (lead, chromium, cadmium, mercury, etc.).
4. Product Differences:
* No warning label required on cement products made with hazardous waste.

Interim recommendations for living near a cement kiln to reduce toxic chemical
exposure
Avoid breathing the outside air as much as possible when the wind is blowing from the
cement factory
toward your home and so be sure to observe local wind conditions. Avoid exercise
outdoors at these times or higher volumes of air breathed during the physical exercise
activity will expose you to greater concentrations of harmful air pollution. When outside,
it's appropriate for children and persons with respiratory conditions to wear at least a
paper mask and even better is a gas mask to prevent exposures of harmful air
contaminants.
People living near cement kilns need to be exceptionally cautious about allowing harmful
cement kiln air pollution and tracking in dangerous cement dust particles into their homes
where they can accumulate. Once inside the homes, the toxic dust can be inhaled or
ingested, especially by young children who are prone to put their fingers in their mouths
from the floor. Children are at the greatest risk. Children have rapidly developing nervous
systems, lungs, brains, hearts and organs that are all exceptionally vulnerable to the toxic
insults from air pollution.
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Best to keep all windows and doors closed as much as possible. Homes need HEPA air
filtration systems to capture even the tiniest dust particles which cement kilns emit in
large quantities and it is recommended that all shoes be thoroughly cleaned before being
worn into the house or leaving them outside to avoid tracking in toxic cement dust.
Homes must be kept exceptionally clean or the toxic cement dust particles will be
ingested and inhaled by family members.
Be careful about eating vegetables from your garden as they may contain harmful metals
from the cement kiln dust blowing from the cement kiln. Cement kiln dust particles
include microscopic PM2.5 sized particulate matter that is invisible to the human eye.
Avoid eating local animal, dairy and fruits and vegetables that have been grown directly
downwind of the cement kilns. The meat and dairy products will potentially contain the
highest concentrations of toxins like dioxins, furans, PCBs and others due to
bioaccumulation through the food chain. Cows are consuming huge quantities of grass
every day and the dioxins are collected from the grass they fed on.
It's tragic and unfortunate that any families should be exposed to the harmful gases and
toxic dust pollution wafting out of cement kilns when they are burning hazardous waste.
The cement companies are irresponsible. They generally can not meet or comply with
new standards for toxic waste incinerators, even though none of us like the incinerators
either. What I am saying is that cement kiln toxic waste incinerators are even worse and
many times dirtier than modern dual-chambered incinerators, which have their own
problems.
Bottom line: Nothing emitted by the cement kiln into the community air supply is safe to
breathe. Zero emissions is the only safe level of pollution.
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Analysis of Groundwater Monitoring Data
Submitted by the American Portland Cement Alliance
I.

Introduction

This report contains summaries of the information gathered from the document Cement Kiln
Dust Groundwater Monitoring Summary, produced by the American Portland Cement Alliance
(APCA), dated October 2001.
A.

Overview

Eighteen reports were evaluated. Tetra Tech EM Inc. (Tetra Tech) attempted to determine
whether claims made within each facility report were justified by the data and methods found
within. Tetra Tech also looked for general characteristics of groundwater quality related to
potential influences from cement kiln dust (CKD) activities at each facility. This process
consisted of detailed review of geographical information (i.e., site maps and descriptions),
geological/hydrogeological investigations, historical information, sampling methods, analytical
methods and analytical result interpretation.
The cement kiln dust groundwater reports reviewed herein include 18 facilities owned by 10
companies, spanning 10 states. The purpose of this review is to determine, if possible, the
relative influence CKD landfill facilities have on groundwater. Tetra Tech reviewed
groundwater data and compared them to government MCL and HBN regulatory values. In most
cases, the reports submitted by the APCA were not detailed enough to make any meaningful
determinations. However, Tetra Tech has provided a descriptive summary of all available data.
The following summaries include information pertaining to:
•
•
•
•

Groundwater constituents measured
Instances where groundwater concentrations exceeded MCL and HBN standards
Background information of individual site (if available)
Overall quality of available report (content, evidence to justify conclusions, etc.)

In general, a reasonable review/assessment of the influence of CKD facilities cannot be made
with respect to these file reports. In order to provide reasonable reviews of groundwater studies
at CKD facilities, Tetra Tech recommends that the submitted investigative reports include, at
minimum, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site map with monitoring well and source area locations should be included with the
report
Groundwater flow direction or groundwater elevations
Geologic information
Monitoring well information – i.e., depths screened, specifics of construction
Brief site history is suggested – historical property use, use of surrounding area, past
environmental assessments conducted, regulatory history
Lab and field QC samples (MS/MSD, duplicate samples, rinsate samples, blank samples)
should be collected and results listed
Analytical methods stated and should be EPA approved methods (SW 846)
I-1
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Sample collection methods should be stated
Filtered or not filtered metals samples collected should be stated
Detection limits should be considerably less than the MCLs
There should be a consistent list of base line substances to analyze so there is some
consistency between sites. Some sites are not analyzing for substances they perhaps
should be.
If statistical models are being used there should be support of the models and not a
conclusion statement alone
If there were soil samples collected from the sources areas one the property the data
should presented to determine and assess the groundwater analyses

Examples of reports that did meet most or all of these criteria include Lebec, California and
Midlothian, Texas. The remaining reports appeared to be either partial sections or abstracts with
data tables. More information is required to adequately review these documents.
Based on the limited information available, Tetra Tech can report the following observations:
•
•
•

Several facilities indicated elevated levels of antimony, arsenic, beryllium, cadmium,
lead, selenium, thallium and some others
A significant number of the reports are inconsistent with regard to sampled constituent
(i.e., parameter)
A number of reports do not include parameters of potential interest to the EPA (various
metals and inorganics)
B.

Summary of Available Data

The following tables show how the available data compare across all facilities. Because
adequate information was not made available, there is no comparison between background (or
upgradient) constituent concentrations and downgradient samples. Some comparisons are made
within individual site reports (next section). These tables also indicate what constituents were
sampled at each site (shown by “NA”).
Table 1. MCL Summary. This table reports all exceedances by facility, each constituent that
was not sampled, and those that were sampled but were found to be below MCL standards. Note
that in some cases analytical detection limits are greater than MCL standards.
Table 2. HBN Summary. This table reports all exceedances by facility, each constituent that
was not sampled, and those that were sampled but were found to be below HBN standards. Note
that in some cases analytical detection limits are greater than HBN standards.

I-2
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Mercury Pollution from Cement Kilns Double Previous Estimates
Author: Earthjustice
Published on Jul 25, 2008 - 8:48:31 AM
WASHINGTON, D.C. July 23, 2008 - For more than a decade after Congress told it to curb dangerous mercury
pollution from cement kilns across the nation, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) refused to take
action. Now, a new study from Earthjustice and the Environmental Integrity Project (EIP) documents the
consequences of the EPA's failure: Cement kilns emit mercury pollution - a threat to the health of pregnant
women and children - at more than twice the level estimated as recently as 2006 by the EPA, which only
started to collect data on the problem in 2007.
The unregulated pollution from cement kilns is emitted in or nearby many major U.S. urban areas and also
within a few miles of such major bodies of water as the Chesapeake Bay, Lake Huron and the San Francisco
Bay. Mercury pollution already has impaired rivers, lakes, and streams throughout the United States, making
certain fish unsafe to eat. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 8 percent of women of
childbearing age in America already have mercury in their bodies at levels high enough to put their babies at
risk of birth defects, loss of IQ, learning disabilities and developmental problems.
Entitled "Cementing a Toxic Legacy? How EPA Has Failed to Control Mercury Pollution From Cement Kilns,"
the Earthjustice/EIP report outlines specific recommendations for EPA and state agency action based on the
following key conclusions:
* Mercury emissions from cement kilns are almost twice as high as the agency has previously acknowledged,
and in many states kilns are among the worst mercury polluters. EPA now estimates that cement kilns emit
nearly 23,000 pounds of mercury each year, far more than the Agency's 2006 estimate of 11,995 pounds.
* A relatively small number of cement plants that use extremely dirty raw materials and fuels are among the
worst mercury polluters in their states and, in some cases, in the country. For example, some cement kilns
release as much or more mercury as coal fired power plants.
* Since 1974, cement production has increased 15 percent, and further increases are projected for the future.
Rising levels of cement production in the U.S. mean that the cement industry's mercury pollution will grow even
worse if left unregulated.
"EPA's new data confirm that cement plants are among the worst mercury polluters in this country," said
James Pew, Earthjustice staff attorney. "EPA has refused to acknowledge this problem for more than a
decade, and the mercury contamination in our food and waters has grown worse every year as a result. It is
high time for EPA to do its job and make this industry clean up its toxic emissions."
"Action by the EPA is long overdue and America's health and public waters have suffered needlessly due to
this foot dragging," said Environmental Integrity Project Director Eric Schaeffer. "Ten years after it was
required to set standards for cement kilns, EPA finally got around to requesting basic information related to
mercury emissions from nine of the major cement kiln companies operating in the U.S. EPA claims that it will
use this information to finally propose mercury standards for cement kilns sometime in the summer or fall of
2008, but confidence in that timeline is low given all of the agency's stalling to date. Based on our new review
of available data, it is now long past time for EPA to regulate an industry that releases nearly twice as much
mercury into the air as the agency previously reported."
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Marti Sinclair, chairperson, Sierra Club National Air Committee (Cincinnati, OH), said, "EPA's
mercury
strategy
has allowed polluters to contaminate our fisheries with mercury, then warn people off eating fish. Folks who
ignore the warning or just don't know are imperiled. Those who avoid fish altogether are eating unhealthy
substitutes instead. For Americans, eating fish has become damned-if-you-do and damned-if-you-don't. Only
the polluters get let off the hook."

In 2007, EPA collected data from nine companies and released data for 51 non-hazardous waste burning kilns
currently operating in the United States. The 2007 EPA collection requests were sent to the following
companies: Ash Grove Cement Company (Overland Park, KS); CEMEX, (Houston, TX); California Portland
Cement Company, (Glendora, CA); Essroc Cement Corp., (Nazareth, PA); Holcim (US) Inc., (Dundee, MI);
LaFarge North America, Inc. , (Herndon, VA); Lehigh Cement Company, (Allentown, PA); Lonestar/Buzzi
Unicem, (Bethlehem, PA.); and Texas Industries, Inc., (Dallas, TX).
Kiln-specific findings from across the U.S. include the following:
* The Ash Grove Cement Plant in Durkee, Oregon has the dubious distinction of being the worst mercury
polluter of any kind in the country, emitting more mercury into the air than any power plant, steel mill or
hazardous waste incinerator. In 2006 Ash Grove reported to the EPA's Toxic Release Inventory that it emitted
2,582 pounds of mercury. Based on information Ash Grove submitted to EPA in 2007, however, actual
emissions may be as much as 3,788 pounds a year. Note that although it emits the greatest amount of
mercury (more than double the amount of the next worst polluter), it has the third smallest production capacity
of the kilns on the Top 10 Polluting Cement Kiln list.
* Lafarge North America, Inc., shows up on the Top 10 Polluting Cement Kiln list twice, at rank four and rank
five with its plants in New York and Michigan. By Lafarge's own calculations the kiln in Ravena, New York
emits 400 pounds of mercury per year.
* Lehigh's Union Bridge, Maryland, plant is located approximately 75 miles northwest of Baltimore. It is the fifth
largest cement kiln in the United States, able to produce nearly 2 million tons of clinker annually. The Lehigh
cement kiln at Union Bridge reported to TRI in 2006 emitting only 35 pounds of mercury pollution; but the data
show that this kiln also has the capacity to emit as much as 1,539 pounds of mercury a year. This is
particularly significant given the plant's proximity to the Chesapeake Bay.
* The largest concentration of cement manufacturing in the entire country is just outside of the Dallas/Fort
Worth metroplex in Midlothian, Texas. Citizens of Midlothian are burdened by five plants operated by Holcim,
Ash Grove and Texas Industries, all within a 6.5 mile radius of each other. Combined, these plants emit just
under 200 pounds of mercury on an annual basis, and thousands of tons of other dangerous toxic air
pollutants.
* In the San Francisco Bay Area, Hanson Permanente Cement operates a kiln in Cupertino, California. This
kiln is located within a major residential area in close proximity to several Cupertino schools. It is also located
within five miles of the San Francisco Bay, which is currently contaminated with mercury. The Hanson
Permanente kiln reported emitting a staggering 494 pounds of mercury pollution in 2006 to the EPA's Toxic
Release Inventory. EPA failed to include Hanson Permanente Cement in any of its information requests,
leaving open the possibility that its mercury emissions could be even worse.
* The CEMEX kiln in Davenport, California is of similar concern. That kiln, located right beside homes and
farms along California's coastline and only 40 miles north of the Monterey Bay Sanctuary, reported emitting
172 pounds of mercury pollution to the Toxic Release Inventory in 2006. The Davenport kiln is one of those for
which EPA refuses to release data gathered in 2007.
* The Lafarge site in Alpena, Michigan is a five-kiln plant, and in 2006 was the nation's third largest cement
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plant. These kilns collectively reported emitting 360 pounds of mercury in 2006. The Alpena
particular concern because it sits on the banks of Lake Huron and in close proximity to residential areas of
Alpena.

In a clear sign of the limitations of the initial EPA data, the federal agency released no data on one cement
industry leader, CEMEX, which has claimed that the information EPA requested - information directly related to
the amount of mercury it releases into our air and waters - is confidential business information. All of the data
reviewed by the EPA was self-reported by the kiln companies.
The process for making cement often relies on fuels and raw materials that are high in mercury content. While
the large quantity of mercury emissions from cement kilns is not widely known, it is hardly surprising. Just over
150 cement kilns operate in the United States and, each year, they "cook" thousands of tons of rock - primarily
limestone - at more than 2,600 degrees Fahrenheit. To fuel this cooking process, cement kilns burn primarily
coal. Both the rock and the coal contain mercury, a highly volatile metal that evaporates at room temperature.
Virtually all the mercury in the coal and limestone is vaporized in the cement production process, and the vast
majority of that mercury enters our air through the kilns' smokestacks.
Mercury is a dangerous neurotoxin, interfering with the brain and nervous system. Exposure to mercury can be
particularly hazardous for pregnant women and small children. During the first several years of life, a child's
brain is still developing and rapidly absorbing nutrients. Prenatal and infant mercury exposure can cause
mental retardation, cerebral palsy, deafness and blindness. Even in low doses, mercury may affect a child's
development, delaying walking and talking, shortening attention span and causing learning disabilities. The
National Academy of Sciences' National Research Council estimated in a 2000 report that approximately
60,000 children per year may be born in the US with neurological problems due to in utero exposure to
methylmercury. Mercury poses a threat to adult men, as well as women and children. In adults, mercury
poisoning can adversely affect fertility and blood pressure regulation and can cause memory loss, tremors,
vision loss and numbness of the fingers and toes.
Report: http://www.earthjustice.org/our_work/campaigns/cement-kilns.html
© Copyright YubaNet.com

http://yubanet.com/enviro/Mercury-Pollution-from-Cement-Kilns-Double-Previous-Estimates_printer.php
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Stop Hydrochloric Acid Pollution from Cement Kilns NOW!

Across the United States, 118 cement plants in 38 states spew a
continuous stream of toxic pollutants into the air we breathe. As they burn
coal to produce cement, the kilns in these plants also release huge
amounts of toxic hydrogen chloride or hydrochloric acid (HCl) into the
air. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that
these cement kilns also known as cement plants emit more than 15,000
tons of HCl into our air each year.
HCl is irritating and corrosive to any tissue it contacts. It can cause health
problems ranging from throat irritation to swelling and spasm of the throat
and lung tissues, leading to suffocation and even death. Children may be
more vulnerable to hydrochloric acid because of the smaller diameter of
their airways.
In December 2005, the EPA announced a proposed rule governing
emissions of hazardous air pollutants. The proposal is too weak because it
includes no limits on hydrochloric acid pollution from coal-fired cementmaking facilities.
Send your letter today to EPA Administrator Stephen Johnson, urging him
to comply with the Clean Air Act and protect Americans from toxic air
pollution from cement plants. You deserve to breathe clean air.
Sample Letter for Campaign
Subject: Stop Hydrochloric Acid Pollution from Cement
Kilns NOW!
Dear [ Decision Maker ] ,
Across the United States, 118 cement plants in 38 states spew
a continuous stream of toxic pollutants into the air we breathe.
As they burn coal to produce cement, the kilns in these plants
also release into our air huge amounts of toxic hydrochloric
acid (HCl), which is a powerful threat to lung health.
Hydrochloric acid is irritating and corrosive to any tissue it

Campaign Launched:
February 17, 2006

contacts. Brief exposure to low levels causes throat irritation.
Exposure to higher levels can cause swelling and spasm of the
throat and lung tissues, leading to suffocation and even death.
Some people may develop an inflammatory reaction called
reactive airways dysfunction syndrome (RADS), a type of
asthma. Children may be more vulnerable to corrosive agents
like hydrochloric acid because of the smaller diameter of their
airways.
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In December 2005, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
announced a proposed rule governing emissions of hazardous
air pollutants. The proposal includes no limits on hydrochloric
acid pollution from coal-fired cement-making facilities.
Meanwhile, these plants continue to reap enormous profits,
polluting our air while the federal agency charged with
protecting the environment and the public health is doing
nothing.
I implore the EPA to rewrite this rule to include limits on toxic
pollution, like hydrochloric acid, from cement kilns, as required
by the Clean Air Act. For far too long, cement manufacturers
have poisoned our air with toxic pollution. It is time for the
EPA to do its job by protecting our health and our
environment.
Thank you for considering - and sharing - my concerns for the
lung health of all Americans. We deserve to breathe clean air.

Sincerely,

Background Information

Hydrogen chloride or hydrochloric acid (HCl) is irritating and corrosive to tissue. Inhaling HCl can irritate
the throat, cause respiratory problems and worsen asthma and other lung diseases. Children may be more
vulnerable to corrosive agents like hydrochloric acid because of the smaller diameter of their airways.
When high concentrations of HCL gas are inhaled, as during an accidental spill, serious damage to the
lungs may occur resulting in the reactive airways dysfunction syndrome [RADS] which acts like severe
persistent asthma.
The cement manufacturing industry is a significant source of hazardous air pollutants, including HCl. The
industry operates 118 facilities in 38 states, spanning every region of the country. Cement kilns release
toxins during the cement manufacturing process, which involves burning both fossil fuels and various
types of waste-derived fuels. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) own estimates reveal
that the nation’s cement kilns emit more than 15,000 tons of hydrogen chloride each year. But monitoring
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and reporting requirements are woefully inadequate; and without any regulations requiring
theFPmonitoring
of these emissions, it is difficult to know for sure exactly how much HCl and other pollutants these
facilities emit. Experts believe that the true amount of hazardous pollution generated by cement kilns could
be many times greater than the amount being reported by the industry.

After years of inaction by the EPA, in December 2000, the federal Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit
ordered the agency to issue regulations required under the Clean Air Act to limit the amount of hydrogen
chloride and other hazardous air pollutants from cement kilns. Even after being ordered to do so, the EPA
has refused to enact regulations to limit hazardous emissions from kilns. The refusal to issue these
regulations has resulted in virtually unregulated toxic emissions of hydrogen chloride and other hazardous
pollutants from the nation’s coal-burning cement kilns.
Legal action filed on October 28, 2004 by Earthjustice on behalf of the Sierra Club asked the D.C. Circuit
to compel the EPA to obey the court order and control toxic emissions from cement kilns. On September
21, 2005, the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit approved an agreement between
the EPA and Sierra Club to issue regulations that will limit harmful toxic emissions from cement kilns
nationwide. The agreement was intended to clean the air for millions of Americans living near these
facilities and bring the EPA into compliance with federal law. The agreement required the EPA to adopt
regulations for these pollutants no later than May 26, 2006.
On December 2, 2005, EPA published a rule in the Federal Register that once again ignored the court’s
order and offered no emission limits for hydrogen chloride and other hazardous air pollutants. This flagrant
disregard for public health and the law allows the threat posed by cement kiln pollution to continue.

http://lungaction.org/lungusa/alert-description.tcl?alert_id=3495475
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Health and Environmental Threat Associated with
Tire-Burning Cement Kilns

~. . . .

Research worldwide indicates that tire burning kilns have a serious
detrimental impact on community health and the integrity of the surrounding
environment.
Kiln emmissions have been found to cause cancer and respiratory illness.
Environmental degredation ranges from physical alteration to heavy
metal,mercury, and chemical contamination.
Chemicals from the air and ground water entering the river, can accumulate to

Ii toxic quantities in wildlife and degrade the river ecosystem. As the river
becomes polluted the entire ecosystem is at risk: human health is
compromised, wildlife is threatened and the environment is in peril.

Below are listed 10 points that substantiate this view and can be supported by
medical research, primarily commissioned by Environmental Protection
Agencies (EPA).

1. Dioxins
Dioxins are among emissions from tire-burning kiln. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has recently classified the most toxic dioxins as
the worst known human carcinogens (cancer causing agents).
Dioxins also affect the immune system, fertility, and the unborn child.
Because of this, the USA has reduced their safety levels for Dioxins
repeatedly. The EPA concluded, "Exposure to Dioxins, even at minute
levels, poses cancer risks and health concerns wider than previously
suspected ".

http://www.ichetucknee.org/health.htm
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2. Particulates
Particulates are extremely small particles that enter the lungs directly,
as they are too small to be filtered out.
In August 1995 the official monitoring of particulates at Castle Cement
Plant in Clithroe, England was 70mg/m 3 whereas an independent
monitoring showed 490mg/m 3 at a school downwind from the plant. At
this school 22% of 8 - 9 year olds used inhalers, compared with an
upwind school where only 3% of children used them. Castle Cement's
predicted particulate emissions are 63 tons p.a. (Castle Cement's
Environmental Statement).
No matter what the company says will come out of the stack, studies
worldwide have shown that real emissions are considerably greater and
subject to sporadic events of particularly high concentrations.
3. Unpredictability of Plume
No one can guarantee where the plume from the tower will land.
Plumes from high stacks can travel considerable distances depending
on wind conditions (direction and intensity).

Studies have shown that a plume from a tall stack drops its particulates
within a minimum radius of 11 miles to 47 miles from the stacie The
volume of particulates can be quite large and may actually travel
considerably larger distances (lOO's of miles) in any direction with the
wind.
This is also the reason that acid rain originating from smoke stacks in
the Midwest falls to the ground in Maine. The health effects of this kiln
will reach to Tallahassee and Jacksonville in small amounts.
Again, company predictions of the plume emission volumes and
trajectories are not realistic. Mercury and a myriad of other chemical
pollutants will fall in the Ichetucknee, Santa Fe and Suwannee rivers.
Regions such as The San Francisco Bay Area and the state of Maine
have already limited mercury emissions to below what will come out of
this plant.
4. Heavy Metals and Mercury
EPA studies have documented that heavy metals do not incinerate and
emissions from incinerators pose a significant health risk. The new
cement kiln would be generating heavy metal emissions and most of
them are toxic to humans.

Worldwide studies have revealed that mercury entering an aquatic
system will accumulate in the food chain. Fish are particularly
susceptible to accumulating high amounts of these toxins in their
tissues, which can then accumulate in the tissues of the birds and

http://www.ichetucknee.org/health.htm
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mammals who eat them. And ultimately, in humans who eat the
contaminated fish and animals.
The kiln will release 129 pounds of mercury more than allowed by any
state or agency concerned with environmental health.

5. General Health Problems
A study conducted on illnesses related to tire burning cement plants in
Texas showed a 50% to 100% increase in coughing, phlegm, sore
throats, and eye irritation in people near the incinerators.
A similar study concluded that a substantially greater incidence of
larynx cancer occurred in a community within 2 km of a commercial
hazardous waste incinerator.
Double blind studies reveal that people who live within five miles of a
tire burning kiln in Texas are sicker, it is that simple.

6. Lack of Research
For the vast majority of chemicals, we have little or no long term
toxicity data. Fewer that 2% of chemicals have been tested.
Tires are not made of rubber, they are complex chemical mixtures that
will release thousands of chemicals in mixtures that will create new
ones, the health hazards of this are unknown. As a cancer researcher I
know that mixtures of chemicals in low doses are cancer causing in
humans, even if the individual chemical is not.
WHO reports recent evidence that 10,000 people in England and Wales
die prematurely each year from respiratory or heart conditions due to
particulates. MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture, Food & Fisheries)
showed dioxin levels to be 4 times higher than normal at Clitheroe
Cement Kiln where prescriptions for asthma have risen 50% since they
started burning chemicals and tires.

7. Cement Kilns are prone to Upsets and Trips
Dr Rickard (Professor of Environmental Health) states that
"cement ki Ins do not have the necessary reliability and
safeguards to ensure complete destruction of hazardous
wastes".
Castle Cement in UK has had many such 'trips' in the past, as do the
kilns in Texas and the rest of the USA. By previous experience, there
will be mistakes often and they result in odor, and chemical releases far
above the listed values.

8. Hidden Costs
I urge you to consider the economic impact that heavy industry wiJI

http://www.ichetucknee.org/health.htm
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have
a.
b.
c.

on the surrounding community
The visual blight and resulting drop in property values
People leaving the area - there is already evidence for this
The deterrent to firms who might otherwise have moved to this
area
d. Lowering of living standards and quality of life
e. Noise and Diesel truck emissions

9. Threat to Employment
The area in Northern Florida between the three rivers is a pristine
environmental area whose whole future depends on tourism and
vacation and retirement housing. All this will stop with the kiln, we
trade 80 jobs for thousands.
10. Stress
With the increase in noise, traffic on local roads and respiratory and
other health prob !ems, there is I ikely to be an increase is stress related
illnesses in the local population.

Recommendations
As elected representatives you shoulder the responsibility for our health and
, weJl being. If you approve this application you are giving permission for a tire
incinerator to be built in our community with the associated long-term health
risks not only to the present generation but also to generations to come. I,
therefore, strongly urge you to consider the following objectives and do
something to stop this kiln.

t

Objectives
1. Stop the mining around the rivers because it will degrade the rivers.
The mine should not be a hostage. Since you know the mine is a
hazard, stop it without any tie to the kiln which is another issue.
2. Do not permit the plant do to health reasons. Dioxins, mercury, mixed
chemicals 110t reported to DEP are enough of a justification. Health
studies worldwide prove beyond a doubt the kiln will cause cancer and
lung disease. A tire-burning kiln is 110t good for a community.
3. Certainly do not permit this kiln in an agricultural environmentally
sensitive area. If it must exist put it in an industrial area. However, my
personal view is that a tire burning cement plant is a health hazard
anywhere it is built.
Adapted from The Campaig.n Against the New Kiln, a site dedicated to stopping a tireburning kiln in the UK.

http://www.ichetucknee.org/health.htm
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Neighbors fear ills may be due to
cement plant
Residents of tiny town mobilize after
health scare
Peter Asmus and Linda Dailey Paulson, SPECIAL TO THE
EXAMINER
Sunday, April 23, 1995

(04-23) 04:00 PST CALIFORNIA -- A

beauty parlor hardly seems the typical stomping
ground for rabble-rousers trying to save the
environment.
Yet the West Valley Center, a community gathering spot located in what once was the largely
uninhabited expanse of California's Mojave Desert, sparked a citizens' campaign that helped
uncover one of California's best-kept secrets. And millions of dollars in profits from the business of
combusting lethal hazardous waste now hang in the balance.
It started out innocently. Helen Thornburg and the gals were sitting around at the community
center gabbing away - it was either 1988 or 1989 - when one of her neighbors started complaining
aboutan intense headache.

Thornburgh recalled feeling the same way, as did many ofthe folks in the room.
"It seemed kind of odd," she said.

Tales of frequent nose-bleeds among the children added to the conundrum.
After posting flyers throughout the rural community of about 150 people, it was discovered that
these symptoms, as well as more severe health problems, were common. As fate would have it,
nearby Rosamond also had the highest children's cancer rate in the state.
So, Helen and her neighbors started Desert Citizens Against Pollution to take on the owners of
nearby cement kilns, industrial outfits that poured the cement for projects such as Hoover Dam and
Dodger Stadium.
The initial target was National Cement - the only kiln in California allowed to burn hazardous waste.
The way the locals saw it, it had been cooking a wicked toxic stew for more than 12 years with hardly
a blink of an eye from regulators.
\

"Nobody is ever going to close it down," Thornburg says.
She halted her activism after her husband passed away from cancer a few years back.
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"It's like butting your head against a brick wall," she says. "They don't have a permit, but they are
still burning."
Rosamond is downwind from National Cement, located at the base of a very high wind area. The
name Mojave means "Big Wind" ; gusts reach 65 mph and numerous wind farms dot the landscape.
Cement kiln dust and emissions from the crude incinerator could drift over the town.
Seven of nine kids with cancer in Rosamond have already died, five from a rare form of brain stem
cancer. This was estimated to be a rate six times higher than expected, given Rosamond's
population. This city of 10,000 people has long been the dumping ground for Los Angeles and
therefore has plenty of other problems - there are 24 toxic sites located within the city borders. But
local activists still want National Cement shut down.
Though Rosamond is a good 35-minute drive away from the plant, local citizens such as Stormy
Williams fear they have been assaulted by National Cement's dirty business not only by air, but by
water as well.
A series of ash piles, one covering 31 acres, sit along the hills surrounding the plant. One dust pile
sits on top of a spring. At least three new landfills, chock full of chromium and kiln bricks, as well as
trash, were discovered this year.
On top of that, 60 feet of contaminated soil that sat literally on top of the region's drinking water
aquifer has recently been removed.
"Our aquifer is closed," Williams points out.
Tests by local and state officials reveal chlorides, sulfides and particulate matter invading this
aquifer, and a cleanup has been ordered.
LaFarge, former owner of National Cement, still owns Systech Environmental Corp., the firm that
mixes wastes used for fuel at the site. These partners are now engaged in a lawsuit concerning who
has to pay to clean up the messes.
Ultimately, the bill could come due at Tejon Ranch Co., the owners ofthe land where National
Cement is located. Its posh corporate headquarters is situated over the hill from the cement plant
site. <
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article. cgi?f=jejaj 1995j04j23jBUSIN ESS 11708.dtl
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Feds Have Another Go in Midlothian to Investigate Cement Kilns
Posted on January 21st, 2010 9:30am by Tim Rogers
Filed under Environment
The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, the investigative arm of the Centers for Disease Control,
will hold a meeting at the Midlothian Community Center tonight to explain what it plans to do in the “Cement
Capitol of Texas.” Why should you care? As the press release from Downwinders at Risk says: “According to
state industrial inventories, Midlothian’s cement plants account for half of all industrial pollution in North
Texas.” (Full release after the jump.) Not only are the cement kilns there endangering children’s lives in
Midlothian, but they’re choking us up here, too. For more on this, I point you to Julie and Tom Boyle’s fine story
about their experience living in Midlothian.
MIDLOTHIAN — Less than a year after being taken to the woodshed by a Congressional
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Committee for its first attempt to find out if there are unusual rates of illness in Midlothian, a federal
agency is back in town for another try.
The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), the investigative arm of the
Centers for Disease Control, will be holding an “informational meeting” at the Midlothian
Community Center tonight to explain how its approaching its mission the second time around in the
“Cement Capitol of Texas.”
Although recent reports have spotlighted the dangers of toxic gases from Barnett Shale gas
production in North Texas, concern over being exposed to thousands of tons of toxic air pollution
from the nation’s largest concentration of cement kilns has been bubbling in Midlothian since 1986.
That’s when hazardous waste started being burned for fuel and profit in some of the kilns. By the
mid-1990’s, Midlothian hosted the largest hazardous waste incinerators in the state.
Using the same data the cement plants submit to the state and EPA, UNT students reported the
town’s three cement plants and steel mill released approximately one billion pounds of air pollution
from 1990 to 2006. According to state industrial inventories, Midlothian’s cement plants account for
half of all industrial pollution in North Texas.
Five years ago, Midlothian resident and former CDC employee Sal Mier organized a grassroots
petition drive to bring the ATSDR to town to investigate higher rates of certain birth defects and
cancers, as well as respiratory illness and other potential pollution-related diseases he had observed.
But after the agency responded by punting the effort to state agencies that relied on old data and
ignored interviews, Mier ended up testifying against ATSDR in front of the Congressional
Committee on Science and Technology last March.
In June, 2009, ATSDR announced it would go back into Midlothian, this time taking the lead itself.
But even this 2.0 version got off to a shaky start when complaints from citizens led to the
abandonment of an official “Community Assistance Panel” late last year that was supposed to
provide feedback. Out of 18 members, seven started out with a connection to one of Midlothian’s
cement plants.
Tonight’s meeting is part of a revamped public relations strategy that decided to scrap that selected
Panel in favor of open public meetings.
Based on its track record, activists remain skeptical of the ATSDR’s ability to find anything wrong in
Midlothian, no matter how obvious the public health impacts. But they’re also encouraging people to
attend to show their concern that the feds get it right this time and support Mier’s hard work.
“There’s are lots of good reasons to do a well-researched and thorough health study in and around
Midlothian,” said Jim Schermbeck, Director of Downwinders at Risk, “But it remains to be seen if
ATSDR can do one.”
“Nevertheless, we’re urging folks to go to the meeting so that the ATSDR knows there’s plenty of
support for getting answers, as well as honoring Sal’s persistence. He’s been a great role model for
all of us.”

http://www.earthjustice.org/library/reports/ej_eip_kilns_web.pdf
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C

ement kilns are poisoning our
air, water, and food with mercury. For more than a decade,
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has neglected this health
threat. Directly defying federal law and
multiple court orders, EPA has refused
to set standards to control cement kilns’
mercury emissions. Now, new data from
EPA itself show that the American public
is paying a steep price for the agency’s
recalcitrance with poisoned fish, polluted air and waters, and increased risks
to our health and our children’s health.
Mercury emissions from cement kilns
are almost twice as high as the agency
has previously acknowledged, and, in
many states, kilns are among the worst
mercury polluters.
Thanks to EPA’s neglect, the cement
industry’s mercury emissions have not
only gone uncontrolled, but also have
largely escaped public scrutiny. Having
decided in the 1990s that it did not wish
to control mercury from cement kilns,

EPA has, until now, never attempted to
tally mercury emissions from this industry. EPA now estimates that cement kilns
emit nearly 23,000 pounds of mercury
each year, far more than the Agency’s
2006 estimate of 11,995 pounds.1 Industrywide emissions may be as high as 27,500
pounds per year.2
The process
Mercury emissions
for making clinker — small nodules
from cement kilns are
of cooked rock that
almost twice as high
are eventually ground
as EPA has previously
into cement — often
acknowledged, and,
relies on fuels and
raw materials that
in many states, kilns
are high in mercury
are among the worst
content. While the
polluters.
large quantity of
mercury emissions
from cement kilns
is not widely known, it is hardly surprising. Just over 150 cement kilns
operate in the United States and, each
year, they “cook” thousands of tons of
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rock — primarily limestone — at more
than 2,600 degrees Fahrenheit. To fuel
this cooking process, cement kilns burn
primarily coal. Both the rock and the
coal contain mercury, a highly volatile
metal that evaporates at room temperature. Virtually all the mercury in the
coal and limestone is vaporized in the
cement production process, and the vast
majority of that mercury enters our air
through the kilns’ smokestacks.
Mercury, an element, does not decompose or otherwise exit the environment once it has been released into the
air. Instead it is deposited back to earth
where it persists in soil and water and,
through the bioaccumulation process,
concentrates in fish and wildlife. Just
1/70th of a teaspoon of mercury, or
0.0024 ounces, can contaminate a 20acre lake and render the fish in that lake
unsafe to eat.3
People are exposed to mercury primarily through eating fish. Women of childbearing age are often warned to limit
their consumption of certain fish contaminated with mercury. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention reported
in 2000 that eight percent of women aged
16 to 49 had mercury levels in their blood
that exceeded EPA’s own safe levels for
unborn children.4 Because mercury is a
potent neurotoxin, babies and children
are especially at risk for birth defects,
loss of IQ, learning disabilities, and
developmental problems.
The purposes of this report are to release the results of EPA’s data summary

to the public, to highlight the health and
environmental threats posed by specific
kilns that appear to have especially high
mercury emission levels, to expose what
appears to be gross under-reporting of
mercury emissions from cement kilns,
and to call upon EPA to act swiftly to
set appropriate standards for this toxic
pollutant.5 The Clean Air Act required
EPA to set mercury standards for cement
kilns more than a decade ago. A federal
court ordered EPA to issue those standards more than seven years ago. Still,
we wait.

Key Findings
 EPA has estimated that cement kilns
operating in America emit 22,914
pounds of mercury into the air each
year.6 Because this number reflects
only non-hazardous waste burning
kilns, overall mercury emissions
from the cement industry are higher
than EPA’s estimate of nearly 23,000
pounds.
 EPA sampling shows that large
amounts of mercury pass through cement kilns, with some kilns reporting
astonishingly high volumes. Absent
emission monitoring and emission
controls, most of that mercury will be
released into the environment.
 A relatively small number of cement
plants that use extremely dirty raw
materials and fuels are among the
worst mercury polluters in their states
and, in some cases, in the country.
Some cement kilns release as much
as or more mercury than coal-fired
power plants. For example, a cement
kiln in Durkee, Oregon, emitted over
2,500 pounds of mercury in 2006.
That same year, according to EPA, the
top mercury-polluting power plant
emitted 1,700 pounds of mercury into
the air.
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 Without proper regulation from the
federal government, specifically from
EPA, mercury pollution from cement
kilns will continue and increase, adding to a growing public health problem
in the United States.

Recommendations and
Opportunities
 EPA must swiftly follow through on its
commitments to propose and adopt a
mercury standard for cement kilns.
 State regulatory agencies should routinely test cement kiln emissions for
mercury.
 Continuous Emissions Monitoring
Systems (CEMS) should be installed to
measure mercury emissions at every
kiln.
 State regulatory agencies should require cement kilns to install mercury
pollution control devices.
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 Since 1974, cement production has
increased 15 percent, but the total
number of cement kilns has shrunk
from 432 to 178 in 2006. Today, cement production is concentrated in
the hands of a relatively small number of large multinational companies.
These companies operate larger
cement kilns that produce more cement.7 Rapidly increasing levels of
cement production in the U.S. mean
that the cement industry’s mercury
pollution levels will continue to rise if
left unregulated.

For more than a decade, Earthjustice
has been a leader in fighting weak and
insufficient regulations that failed to clean
up mercury and other toxic air pollutants
from industrial and mobile sources
nationwide. Our work continues to yield
results in cleaning up mercury pollution
from some of the nation’s biggest industrial sources, including cement kilns, power
plants, and incinerators. Along with our
partners at the Environmental Integrity
Project, we have compiled this report in
an effort to emphasize the need for strong
regulations that satisfy the long-standing but long-ignored federal mandate to
control pollution from the cement manufacturing industry. Earthjustice, on behalf
of many national and local non-profit
public health and environmental organizations, has filed dozens of legal challenges
in federal court and won numerous legal
claims resulting in stronger clean air protections. In coordination with groups like
the Environmental Integrity Project, we
remain committed to fighting toxic air pollution and making our air, water, and lands
safer and cleaner for future generations.
To learn more about mercury pollution and the cement industry, please visit
www.earthjustice.org/cement.
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The Mercury Data

T

en years after EPA was required
to set standards for cement kilns,
EPA requested basic information
related to mercury emissions from nine
of the major cement kiln companies operating in the U.S.8 EPA claims that it will
use this information to propose mercury
standards for cement kilns sometime in
the summer or fall of
2008. After a review
EPA currently
of EPA’s data, industry
estimates cement
self-reporting to EPA’s
kilns in the United
annual Toxics Release
Inventory (TRI), and
States emit almost
the data from the
23,000 pounds of
Portland Cement Asmercury each year.
sociation, it is clear
that EPA must act to
regulate an industry
that is emitting more mercury than previously reported and continues to spew
harmful mercury emissions into our air
and water.
EPA collected data from nine companies and ultimately released data for

51 non-hazardous waste burning kilns
currently operating in the United States.
EPA released data for all the kilns for
which it has data except those owned
by CEMEX, which has claimed that the
information EPA requested — information
directly related to the amount of mercury
it releases into our air and waters — is
confidential business information. All of
the data considered were self-reported
by the kiln companies. For a complete
discussion of the data sources considered
and methodology, please see Appendix
B. The 2007 EPA collection requests were
sent to the following companies:
 Ash Grove Cement
 CEMEX
 California Portland Cement
Company
 Essroc Cement Corp.
 Holcim (US) Inc.
 LaFarge North America, Inc.
 Lehigh Cement Company
 Lonestar/Buzzi Unicem
 Texas Industries, Inc.
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Findings

	Lafarge North America, Inc., shows up
on the Top 10 Polluting Cement Kiln
list twice, at rank four and rank five
with its plants in New York and Michigan. By Lafarge’s own calculations the

Table 1. 10 Highest Self-Reported Mercury Polluting
Cement Kilns

Rank

Facility Owner

Location

Mercury
(lbs/yr)

Basis for
Annual Mercury
Estimate

Production Capacity
(thousand metric
tons of clinker/yr)

1

Ash Grove

Durkee, Oregon

3,788

Source Test

894

2

Lehigh

Tehachapi, California

586

TRI

958

3

Hanson Permanente
Cement10

Cupertino, California

494

TRI

1,497

4

Lafarge

Ravena, New York

400

TRI

1,695

5

Lafarge

Alpena, Michigan

360

Source Test

2,265

6

CEMEX

Victorville, California

271

TRI

2,717

7

National Cement
Company Alabama

Ragland, Alabama

208

TRI

907

8

Lehigh

Mason City, Iowa

184

Source Test

731

9

CEMEX

Davenport, California

172

TRI

823

10

Essroc

Nazareth, Pennsylvania

163

TRI

1,280

Note that at the following locations, data provided in this table cover multiple kilns at one site:
Ravena, New York – 2 kilns, Alpena, Michigan—5 kilns, Victorville, California—2 kilns.
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According to EPA’s current estimate, cement
kilns in the United States emit almost 23,000
pounds of mercury each year. This number
is nearly double what the entire cement
industry reported to the Toxics Release
Inventory in 2006 — 11,995 pounds of
mercury released into the environment
as air emissions.
Based on the source test data that EPA
collected and data self-reported by industry to TRI, the ten worst mercury emitting
cement kilns across the country are listed
in Table 1: 10 Highest Self-Reported Mercury
Polluting Cement Kilns. The numbers provided in this chart are based on the data
set described in Appendix A.9
Some cement kilns release as much as or
more mercury than coal-fired power plants.
As shown in 10 Highest Self-Reported
Mercury Polluting Cement Kilns, based on
source tests and industry’s own estimates
to TRI, several of these kilns emit over
250 pounds of mercury annually.

 The Ash Grove Cement Plant in
Durkee, Oregon, has the dubious distinction of being the worst mercury
polluter of any kind in the country,
emitting more mercury into the air
than any power plant, steel mill, or
hazardous waste incinerator. In 2006
Ash Grove reported to the EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory that it emitted
2,582 pounds of mercury. Based
on information Ash Grove submitted to EPA in 2007, however, actual
emissions may be as much as 3,788
pounds a year. Note that although it
emits the greatest amount of mercury
(more than double the amount of the
next worst polluter), it has the third
smallest production capacity of the
kilns on the Top 10 list.11
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kiln in Ravena, New York, emits 400
pounds of mercury per year.
 Cement kilns in Cupertino, California,
and Ragland, Alabama, were wholly
omitted from EPA’s 2007 data requests.
Their mercury emissions data included in this report came directly from
the Toxics Release Inventory, which
are voluntarily reported by the cement
companies. It is possible that mercury
emissions at these facilities could be
much higher.
EPA sampling shows that large amounts
of mercury pass through cement kilns, with
some kilns reporting astonishingly high
amounts. Absent emission monitoring and
None of the kilns
emission controls, most
in Table 2 uses
of that mercury will
be released into the
scrubbers or
environment.
pollution control
When the actual
devices designed to
mercury content for
the kiln inputs (i.e.,
control its mercury
fuel and feedstock) are
emissions.
compared to the self-reported numbers to TRI,
there are often significant gaps between
what is coming into the plant and what

companies are reporting to EPA as exiting the plant. Companies report data to
TRI that includes not only the air emissions from a cement kiln, but also mercury that may be treated, disposed of, or
recycled rather than emitted through a
smokestack. Yet, for the facilities listed
in Table 2: Mercury Accounting Gaps,
companies consistently reported “n/a”
for these other categories, making it
impossible for the public to know where
the mercury is going.
Some plants have installed scrubbers to
control sulfur dioxide, and mercury emissions should decline as a co-benefit of
sulfur dioxide controls. However, none of
the kilns listed in Table 2 employs scrubbers or pollution control devices designed
to control mercury emissions.
	Lehigh kilns at Union Bridge and
Tehachapi reported numbers to TRI in
2006 that appear to be grossly lower
than their mercury inputs and clearly
illustrate the data gap problem.
	  The Lehigh cement kiln at Union
Bridge reported to TRI in 2006 emitting
only 35 pounds of mercury; but the
number calculated based on EPA data
shows the kiln could be emitting up
to 1,539 pounds, an unusually large

Table 2. Mercury Accounting Gaps

Facility
Owner

Location

Production
Capacity
(thousand metric
tons of clinker/yr)

Mercury Content
from Inputs
(fuel and feedstock
combined in lbs/yr)

TRI Reported
Mercury sent
to Treatment
(lbs/yr)

TRI Reported
Mercury sent
to Disposal
(lbs/yr)

TRI Reported
Mercury
released to
the air (lbs/yr)

958

1,748

Unknown

Unknown

586

Lehigh

Tehachapi,
California

Lehigh

Union Bridge,
Maryland

1,996

1,539

Unknown

Unknown

35

Lafarge

Calera,
Alabama

1,467

258

Unknown

Unknown

36

Lafarge

Harleyville,
South
Carolina

978

206

Unknown

Unknown

78

Ash
Grove

Seattle,
Washington

675

52

Unknown

Unknown

12
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current clinker production capacity
from about 978,000 tons per year
now to over 2.2 million tons per year
by 2010. The fish in large sections
of South Carolina’s water bodies are
already contaminated with mercury
making them unsafe to eat, according
to advisories from the South Carolina
Department of Health and Environmental Control.12
The cement industry is rapidly expanding.
Production capacity gains of nearly 2.5
million metric tons are expected between
2006 and 2010.13 As the cement industry’s
capacity increases, the amount of mercury emissions, if unchecked by regulation,
will also increase.
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 As indicated in Table 2: Mercury Accounting Gaps, the Lafarge Harleyville,
South Carolina, plant reported 78
pounds of mercury to TRI in 2006,
but reported mercury inputs of just
over 200 pounds of mercury on an
annual basis. This plant, sited close
to the Francis Marion National Forest,
is preparing to more than double its
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Medley, Florida

1,634 tons

8th

Titan America, LLC

Cloverdale, Virginia

1,138 tons

24th

Mitsubishi Cement Corporation

Lucerne Valley, California

1,543 tons

9th

Hanson Permanente Cement

Cupertino, California

1,497 tons

11th

Phoenix Cement Corporation

Clarkdale, Arizona

1,477 tons

13th

St. Mary’s Cement, Inc.

Charlevoix, Michigan

1,234 tons

21st
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discrepancy, especially as compared to
the entire data set.
It is not entirely clear why there
is such a large range. What we do
know is: (1) Lehigh reported 35 lbs
of mercury emissions to EPA’s 2006
TRI; (2) all of Lehigh’s reported 2006
TRI mercury emissions were air emissions; there were no reports of on- or
off-site mercury waste; (3) in 2007
Lehigh reported an estimated amount
of “mass in” of mercury, meaning
content of the fuel and feedstock,
of 1,539 pounds of mercury in fuel
and ingredients. If 1,539 pounds of
mercury go into the plant and only 35
pounds come out, what has happened
to the rest of the mercury?
Lehigh’s Union Bridge, Maryland,
plant is located approximately 75
miles northwest of Baltimore. It is the
fifth largest cement kiln in the United
States, able to produce nearly 2 million
tons of clinker annually. This is particularly significant given the plant’s
proximity to the Chesapeake Bay.
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 EPA’s 2007 data request omitted some
of the country’s largest individual
cement kilns. As shown in Table 3:
Major Kilns Ignored by EPA, EPA failed
to request information from numerous companies with cement kilns
that rank in the top 25 for production
of clinker.
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Homes, schools, and nearby farms are located right beside a cement plant
in Davenport, CA.

The cement industry continues to avoid
public scrutiny as a result of inaction on the
part of the U.S. EPA.
 CEMEX is the largest producer of
cement in the United States.14 EPA
requested information from CEMEX in
its 2007 information requests, but
“We are soccer moms,
no information on
ranchers, farmers, retired
mercury content
engineers. We are a cross
of the kiln feed
or results of
section of America. We
mercury stack
are grassroots volunteers.
tests have been
We naively believed that
turned over by
we could band together
EPA to the public.
CEMEX made
and government agencies
blanket claims of
would listen to our conconfidentiality recerns. We were wrong.”
garding measurements of mercury
— Becky Bornhorst,
emissions from its
Downwinders at Risk,
kilns nationwide.
Midlothian, Texas
No other company made such
claims to EPA.
CEMEX, like the industry at large, is
expanding. It acquired Rinker Materials in 2007 and is expected to bring
a massive new plant on-line in New
Braunfels, Texas, in 2009. 15

Certain communities are bearing the
brunt of EPA’s inaction. Even a small
amount of mercury can have adverse environmental and public health impacts.
There are several kilns throughout the
country that are noteworthy due to their
proximity to other kilns and populated
areas. In these communities, EPA’s
failure to control mercury emissions is
especially alarming.
 The largest concentration of cement
manufacturing in the entire country
is just outside of the Dallas/Fort
Worth metroplex in Midlothian, Texas.
Citizens of Midlothian are burdened
by five plants operated by Holcim,
Ash Grove, and Texas Industries, all
within a 6.5-mile radius of each other.
Combined, these plants may emit just
under 200 pounds of mercury on an
annual basis, and thousands of tons of
other dangerous toxic air pollutants.16
 Although there are other sites in
California, the kilns at Davenport and
Cupertino are of particular concern.17
In the San Francisco Bay Area, Hanson
Permanente Cement operates a kiln in
Cupertino, California.18 This kiln is located within a residential area in close
proximity to several Cupertino schools.
It is also located within five miles of
the San Francisco Bay, which is currently contaminated with mercury.19
The Hanson Permanente kiln reported
emitting a staggering 494 pounds
of mercury in 2006 to EPA’s Toxics
Release Inventory. EPA failed to include Hanson Permanente Cement in
any of its information requests, leaving
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 The Lafarge site in Alpena, Michigan,
is a five-kiln plant, and in 2006 was
the nation’s third largest cement plant.
These kilns collectively reported emitting 360 pounds of mercury in 2006.
The Alpena cement plant is of particular concern because it sits on the banks
of Lake Huron and is in close proximity
to residential areas of Alpena.

Data Sources
For the analysis in this report, an
extensive review of available data on
mercury emissions was undertaken. Data
were assembled and analyzed from the
following sources:

 EPA, Summary of Cement Kiln
Mercury Emissions (July 2008).
 Portland Cement Association, U.S.
and Canadian Portland Cement Industry
Plant Information Summary
(December 31, 2006).
 EPA list of hazardous-waste burning kilns (2005). These kilns were
excluded from the analysis because
mercury emissions from hazardous
waste-burning kilns are regulated,
albeit inadequately.
 EPA-obtained data from several large
cement companies in response to a
2007 EPA information collection request. These data generally include:
(1) mercury tests and (2) data on mercury content in input (raw materials)
for an approximate 30-day period in
2007.
 Data on mercury air emissions
submitted to EPA as a part of the 2006
TRI reporting.
 Clean Air Act Title V operating
permits for various cement kilns.
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open the possibility that its mercury
emissions could be even worse. The
CEMEX kiln in Davenport, California,
is of similar concern. That kiln, located
right beside homes and farms along
California’s coastline and only 40 miles
north of the Monterey Bay Sanctuary,
reported emitting 172 pounds of mercury to the Toxics Release Inventory
in 2006. The Davenport kiln is one of
those for which EPA refuses to release
data gathered in 2007.
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Press Release
Federal Government Cracks Down on Mercury Pollution From Cement Kilns
Air pollution rules from new administration will cut mercury pollution by between 81 and 93 percent
April 21, 2009
Washington, DC -- The federal government is proposing, for the first time, to reduce airborne mercury
pollution from cement kilns with new rules issued today. The new standards will cut mercury pollution from the
nation's more than 150 cement kilns between 11,600 and 16,250 pounds (or a reduction of 81 to 93 percent),
according to the US Environmental Protection Agency.
Led by Lisa Jackson, the EPA Administrator newly appointed by President Obama, EPA is proposing first time
standards for cement kilns of mercury, hydrochloric acid, and toxic organic pollutants such as benzene. In
addition, the agency is strengthening the outdated standards for particulate matter to better control kilns'
emissions of lead, arsenic, and other toxic metals.
Local and national environmental and public health advocates cheered the news, which follows a decade of delay
and represents a hard-fought victory for those who have long pushed for these mercury limits. The new
standards are being proposed as part of a court settlement reached between the US Environmental Protection
Agency, the nonprofit environmental law firm Earthjustice representing Sierra Club and community groups in
New York, Michigan, Montana, California and Texas, and the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania.
Earthjustice prevailed in a string of lawsuits aimed at forcing EPA to set limits for airborne mercury pollution
from cement kilns for nearly a decade. Such limits were due under the federal Clean Air Act in 1997.
"This is great news and is a promising sign that the new leadership at EPA and in the White House is serious
about protecting public health and the environment," said Earthjustice attorney Jim Pew. "By stopping pollution
at its source, we can keep mercury from poisoning the fish we eat. Bit by bit, we can reclaim our nation's waters
and protect our children's health and our environment from dangerous mercury pollution."
Although cement kilns have avoided controlling their mercury pollution until now, they are one of the largest
sources of mercury emissions nationwide and the worst mercury polluters in some states. But kilns can curb
their mercury emissions by using cleaner raw materials, cleaner fuels, and readily available technology like
scrubbers and activated carbon injection.
In addition to requiring kilns to cut their mercury emissions, the proposed rules also limit, for the first time,
kilns' emissions of the acid gas hydrochloric acid which acts as a lung irritant and other highly toxic pollutants
such as benzene. In addition, they will significantly reduce cement kilns' emissions of particulate (PM) and sulfur
dioxide (SO2) pollution, pollutants which damage heart and lung function.
"The Obama EPA is waking up to community voices which have been calling for years for protection from the
cement industry's toxic spew" said Marti Sinclair, Chair of the Sierra Club's Clean Air Team. "The spell which has
enthralled EPA to corporate interests has been broken by the dogged persistence of Americans fighting for what
is right."
The new rules would also require cement kilns to monitor their mercury emissions for the first time. In the past,
the industry has been notoriously lax about reporting these emissions: a study last summer from Earthjustice
and the Environmental Integrity Project (EIP) found that cement kilns emit mercury pollution at more than twice
the level estimated as recently as 2006 by the EPA, which only started to collect data on the problem in 2007.

The report -- titled "Cementing a Toxic Legacy?" -- drew on the latest EPA data, which found
thatKiln
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151 cement plants generate 22,918 pounds of airborne mercury each year. Previously, EPA believed that
cement kilns accounted for about 11,995 pounds of annual mercury emissions.
Mercury is dangerous in even very small doses; one-seventieth of one teaspoon of mercury can contaminate a
20-acre lake and make the lake's fish unsafe to eat. But a study by the University of Florida found that when
mercury pollution is reduced, ecosystems can indeed bounce back, documented by reduced mercury levels in
fish and certain bird species within just a few years.
A dangerous neurotoxin, mercury interferes with the brain and nervous system. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, eight percent of American women of childbearing age have mercury in their
bodies at levels high enough to put their babies at risk of birth defects, loss of IQ, learning disabilities and
developmental problems. The build up of mercury in aquatic systems and the resulting fish contamination
undercuts the million-job industry supported by the nation's 45 million recreational fishers and renders a portion
of the hard-won catch unfit for human consumption.

Additional Resources:
●

●

●

●

For an interactive map showing the locations of cement kilns nationwide, including kiln-specific
information, please visit: http://www.earthjustice.org/library/features/cement-kilns/interactive-map-offeatured-cement-kilns.html
For an interactive web feature illustrating how cement manufacturing creates mercury pollution, please
visit: http://www.earthjustice.org/library/features/cement-kilns/mercury-emissions-from-cementproduction.html
For an interactive web feature illustrating how mercury impacts humans, please visit: http://www.
earthjustice.org/library/features/cement-kilns/mercury-and-bioaccumulation.html
For a report documenting the recreation fishing economic engine, please visit Sportfishing in America: An
Economic Engine and Conservation Powerhouse

Contact:
Jim Pew, Earthjustice, (202) 667-4500

Earthjustice 426 17th Street, Oakland, CA 94612 | 1.800.584.6460 | info@earthjustice.org
Earthjustice is a non-profit public interest law firm dedicated to protecting the magnificent places, natural resources,
and wildlife of this earth and to defending the right of all people to a healthy environment. We bring about farreaching change by enforcing and strengthening environmental laws on behalf of hundreds of organizations and
communities.

http://www.earthjustice.org/news/press/2009/federa...n-mercury-pollution-from-cement-kilns.html?print=t
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The 27 Worst Cement Kilns for Mercury Pollution
EPA, Finally, Will Crack Down on Major Polluters
By Dan Shapley

Photo: Thaddeus Robertson

After years of litigation, it appears that environmental groups and states have won a victory against the Environmental
Protection Agency, which had refused for 10 years to set mercury emissions limits on cement kilns, one of the largest
sources of pollution in the country. The news came to us from Earthjustice, the group that has, in collaboration with national
and local environmental groups, led the legal fight to see this mercury pollution reined in.
The EPA had cracked down on mercury from power plants in recent years, though that regulation was recently tossed by the
courts. But the EPA had refused, despite four court decisions stating that the Clean Air Act required mercury regulation from
major industrial sources like cement manufacturing plants, to set first-ever limits.
The cement industry is heavily consolidated and controlled by international companies that are, in many cases, based
outside the United States. While the U.S. economy demands cement, the pollution is dumped domestically while the profits
are exported. Mercury fallout from burning coal and processing limestone contaminates lakes, rivers and reservoirs, where
elemental mercury is transformed into toxic methymercury. That neurotoxin enters the food chain and can damage the brains
of fetuses and young children who eat, or whose mothers eat, contaminated fish.
Here's a list of the 27 cement kilns that emitted more than 100 pounds of mercury in 2006. (View all 100 in the EPA's Toxic
Release Inventory.
Note, however, this caveat from Earthjustice: "The TRI depends on voluntary emissions estimates that may significantly
understate kilns' actual pollution levels. Individual cement kilns in New York, Michigan and Oregon routinely understated their
emissions until being required by state officials to conduct emissions tests – at which point it was evident that their actual
emissions were approximately ten times higher than previously reported. The Lafarge kiln in Ravena, New York previously
reported mercury emissions of only 40 pounds. It now acknowledges emitting more than 400 pounds per year."

Biggest Cement Kiln Mercury Polluters, 2006
Pounds – Facility, Location
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

2,582 – Ash Grove Cement Co., Durkee, Baker County, Ore.
654 – California Portland Cement Co., Colton, San Bernardino County, Calif.
586 – Lehigh Southwest Cement Co., Tehachapi, Kern County, Calif.
522 – Ash Grove Cement Co., Chanute, Neosho, Kan.
496 – Hanson Permanente Cement, Cupertino, Santa Clara County, Calif.
472 – Ash Grove Cement Co., Foreman, Little River County, Ark.
417 – LaFarge Midwest Inc., Alpena, Alpena County, Mich.
416 – LaFarge Building Materials Inc., Ravena, Albany County, N.Y.
271 – Cemex California Cement LLC, Victorville, San Bernardino County, Calif.
252 – River Cement Co., Festus, Jefferson County, Mo.
241 – Cemex Cement of Texas LP, New Braunfels, Comal County, Texas
225 – Cemex de Puerto Rico Inc., Ponce, Ponce County, Puerto Rico
208 – National Cement Co. of Alabama, Ragland, St. Clair County, Ala.
190 – Lehigh Cement Co., Mason City, Cerro Gordo County, Iowa

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

176 – Essroc Cement Corp., Speed, Clark County, Ind.
172 – RMC Pacific Materials, Davenport, Santa Cruz County, Calif.
163 – Essroc Cement Corp., Nazareth, Northampton County, Penn.
161 – Mitsubishi Cement Corp., Lucerne Valley, San Bernardino County, Calif.
160 – Buzzi Unicem USA, Cape Girardeau, Cape Girardeau County, Mo.
159 – Lehigh Cement Co., Mitchel, Lawrence County, Ind.
153 – Ash Grove Cement, Leamington, Leamington County, Utah
151 – Essroc Cement Corp., Bessemer, Lawrence County, Penn.
149 – Capitol Cement Corp., Martinsburg, Berkeley, W.Va.
130 – Buzzi Unicem USA, Greencastle, Putnam County, Ind.
120 – Holcim (US), Dundee, Monroe County, Mich.
106 – Holcim U.S. Inc., Clarksville, Pike County, Mo.
105 – Keystone Cement Co., Bath, Northampton, Penn.
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Mountains of Mercury
The pollution costs of cement production
by Jeremy Miller

The whole matter of the missing mercury might have slipped by

unnoticed. But Patty Jacobs, a permit writer for the Oregon

Department of Environmental Quality, decided to check the math.
In 2005, after a federal mercury-reduction rule was passed (since

vacated by the U.S. Court of Appeals), Jacobs and the nation's other
regulators began paying attention to coal-fired power plants, a

major source of the mercury building up in the nation's waterways.
The Boardman, Ore., plant, a coal-fired facility 160 miles east of

Portland, reported that it had put 281 pounds of toxic metal into
the air that year. That ostensibly made the plant the largest

mercury source in Jacobs' territory, which covered much of central
and eastern Oregon.

Even small amounts of mercury can cause harm. Once the metal is
deposited in a lake or river, bacteria convert it to an organic form

called methylmercury. From there, it works its way upward through
aquatic microorganisms and insects, intensifying in the tissue of

fish and, eventually, in the animals and people that consume them.
Exposure to high levels of mercury causes reproductive declines

and developmental problems in wildlife. Human babies exposed in
utero suffer an increased risk of neurological disorders, including
attention deficit and impaired coordination. In adults, mercury

consumption has been linked to memory loss, muscle tremors and
impaired vision.

To learn more about other mercury sources in her territory, Jacobs
dug into the Environmental Protection Agency's Toxic Release

Inventory, a public repository of emissions data. She learned that in
2005, the Ash Grove cement plant, located in the town of Durkee
in eastern Oregon, reported emitting 631 pounds of mercury-more than twice the amount reported by the Boardman power
plant.

To Jacobs, a self-described "numbers geek," that was a red flag.
Checking the T.R.I. figures against Durkee's 2005 air-quality

permit, she estimated that the plant's total mercury emissions
should have been closer to 1,400 pounds.

Jacobs contacted the company to double-check her findings. Ash

Grove performed its own tests and found that its actual emissions
were even higher—about 2,500 pounds per year.

That firmly established the Durkee facility as the nation's dirtiest
cement plant in terms of mercury, responsible for 10 percent of

the mercury emitted by the 101 Portland cement plants across the
country (24 are located in Western states). Perhaps more startling,
this amount was 800 pounds greater than the amount of mercury
reported by the nation's top mercury-emitting coal plant in the
same year.

Mercury released from the Durkee plant during the last 30 years
has been deposited both regionally and globally. Yet the attendant
ecological and health effects are just now beginning to be

understood. The story of Ash Grove's vast and underreported

emissions offers insight into an industry that has operated for

years with little federal oversight and no accounting for several of
its most toxic byproducts. It also illustrates the critical and

prolonged failure of the EPA to apply the Clean Air Act to one of
the nation's largest and dirtiest industrial sectors.

ADAM ROSENLUND
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The Durkee facility, Oregon's only cement plant, is operated by the largest U.S.-owned cement
company, Ash Grove Cement. In 2008, the company reported $1.2 billion in sales. That same year,
it also reached an agreement with the state of Oregon to cut its mercury emissions by installing a
carbon injection system.

I visited Durkee in November, hoping to see the new $20 million mercury control system,

reportedly in the initial phases of construction. But my request for a tour was denied. Jacqueline
Clark, Ash Grove's head of public relations, e-mailed me that the Durkee plant was facing

imminent layoffs and could not accommodate a tour. Indeed, a few months earlier, Ash Grove

announced plans to halt production at its nine U.S. plants, including Durkee. (In early December,
the company temporarily ceased production and laid off more than half of the plant's 115

workers.) Company officials said they might close the facility altogether if proposed federal

regulations on mercury are enacted next year.

Although Ash Grove refused to allow a visit, Justin Hayes, program director of the Boise-based

Idaho Conservation League, suggested that a look at the facility's exterior might be instructive. So
we made the hour-and-a-half drive from Boise on a warm afternoon. The plant itself is situated

on the west side of Interstate 84, tucked into a steep-sided valley along a bend in the Burnt River.
Hayes has been key in the regional fight against mercury pollution. He has negotiated mercury

reductions with large industrial players such as Monsanto, and his scientific sleuthing helped to

reveal massive emissions from northern Nevada gold mines. Hayes is particularly concerned about
the Durkee plant because metropolitan Boise, with its rapidly growing suburbs, sits less than 100
miles downwind. An avid fisherman, Hayes also bemoans the fact that many of the area's worldclass fisheries have become mercury repositories.

On the way to Durkee, we passed the husk of the old cement plant at Lime, Ore., which operated

from 1922 to 1980. Hayes commented that it would make a good set for a post-apocalyptic, Mad
Max-type action film. He's right, but the site is unlikely to be used for anything anytime soon.

According to the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, its soil is heavily contaminated

with PCBs, arsenic, residual petroleum and hydrocarbons--the toxic byproducts of six decades of
cement manufacturing.

A little past Lime, we pulled into a dirt parking lot outside the Durkee plant's main gate. Above us,
a high-pitched metallic whine emanated from a conveyer chute: crushed limestone being

transported from quarry to kiln. A layer of light gray cement dust—4 or 5 inches deep—coated a
concrete highway divider. Hayes scooped up a handful and let it pour out of his fist. "The dust
control could be better here," he said. "Don't you think?"

Mixed with gravel, sand and water, cement becomes concrete, a material as ubiquitous and
seemingly benign as you will find in the built landscape. It is fundamental to growth--

strengthening structures, hardening highways and sidewalks, underlying our cities like synthetic
bedrock. In 2008, American plants supplied a staggering 189 billion pounds of raw cement and

clinker, a cement precursor. Although that figure represents a 30 percent decline from 2006, when
construction was still surging, enough cement was made in the United States last year to spackle
an area roughly the size of Delaware in pavement one-quarter inch thick.

Portland cement, the light gray powder found in everything from concrete to stucco, accounts for

more than 95 percent of the cement produced in the United States. The recipe has changed little
in 150 years. It still requires mountains of calcium carbonate or limestone, which, in eastern

Oregon, tends to be loaded with mercury derived from the region's volcanic history. Volkswagensized chunks of the rock are blasted loose, hauled in goliath front-end loaders and fed into a

series of crushers. Then the limestone fragments are powdered and mixed with metal oxides that
help determine the cement's compressive strength and hardening time.

This mixture is then sent to massive kilns—some as long as football fields—which reach

temperatures of at least 2,500 degrees F. During heating, the limestone is chemically transformed

into "clinker," pebble-like pellets that are mixed with a little gypsum and ground into the fine flour
we know as cement. The process releases large quantities of carbon dioxide and—in the case of

Durkee—vast amounts of mercury vapor. Mercury is also released from the coal burned as fuel in

the kiln, but the amount is minuscule compared to what's baked out of the limestone.

The mercury leaves the stack in one of three forms—as an elemental gas, a divalent gas or as a

sort of varnish coating dust particles. Elemental mercury rises high into the atmosphere, merging
with an ethereal "global pool" of mercury. It can remain aloft for a year or more before falling out
of the atmosphere. The divalent and dust-bound mercury is heavier and tends to precipitate

nearby. Canadian studies suggest that recently deposited divalent mercury is more "reactive" than
elemental mercury and therefore more readily transformed to methylmercury.

This heavier, more reactive mercury shows up in high concentrations in the Burnt River, which roils
blue and chalky past the plant. Twenty-five miles downstream, it merges with the Snake River at
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Brownlee Reservoir, on the Oregon-Idaho border. Mercury advisories are listed for all species of

sport fish caught there. But the undisputed hotspot along Brownlee's 58-mile length is the Burnt

River inlet, where the river slows and the mercury carried from the Durkee plant settles out. Tissue

samples collected from smallmouth bass and catfish here contained twice as much mercury as the

next most contaminated Brownlee sample, exceeding the Food and Drug Administration's mercury
"action level" of one part per million by 40 percent.

The Powder River Watershed, 20 miles to the north, has also received heavy doses of Durkee
mercury. The EPA estimates that of the 231 pounds of mercury deposited annually in the

watershed, a full 150 pounds comes from Durkee. Most of the rest comes from the global pool,
generated largely by Asian factories.

Since the passage of the Clean Air Act in 1970, the nation's cement plants have functioned in a
regulatory blind spot. In 1990, the Clean Air Act was amended to require emitters—including

cement kilns—to meet standards for a host of nearly 200 pollutants, including mercury. Rules

were issued for coal-fired power plants, hazardous waste incinerators and other emitters, but the
EPA failed to set rules for cement kilns by the 1997 deadline.

In 1999, the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia found the EPA in violation of the Clean

Air Act and gave the agency two years to issue new rules for cement kilns. It was a deadline the
EPA failed—and would repeatedly fail—to meet.

"Over the last 12 years, we sued EPA over and over, and we won over and over," says James Pew,

an attorney with Earthjustice, the environmental law firm that headed the campaign for regulation.
"There's a long string of court decisions saying, 'EPA, you're doing this wrong ...' They weren't
terribly interested in what the courts said or what the law said."

Then, last April, the EPA reversed course, announcing its determination to make cement plants

comply with the Clean Air Act. (Many attribute that decision to a pro-regulation shift at the agency

after the 2008 presidential election.) The proposed new rules—expected to be finalized this year—
are part of the EPA's National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants, or NESHAP,

program and cover an array of pollutants including sulfur dioxide, particulates, hydrocarbons,

hydrochloric acid and mercury. Separate EPA reports estimate that curbing emissions from cement
plants nationwide, including an 81 percent cut in mercury, will prevent between 620 and 1,600
deaths a year and reduce national health costs by between $4.4 billion and $11 billion.

But it's difficult to assess the ecological and health effects of past emissions from the nation's
cement plants. Until 2000, the EPA did not even require the plants to report their hazardous

emissions to its Toxics Release Inventory database. Because of the lack of reliable data, estimates
of the amount of mercury vary wildly. In 2006, for example, the EPA doubled an estimate from
earlier that year—from 12,000 to nearly 23,000 pounds annually—after it found evidence of

widespread underreporting. As of 2007, according to the agency, 8,500 waterways in 43 states
were listed as "impaired" with mercury.

Even if the laws could be tightened tomorrow—and mercury emissions could be "turned off" like
water from a tap—the problems would persist for decades, says Don Essig, a water quality
specialist with the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality. Like carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, mercury remains in aquatic ecosystems for a long time.

And mercury is not the only dangerous pollutant coming from the nation's cement plants.

Worldwide, cement production contributes significantly to climate change, with cement plants

accounting for roughly 5 percent of manmade carbon dioxide emissions. Coal and petroleum coke
are the most common fuel sources, but a number of plants are permitted to burn "alternative"

fuels, including slaughterhouse waste, old tires and railroad ties. (Cement kilns permitted to burn
"hazardous wastes," including ink solvents and petroleum residues, have been regulated under
NESHAP since 1999.) Industry representatives say that these materials would otherwise clog
landfills, and the high heat within the kilns prevents the formation of potentially harmful

constituents. But critics argue that plants that burn such fuels release particulates, dioxins, furans
and heavy metals, and should be regulated as waste incinerators. (None of those pollutants would
be controlled under the new NESHAP rules.) In addition, fly ash from coal-fired power plants and
slag from iron blast furnaces are often mixed into the cement as strengtheners and can
significantly increase the metal content of emissions.

The Durkee plant's new mercury-control system is supposed to be completed in July 2010,
according to the company. A scaled-down prototype of the filtration system—which uses

powdered carbon to trap mercury in the exhaust stream—cut mercury by 70 to 95 percent in test
runs.

The mercury reduction agreement reached between the company and state in 2008 requires an 85
percent cut in emissions. However, that will be overridden if the EPA rules go into effect next year,
says Douglas Welch, an engineer with the Oregon State Department of Environmental Quality. The
new federal rules would require the Durkee plant to cut mercury by about 98 percent by 2013, a
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goal Welch doubts is attainable. "At a certain point, you inject more and more carbon and you get
diminishing returns on mercury," Welch says.

He is also unsure whether the reductions achieved in the scaled-down tests can be duplicated

when applied to the entire system. "In the worst case," says Welch, "it's conceivable that they'd
have to close up shop for good."

Not surprisingly, cement industry representatives fiercely oppose the new standards. Andy O'Hare

of the Portland Cement Association, a Skokie, Ill.-based industry group, has even questioned their
legality, saying that new emissions standards must be "demonstrable and achievable." The ability
of any one facility to simultaneously reduce mercury, sulfur dioxide, particulate matter,

hydrocarbons and hydrochloric acid to the levels specified under the new standards, he says, has
not been demonstrated.

The potential loss of Durkee foreshadows an ominous trend, O'Hare warns: the mass outsourcing

of U.S. cement production. Compounding the economic loss would be an increase in overall global
emissions because cement would be made in countries with lax environmental standards, such as

Venezuela, Indonesia and China. "We're working closely with EPA to ensure that whatever rules are
passed next year allow us to keep these high-paying jobs in the U.S.," says O'Hare.

Ash Grove is pushing for a regulatory "subcategory" at Durkee—a special designation that would
allow the plant to emit more mercury than stipulated under the new rules. "We have strong

community support to create a subcategory for our Durkee plant based on the high level of

naturally occurring mercury in the limestone," Ash Grove spokeswoman Jacqueline Clark wrote in
an e-mail. "We have also garnered the support of area community elected officials, state elected
officials and federal elected officials."

Hayes, however, prefers to frame the issue of mercury pollution in moral terms—as an affront to
his young children as well as to future generations of anglers. "No matter what anyone says, I'm
not against industry," says Hayes. "But if Ash Grove can't make their cement without putting

poison into the air and into the water and into the fish, then they should absolutely go out of
business."

This story first appeared in High Country News.
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Dallas Morning News
Tuesday, January 24, 2006

EPA, Clean up our air!
North Texas homemaker will attend today's hearing on kilns, but many Americans can't
by Becky Bornhorst
Every night I walk down my street, I can see the tall smoke stacks rising up into the sky.
What I can't see, but I know is there, is the pollution coming out of these stacks as a
result of cement manufacturing. The Environmental Protection Agency has reported that
cement kilns nationwide emitted nearly 13,000 pounds of mercury in 2002. Mercury
results when coal is burned to heat kilns in the cement making process; it is released
into the air where it travels into streams, lakes and rivers and eventually into our fish
supplies.
But although EPA knows cement kilns are a dangerous source of mercury, they
continue to give the industry a pass when it comes to cleaning up this pollution. On Dec.
2, 2005, EPA announced that although cement kilns are responsible for mercury
pollution, EPA decided it was unnecessary to require limits on mercury from these coalfired kilns. Mercury is most dangerous to women of childbearing age, young children,
babies and even fetuses. Exposure can cause nervous system damage, and possibly
delay learning motor functions like walking, talking and speaking.
After the rule came out in December, EPA said it would hold a public hearing at its
facility in Research Triangle Park, just outside Raleigh, North Carolina, on January 24.
As interest in the hearing began to grow and more and more people from across the
country began to organize, including myself and other members of Downwinders at
Risk, we realized not everyone could afford the plane ticket to get to Raleigh. People
living next to cement kilns know how dirty they can be and that something needs to be
done to curb this pollution. Many people wanted to take part in the hearing but just
couldn't afford the time and cost to go. This hearing is taking place in a state where no
cement kilns exist, so local attendance will likely be low. We want EPA to realize this is
an important issue to many people allover the country.
We asked EPA to set up a call-in number, where people could at least listen to what
was being done to protect our health, the air we breathe and our environment. Initially,
EPA said they would try to get something set up. But unexpectedly, EPA said in an
email, "We will not be able to offer a phone line to submit testimony at the public hearing
for the proposed amendments to the Portland Cement NESHAP. If you wish to submit
testimony during the public hearing you must attend in person."
There are over 100 cement kilns across the country. In Midlothian alone, there are three
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cement makers operating a total of ten kilns. California and Texas have 11 cement kilns
each, Florida has nine and Pennsylvania has ten. While people in these states and in
dozens of other states are forced to breathe dirty air from these facilities, EPA cannot
even provide a telephone line that these people can call in to tell EPA, "Clean up our
air!" Forty states currently have warnings about eating mercury-contaminated fish
caught in streams, rivers and lakes. Every American has the right to tell EPA to stop this
pollution, but EPA says that in order to exercise that right, you'd better be ready to pay
the cost to travel to their offices on their schedule.
It is a shame that EPA has taken such a relaxed approached at limiting mercury
pollution from cement kilns. It is a shame that my daughter and son, and the children of
Midlothian and Gainesville and Pittsburgh are routinely forced to breathe this dirty air
when they play outside. It is a shame that the federal agency that is supposed to protect
our health and our environment is doing such a poor job. But most of all, it is a shame
that EPA does not see the importance of allowing everyone to have the chance to .
speak. A simple phone number for people to call in was all we asked. Instead, EPA
shamed it self again, and many Americans will not have the chance to tell EPA to start
cleaning up the air we all breathe.
Becky Bornhorst is a native Texan and a homemaker who volunteers for the nonprofit
group Downwinders at Risk. She and at least ten other citizens from across the country
will travel to North Carolina January 24 to testify at the EPA hearing.

http://downwindersatriskarticles.blogspot.com/2006/01/epa-clean-up-our-air.html
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For Immediate Release
March 15, 2004
Contact:
Jay Burgess,
(845) 473-4440, ext. 222; jburge§s@scenichudsonorg
Dutchess County Research Group Wants Stronger Look at Cement Plant Project
(DUTCHESS COUNTY) - The Dutchess County Environmental Management Council (EMC) is
calling for the state to be more aggressive in reviewing a proposal to build a mammoth coal-fired
cement production and mining operation eight miles from the county's northern border. Citing strong
environmental and economic concerns, the group wants the Dutchess County Legislature and all
other branches of Dutchess County government to request a more rigorous examination of the full
range of impacts the proposed facility would have on neighboring communities.
The EMC's recommendation to the county legislature came in the form of a task force report
requested in 2003 by Bradford Kendall, chairman of the Dutchess County Legislature, and Ed Haas,
former county legislator. Issued today the report results from an in-depth research investigation by a
specially formed task force that comprises a diverse volunteer group of business people, educators
and environmentalists. The group spent eight months rigorously reviewing the St. Lawrence Cement
Co.'s (SLC) draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) for an 1,800-acre industrial complex it
proposes for the City of Hudson and Town of Greenport, Columbia County.
"With a project of this immense size -- one of the largest facilities of its kind in the country -- a
regional look makes clear sense," said Alix Gerosa, director of Scenic Hudson's Environmental
Quality program and a member of the EMC task force. "The EMC is pushing for a justifiably
expanded analysis of this proposaL"
Strong Concerns Expressed
In its report the task force expresses strong concerns that the large-scale project's potential impacts
on Dutchess County thus far have not been considered in the state's permitting process. The task
force wants regional effects of the SLC project to thoroughly be examined before SLC receives any
of the 17 permits required for its project. This approach would enable county and valley residents to
understand the public health, economic and environmental ramifications this project might have on
the Hudson Valley.
For that reason, the EMC will urge the Dutchess County Legislature and other county government
branches to request that the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)
proceed with a comprehensive review of the SLC project. In a strong move, the EMC also calls for a
change in how the DEC measures the plant's potential air pollution fallout. The group wants
meteorological data from the proposed plant site to be used rather than information gathered at
Albany International Airport, 35 miles away.
"Surface land features in the valley channel wind currents up and down the Hudson River corridor.
The closer you are to the river, the more pronounced this effect becomes," said I\/Is. Gerosa "Albany
Airport is not the same as the City of Hudson. Collecting data from the proposed plant site will much
more accurately predict how much of 20 million pounds of annual pollution produced by the facility
would land in Dutchess County. Considering that pollution from a coal-burning plant such as this has
been linked to heart attacks, cancer and other health threats -- this is a big deaL"
Request for Dutchess County Action on SLC
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In its task force report, the EMC recommends that Dutchess County:
Request that DEC Commissioner Erin M. Crotty rescind her earlier ruling allowing the use of Albany
meteorological data and instead require that on-site data at Hudson/Greenport be collected, quality
assured and used in all pollution dispersion modeling for SLC's project.
Support the DEC in moving forward with adjudicatory hearings on a variety of air pollution issues
including:
• Limiting emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to the
lowest amount possible, as these ozone-causing pollutants will further degrade the Hudson
Valley's already dismal air quality; and
• Determing whether SLC used suitable air modeling and background air quality data in order to
make an accurate assessment and mitigation of health impacts on the regional population
from PM 2.5 emissions.
Request that the Army Corps of Engineers oversee any dredging that may occur if the proposal is
approved to ensure water quality in downriver communities that take their drinking water from the
river.
Request for Dutchess County Action Beyond SLC project
The EMC additionally recommends that Dutchess County:
Proactively establish a protocol to monitor proposed industrial and commercial developments in the
region, thus ensuring Dutchess County's early and appropriate involvement in project reviews.
Request that the Hudson River Valley Greenway, as a regional planning agency, initiate a process of
project evaluation with local governments to directly address the environmental implications of
industrial proposals for the Hudson River Valley.
United Opposition to SLC from Citizens and Community Groups
The leading environmental groups of the Hudson Valley and numerous organizations from nearby
Connecticut and Massachusetts are battling together to defeat this proposed project The Hudson
Valley Preservation Coalition (HVPC) is opposing the plant, and its membership includes Citizens'
Environmental Coalition; Citizens for a Healthy Environment; Citizens for the Hudson Valley; Clover
Reach; Concerned Women of Claverack; Environmental Advocates; Environmental Defense;
Friends of Clermont; Germantown Neighbors Association; Historic Hudson, Inc.; Historic Hudson
Valley; Hudson Antiques Dealers Association; Hudson River Heritage; Hudson River Sloop
Clearwater; Natural Resources Defense Council; New York League of Conservation Voters;
Riverkeeper; Scenic America; Scenic Hudson; and Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter.
Also working collaboratively against the plant are Friends of Hudson, The Olana Partnership, The
National Trust for Historic Preservation and Preservation League of l\Jew York State. HVPC, of which
Scenic Hudson is a founding member; The Olana Partnership; and Friends of Hudson all have full
party status in New York State's review of SLC's permit applications for the proposed industrial and
mining complex.
Background on the Proposed Plant
SLC is attempting to build one of the country's largest coal-fired cement plants on the border of
Hudson and Greenport and if allowed would create a new industrial city. It would operate seven days
per week, 24 hours per day on an 1,SOO-acre site -- an area larger than the City of Hudson -- with a
1,200-acre open-pit mine and 40 acres of buildings. Other facets would include a 400-foot
smokestack with a plume as long as six miles and a two-mile conveyor belt linking production
facilities with a major waterfront dock and storage area. This plant, to be located 300 feet above the
Hudson River, would become the dominant and discordant feature in one of our country's most
famous viewsheds -- the landscape surrounding Frederic Church's Olana. If permitted, the effects of
this reindustrialization would be far-reaching. Materials such as fly ash and potentially hazardous
fuels would come to the region via barge and truck, while cement and its heavy-metal byproducts will
be shipped out. The resulting traffic would be overwhelming, and the plant would spark more
industrial sprawl, undercutting the Hudson Valley's quality of life for generations. Most of SLC's North
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American plants burn or have applied to burn hazardous waste, tires and medical waste, which
creates highly toxic pollutants. SLC has refused to rule out this practice at the proposed
Hudson/Greenport facility, and this further increases air pollution and local transportation of
hazardous materials.
EDITORS NOTE A copy of the Dutchess County Environmental Management SLC Task Force
Report is available by fax or e-mail (pdf file attachment). Please contact Jay Burgess, Scenic
Hudson, (845) 473-4440, ext. 222, or jburqess@scenichudson.mg.
Scenic Hudson works to protect and restore the Hudson River and its majestic landscape as an irreplaceable national
treasure and a vital resource for residents and visitors. A crusader for the valley since 1963, we are credited with saving
fabled Storm King Mountain from a destructive industrial project and launching the modem grass-roots environmental
movement. Today with more than 10,000 ardent supporters, we are the largest environmental group focused on the
Hudson River Valley. Our team of experts combines land acquisition, support for agriculture, citizen-based advocacy and
sophisticated planning tools to create environmentally healthy communities, champion smart economic growth, open up
riverfronts to the public and preserve the valley's inspiring beauty and natural resources. ~'!i~ctwds()n org
lo'iOl!
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Trust gone toxic
Tire-burning issue heats up as state investigates cement plant
by Pamela
White
At its core it's
a matter of lost
trust. A Lyons
cement plant
wants
permission
from Boulder
County to burn
tires as fuel in its cement kiln. Boulder County, which is set to green
light the plant's plan, claims burning tires in the kiln poses no risk to
people or to the environment.
But neighbors of the plant say they trust neither Cemex nor the county
government to give them straight answers about burning tires or to do
the right thing when it comes to public health and the environment.
They say Cemex has demonstrated poor management and an inability
to comply with environmental laws thus far without the added
challenge of burning tires. And they accuse the county of giving
preferential treatment to Cemex, which has donated land to the county,
out of a hunger for open-space land.
The allegations mark the latest round in a six-year conflict between the
plant-formerly owned by Southdown and Southwestern Portland
Cement-and its neighbors. The conflict originally arose over concerns
about emissions of cement kiln dust and has grown to include a host of
issues-and three separate neighborhood groups.
The neighbors' concerns are fueled by continued problems with
cement kiln dust emissions, which have drawn the attention of the
state health department and the state attorney general's office. Cemex
is currently in negotiations with the state over alleged air quality
violations regarding its dust emissions.
But residents' fears have been heightened by the recent discovery of
county documents that show the plant, as Southwestern Portland
Cement, burned almost 90 million gallons of toxic solvents and waste
oils without a permit between 1975 and 1991-and that county and
state officials knew of the illegal burning, but failed to take action
against the company.
"There is no trust anymore," says Ken Dobbs, who lives across
Highway 66 from Cemex with his wife Mary Dobbs. "I have no trust
in Cemex and no trust in our countv Q:ovemment anvmore."
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Dust in the wind
Richard Cargill, executive director of the St. Vrain Watchdogs,
remembers a time when those living near the cement plant could not
open their windows.
"There were days when you couldn't even see the trees," he says,
gesturing toward a line of trees east of Cemex and north of his home
on Hygiene Road. "All of this was just white with dust."
Cement kiln dust can contain arsenic, silicon, dioxins and furans-all
hazardous to human health-and is considered a form of particulate
pollution.
Concerned for their health and that of their neighbors, the Watchdogs,
together with the Environmental Justice Project, worked with
Southdown, which was eventually bought by Mexican company
Cemex, on reducing its toxic dust emissions. Since then, emissions
have dropped by 80 percent.
But there are still problems. Neighbors have reported several instances
of fugitive dust emissions in 2003. On one instance when Boulder
Weeldy drove to the plant, the columns of white dust rose higher into
the air than the plant's smokestacks.
"It happens all the time," says Cargill.

The situation is serious enough to have drawn the attention of state air
pollution officials, who conducted several surprise inspections at the
plant this spring and earlier this summer, each time finding alleged
violations.
"We are in negotiations (with Cemex) right now, so unfortunately we
are not at liberty to discuss the nature or outcome of these
negotiations," says Christopher Dann, spokesman for the Colorado
DepaJ1ment of Heath and Environment.
Once negotiations are complete, the information about the inspections
will become public, Dann says.
Cemex officials did not respond to Boulder Weekly's request for an
interview by press time.
Cargill, Ken and Mary Dobbs and other community members believe
Cemex should not be allowed to burn tires because they haven't
managed to clean up their act with regard to cement kiln dust yet.
"Will Cemex be able to manage tire combustion any better than it can
manage fugitive dust?" asks Cargill. "What assurances are there that
management of tire combustion will be anv better than management of
2 of 10
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fugitive dust? There could be serious consequences for citizens in at
least five surrounding communities if process controls fail."
A recent environment impact statement prepared by a CV environment
design class states, "Cemex has a poor environmental track record for
compliance with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Safety
issues are amplified due to the possibility of wide-scale negative
consequences ... Improper incineration and the release of additional
emissions could put large populations at risk."
But Cemex officials say they have cleaned up their operation and
claim that their burning tires might do the environment some good.
The third largest cement company in the world, Cemex consumes
100,000 tons of coal each year at its Lyons plant. Coal mining and
combustion have both come under attack by environmentalists for
their negative impact on the environment. While coal mining can
ravage the landscape and release toxins into water and soil, burning
coal produces sulfur dioxides, which, when combined with moisture,
produce nitric and sulfuric acids-the ingredients of acid rain.
Cemex representatives have argued that burning tires-essentially a
petroleum product-will reduce destructive coal mining while
"recycling" a resource that has already been extracted from the land.
With millions of scrap tires around the state, tires constitute an
abundant fuel source, they claim. And while coal produces 11,000 to
12,000 BTV s per pound, tires burn hotter at 15,000 BTV s per pound.
Burning tires will also save the company a lot of money. But burning
tires carries risks. Tires are toxic, and when they are burned those
toxins are released. A 1997 study of tire-burning by the EPA indicates
that tires could be safely burned in high-tech incinerators but that
results from incinerators could not be applied to burning tires in
cement kilns. Results from test burns in cement kilns show that
emissions vary from kiln to kiln based on the available technology and
on management practices.
In November 2002, the plant conducted a test burn of tires with a host
of county and state health officials present, and the county concluded
that burning tires poses no serious health hazards.
The county asked the Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease
Registry (ATSDR)-an agency of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services-to perform a thorough evaluation of potential health
impacts resulting from emissions from tire burning.
ATSDR also concluded that emissions posed "no public health
hazard," but noted concern over a test sample that showed
contamination from acetones and had been discarded.
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"The only concern we have is why an entire run was thrown out
because of high acetone values," the ATSDR report states.
But opponents of tire burning point out that, while ATSDR and
Boulder County were quick to dismiss any significant public health
risk, the test burn did show an increase in the release of many toxic
substances, including persistent bioaccumulative toxins (PBTs) like
mercury.
According to the EPA, PBTs are of special concern because they last
in the environment and concentrate in living tissue, passing up the
food chain. In addition, they transfer easily from air to water to land.
They pose a significant risk to human health and ecosystems and
endure in the environment for generations.
Toxins that showed an increase in the tire test burn include: lead,
mercury, arsenic, chromium VI, cadmium, barium, zinc and benzene.
Even with the increases, the levels present during the test were well
within EPA limits.
But opponents of tire burning dispute the conclusion that the increases
pose no health threat. They say there is no such thing as a safe increase
when it comes to PBTs. Ken Dobbs points to the higher amount of
mercury, which he says will result in an additional 2,145 grams of
mercury making its way into the environment annually, where it will
stay for decades. He cites an EPA report that states one gram of
mercury can contaminate a 20-acre lake.
"That's enough to contaminate more than 2,000 20-acre lakes each
year," he says.
He also claims the test results are the product of a test burn conducted
under the best possible conditions and that, given Cemex's history, the
results are bound to deteriorate when state officials are not watching.
Lawsuit landmine

Whether Cemex is allowed to burn tires is up to Boulder County, at
least initially. It's a decision county officials perhaps wish they didn't
have to face.
In 1989, the county issued a special use permit to the plant to allow it
to burn scrap tires, which the plant did between 1990 and 1993. The
company has not burned tires since then.
In Sept. 1996, the county revised land use codes to make any special
use permit that has not been used for a period of five years invalid.
Those who oppose tire burning say Cemex's special use permit
expired in Sept. 2001, five years after the code revision was passed.
But Cemex argues the permit is still valid. In a letter to the county land
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use department, Cemex representatives claim that Cemex's intention
to use tires as fuel, its corporate planning regarding the burning of tires
and its consulting on the issue ought to be enough to keep the permit
alive.
The letter, dated April 10, also makes it clear that Cemex could sue the
county should county officials declare the permit expired.
County Commissioner Paul Danish says the permit issue will likely
end up in court.
"There will probably be a lawsuit from citizens if we find the permit
has not lapsed, and there will probably be a lawsuit from Cemex if we
find that it has," he says. "This is a fine example of why land use isn't
rocket science, it's just hard."
The permit question has already been the subject of one as-yet
unresolved lawsuit. In October 2002, the Sierra Club sued the county
land use department, arguing that land use officials violated state law
and county land-use codes by allowing tire burning at Cemex. District
Court Judge Roxanne Bailin ruled that, if Cemex truly had not burned
tires for a five-year period, the permit had lapsed. She remanded the
case to the County Board of Adjustments, which will decide on Sept. 3
whether a five-year period of inactivity took place.
Ken Dobbs and Cargill say they're suspicious of the county's motives
in supporting Cemex's position on the special use permit.
"Knowing everything the cement plant has done in the past, why is it
(Cemex) continues to get everything it asks for from the county and
the state?" Dobbs asks. "I don't know what to call that but preferential
treatment. "
The county's alleged motive for such preferential treatment is
open-space land, Cargill and Dobbs say.
They point to a couple of key transactions as evidence. The first
occurred in 1989, shortly before Cemex, then Southdown, applied for
the original permit to burn tires. At that time, the company donated a
480-acre parcel, called Indian Mountain, to the county.
Then, shortly after the cement plant announced its plans to begin
burning tires again, it finally concluded a deal with the county over
1,600 acres known as Dow Flats. A county official was quoted in a
local paper at the time as saying the county had been trying for a long
time to purchase the land but hadn't been able to work out the details.
"They apply for a permit, and all of a sudden this deal that's been
difficult to work out falls into place," Dobbs says. "It's very interesting
timing."
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Cargill agrees.
"Boulder County has a vested interest in acquiring land from the
cement plant," he says. "We don't think they're being objective about
the burning."
Ron Stewart, a long-time county commissioner and director of Parks
and Open Space, says Dobbs' and Cargill's theory are completely off
the mark.
"I think that's just bunk," he says. "Would they prefer we hadn't added
the land as open space?"
Stewart says the county's mission to acquire land does not impact its
regulatory responsibilities or judgment.
But neighborhood activists say they have proof the county doesn't
always do its job where the cement plant is concerned.
County land use documents unearthed by Ken and Mary Dobbs reveal
that the plant, when owned by Southwestern Portland Cement,
informed county officials in August 1988 that it wanted to burn waste
oil and solvents for fuel, together with tires. According to the memo,
plant officials were told they would need to apply for a special-use
permit.
In December 1990, a concerned county official wrote to the Colorado
Department of Health to inform them that the plant was burning waste
oil, solvents and other contaminants as fuel-without the required
permit. Plant representatives were again told they needed to get a
permit.
Two months later, the company submitted an incomplete permit
application, omitting data on the amount of waste oil being burned and
estimated emissions. A memo states that the county had learned the
plant had been burning waste oil and solvents as far back as 1975 for
an estimated total of almost 90 million gallons.
The issue was brought to the attention of numerous county officials in
March 1991 by a concerned citizen, who sent letters to the county
commissioners, state senators and representatives, the county attorney
and land use officials. Yet no action was taken against the plant.
Rather than complete the permit process, the plant ceased burning
waste oil after discovering the 100,OOO-gallon tank they used to store
the toxic liquids was leaking.
"That's a tremendous amount of gallons," Ken Dobbs says. "How can
all of this be done and the state and county know about it and nothing
be done?"
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The government's inaction is the smoking gun that proves state and
county officials can't be trusted to keep tabs on Cemex, he says.
"It has ended up in the lap of the cOlllinwlity to protect itself," he says.
"I don't have faith in our county government at this point."
Mary Dobbs says she'd be only too happy to see this six-year battle
come to an end. Confronting the cement plant has turned her and her
husband and neighbors into part-time investigators and has eaten up
-literally thousands of hours, she says.
A row of file cabinets in Cargill's living room testify to the amount of
documentation he and other neighborhood activists have acquired over
the years.
"We don't want to be doing this," says Ken Dobbs. "We have lives to
live, and this consumes our lives. (Cemex) has a vested interest in
burning tires. They're going to save millions of dollars. All we're
trying to do is protect our health."
Respond: _.Ietters:l1i boulderweeklv.com
._._.
.~_:L.
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News Alert!

Press Release
April 8, 2003
For further information contact:
Anne Hedges (MEIC) 594-2457 or 443-2520
www.NoToxicBurning.org

Study Finds State Health Assessment Inadequate
The State of Montana has failed to adequately assess the health effects of tire burning at the Holcim, Inc. cement
plant near Three Forks, according to a recent study by a professor at the Boston University School of Public
Health.
The study’s conclusions have prompted citizen groups to request the state to conduct a more complete assessment
of the hazards of tire burning. “In light of these findings and the serious health risks dioxins pose, the state needs
to complete an Environmental Impact Statement on Holcim’s tire burning plan.” said Anne Hedges of the
Montana Environmental Information Center (MEIC).
The Montana Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) recently issued Holcim, Inc. a Draft Air Quality
Permit to burn whole waste tires. The draft permit would allow the cement plant to burn up to 1,137,539 tires per
year or approximately 3100 per day.
Cement plants are among the largest producers of dioxin in the United States. Studies show that burning tires in
cement kilns leads to significantly increased emissions of dioxins, furans and heavy metals. Many health
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problems are associated with these substances including reproductive impairment, developmental
cancer.

Montanans Against Toxic Burning and the Montana Environmental Information Center contracted with Dr. Tom
Webster of Boston University’s School of Public Health to review the health risk assessment of the proposed tire
burning. Dr. Webster, D.Sc., is one of the country’s leading experts on dioxins, and has served on the USEPA’s
Dioxin Peer Review/Risk Characterization Committee. Dr. Webster conclusions were:
1. The scope of the assessment is much too small and the uncertainty of the risks is underestimated.
2. Lifetime cancer risks from dioxin exceed the limit for negligible risk.
3. Background exposure to dioxins is not properly taken into account in examining non-cancer health effects
of dioxins.
4. Risks from dioxin in beef and milk are significantly underestimated.
Despite the health risks, DEQ has classified the potential physical and biological effects on air quality as "minor".
They have classified the social and economic effects on human health and agricultural production as "minor".
And at this point, they have recommended against completing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
“The Draft Air Quality Permit has some serious weaknesses. The state has ignored most of the comments and
concerns voiced by citizens, health professionals, engineers and others over the past year. This report confirms
that some of these health-related concerns are well founded,” said Kris Thomas of MATB.
The Webster report clearly shows that Holcim failed to adequately assess the health risks. DEQ accepted the
assessment without a thorough review and issued a draft permit on the basis of this flawed information. And to
complicate the matter, the air dispersion modeling, which is the foundation for the health risk assessment, used
weather data from the Great Falls Airport and does not accurately reflect air dispersion at Trident and in the
Gallatin Valley.
The DEQ will be accepting public comment on the draft permit through Friday, May 9th. They will be also
holding a public hearing on this issue on Tuesday, April 29th, 7 p.m. at the Manhattan School.
Click Here to read the full report, "Review of the Health Risk Assessment for the Holcim, Inc. Cement Plant at
Trident, Montana by Thomas F. Webster, D.Sc., Assistant Professor of Environmental Health at Boston
University School of Public Health. (It is a 122K Acrobat .pdf file)
-End-

Montanas Against Toxic Burning (MATB)
PO Box 1082, Bozeman, MT 59771 www.NoToxicBurning.org message phone 585-4217

http://www.notoxicburning.org/press0303.html (2 of 3)
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States, Enviros Sue EPA Over Cement Factory Emissions
ALBANY, New York, February 20, 2007 (ENS) - New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo
today announced a multi-state legal challenge to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
EPA, for adopting a rule that refuses to regulate mercury and other pollutants from existing
portland cement plants.
The states seek to have a federal court overturn the rule by finding that it violates the Clean Air
Act.
A petition, signed by nine states, was filed today in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit. The states joining New York in the petition are Connecticut, Delaware,
Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
Portland cement is the primary cement used in building projects and road construction. It is
produced throughout the United States. Collectively, these cement plants are a major source of
mercury emissions nationwide.
The federal Clean Air Act requires the EPA to s~t standards for various hazardous air pollutants,
including mercury, based on the performance of the cleanest 12 percent of existing plants.
The EPA's rule would exempt existing portland cement plants from having to do anything to
lower their emissions of mercury and other hazardous air pollutants.
The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) refusal to set emission standards for portland
cement plants leaves a significant source of mercury pollution in the United States umegulated.
Mercury in the environment is blamed for neurological disorders, learning disabilities, and, in
certain high dosage cases, even death. Recent studies suggest that mercury exposure may also
contribute to adult cardiovascular problems. In addition, mercury contamination in many water
bodies has led to the issuance of fish consumption advisories across New York State.
This will be the second time that the EPA has been challenged over its failure to set mercury
pollution standards for the portland cement industry. In 2000, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit directed the EPA to set mercury standards. The EPA has since
. ignored the court's ruling.
"It is shameful that the Bush Administration's EPA continues to abdicate its responsibility to
protect public health and the environment. This coalition of states is resorting to the federal
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courts in an effort to compel the EPA to follow the law and establish limits for the most
dangerous pollutants," said Cuomo.
"This is just another instance in a long line of examples of the Bush Administration caving to
industry lobbyists at the expense of the health concerns of ordinary citizens."
On Friday in the same court, environmentalists brought their own lawsuit against the EPA for its
latest refusal to limit cement kilns' mercury emissions.
Earthjustice is representing Sierra Club, the Texas group Downwinders At Risk, the Huron
Environmental Activist League from Michigan, Friends of Hudson from New York, California's
Desert Citizens Against Pollution, and Montanans Against Toxic Burning in the lawsuit.
"Once again the EPA has failed to put public health first," said Carl Pope, Sierra Club executive
director. "The agency ignored the law. They have ignored the courts and they have ignored
public health for too long."
The agency estimates that 118 cement kilns emit over 11,000 pounds of mercury each year,
making cement kilns one of the largest sources of mercury pollution.
The nation's single largest mercury polluter of any kind is a cement kiln in southern California,
which emitted over 2,500 pounds of mercury in 2004.
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http://ens-newswire.com/ens/apr200l/2001-04-24-06.asp

Environmental Justice Issues Force Cement Plant to Close
By Cat Lazaroff

CAMDEN, New Jersey, April 24, 2001 (ENS) - In a precedent setting environmental justice
decision, a federal judge has halted operations at a New Jersey cement plant, saying toxic
emissions from the facility would harm nearby residents and violate their civil rights. The plant
was officially dedicated last March by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Administrator
Christie Whitman, then New Jersey's governor.
On April 19, Federal District Court Judge Stephen Orlofsky granted a motion for a temporary
injunction prohibiting St. Lawrence Cement Co. from beginning operations of its $50 million
cement manufacturing facility in Camden, New Jersey.
The Court found that the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) had
violated the civil rights of the African-American and Hispanic residents, who comprise 90
percent of the residents in the census tract where the SLC facility is located, when the agency
issued a permit to the plant.
Orlofsky also said the state DEP failed to consider the cumulative threat posed by pollution from
industrial sources already located in the primarily minority community.
"Much of what this case is about is what the NJDEP failed to consider," Orlofsky wrote. "It did
not consider the pre-existing poor health of the residents of Waterfront South, nor did it consider
the cumulative environmental burden already borne by this impoverished community. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, the NJDEP failed to consider the racial and ethnic composition of
the population of Waterfront South."
Orlofsky's 120 page ruling orders the plant, built by the St. Lawrence Cement Group of
Montreal, to be closed for 30 days, during which the DEP must complete a full review of the air
pollution permits issued to the facility. The closure is projected to cost St. Lawrence up to
$200,000 a week.
Amy Collings, spokeswoman for the DEP, said the department will review the decision with the
help of the state attorney general's office before deciding whether to appeal the decision.
St. Lawrence Cement said in a statement that it will appeal the judge's ruling..
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"We are confident in our investment and proud of the integrity with which our company
submitted to extensive environmental review, engaged in substantial outreach and responded to
community concerns," said Patrick Doberge, president of St. Lawrence, in the statement.
The ruling came in a case filed February 14 by South Camden Citizens in Action, a community
group formed by local residents who worried that the cement plant would increase their health
risks by adding to the already polluted air in the region.
The Waterfront South neighborhood that houses the plant also contains the region's largest trash
incinerator, a power plant, Camden County's sewage treatment plant, and two Superfund sites,
including one contaminated with radioactive thorium.
The neighborhood's 2,100 residents earn a median household income of $15,000, less than one
fourth of the $67,000 statewide median. About 90 percent of the residents are from racial or
ethnic minorities.
Despite the pollution burden the region is already carrying, the DEP awarded St. Lawrence
permits to emit 60 tons of air pollution each year. That amount does not include the emissions
from an estimated 77,000 trucks expected to visit the plant each year.
In his ruling, Orlofsky said the state failed to follow its own rules about locating polluting
industries in poor or minority neighborhoods. The DEP also violated permitting rules established
under Title VI ofthe federal Civil Rights Act.

"It is the Court's understanding that none of the policies or procedures referred to [by lawyers for
the State] have been implemented," Orlofsky wrote. "Indeed, when asked if she had any
understanding of New Jersey's Environmental Equity Program, Dr. [Iclal] Atay, chief of the
NJDEP's Bureau of Air Quality Control and Hearing Officer for the SLC permit, stated that she
had 'none."'
Olga Pomar, the Camden Legal Services attorney who filed the suit on behalf of 10 Waterfront
South residents, called the judge's opinion "unprecedented." Legal experts said the case is the
first to overturn pollution permits on the basis of environmental justice principles, which state
that polluting industries should not be overly represented in minority or poor communities.
The case could set a legal precedent requiring environmental regulators to consider the
cumulative impacts of polluting industries, as well as the traffic they will draw, before issuing
emissions permits.
In making his decision, Orlofsky cited a study that concluded that largely minority
neighborhoods in New Jersey contain twice as many polluting industries as white communities.
"In the state of New Jersey there is 'a strong, highly statistically significant, and disturbing
pattern of association between the racial and ethnic composition of communities, the number of
EPA regulated facilities, and the number of facilities with air permits,'" said Orlofsky, quoting a
passage from the study by Michel Gelobter.
-
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Orlofsky's decision could reflect badly on the environmental record of EPA Administrator
Christie Whitman, who attended the plant's groundbreaking in March 2000 as governor of New
Jersey. In her new position, Whitman has touted her record of reducing pollutant emissions in the
state.
Questions about her commitment to environmental justice were raised in her Senate confirmation
hearings by Senator Harry Reid, a Nevada Democrat. Whitman told the Senate's Environment
and Public Works Committee that no community should be "singled out" to be "dumped on."
But Reid said after the hearing that Whitman had been "very non-committal" on the
environmental justice issue, and "gave herselflots of wiggle room."
EPA spokeswoman Mary Helen Cervantes said Whitman has not yet commented on the ruling.
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Plant's permit revoked
BYLINE: JAMES ELI SHIFFER, STAFF WRITER
SECTION: NEWS; Pg. A3
LENGTH: 501 words

State regulators have revoked an environmental permit for Carolina Solite - the state's largest burner of hazardous
waste - after learning there is much less land separating neighbors from the plant's smokestacks than inspectors had
been led to believe.
Alan Klimek, director of the state's Division of Air Quality, informed Carolina Solite in a letter Tuesday that it had
60 days to shut down its factory in Stanly County or file an appeal. The state's action came after revelations that
Carolina Solite's state air emissions permit issued June 13 was based on a map that showed the plant's property to be
twice as large as it really is.
Jon Jewett, Solite Corp.'s vice president for legal and regulatory affairs, said the discrepancy was the mistake of a
surveyor who bungled some data entry seven years ago. The company plans to submit correct data to receive an updated
permit, he said.
In the meantime, the public faces no risk from the plant, because its emissions are far lower than what even its state
permit allows, he said.

"It would take a very unlikely concurrence of events in order to have any actual health risk," Jewett said.
But the mistake means that over 700 acres of property adjoining the plant, situated in a rural area about 50 miles
east of Charlotte, have been subject to air emissions that were supposed to be contained within the boundaries of the
company's property, state officials said. And some environmentalists Wednesday urged the state to stop the plant from
burning more waste.
State officials said Wednesday they did not know whether residents there have been exposed to any elevated levels
of pollutants from the plant's smokestacks.
Owned by the Richmond, Va.-based Solite Corp., the Carolina Solite plant has manufactured a construction
aggregate used in highway foundations and cinder blocks since 1953. Fourteen years ago, it started substituting
industrial solvents and other hazardous waste for some of its fuel - a type of incineration that is aJlowed under current
federal guidelines, even though it releases toxins such as mercury, arsenic and cadmium into the air.
"I do applaud the state for taking this action and ... [requiring] this facility to be responsible for their actions," said
Joann Almond, a local property owner who leads a Stanly County citizens' group fighting the plant. Almond and others
say that emissions have sickened some of the plant's neighbors, a claim the company has denied.
"To me this situation is far too serious to take chances of making a mistake of this magnitude and putting the
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citizens' health at further risk and damaging the environment is just totally unacceptable," she said.
The N.C. Waste Awareness and Reduction Network, said Wednesday that it would continue its legal efforts to end
Solite's burning of hazardous waste.
Jewett said that despite Tuesday's setback, the company would appeal the permit revocation. "We will obviously do
what's necessary to keep the plant in operation," he said.
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Incineration of Hazardous Waste
In Cement and Aggregate Kilns:

The Carolina Solite Tragedy
Spring, 1993

Published by the Clean Wate:r FIIDd of North Carolina

Fighting the Incinerator
Health, Safety, and a Clean Environment
'f have smeUed it. r know how it Castes. rvc
leen it fill In my yard, La my gardell, on my cars.
['ve seen ch.iJdren waiting for the school bus
while black clouds billowed from the Cllmpany
moo. You can call it hazardous waste. [ call it
black death: s.ays Joann Almond of Aquadale,
NC. She has good reasons to be Cllacerned.
SOmetime after lOp'(), Cuoen. SOUle began
[0 bum large a.caOUGts of hazardous waste La aggregate lUlru near AquadaJe. Soon. waste geaerJeors across tbe co:'ntry were paying So ute's subsidiary Oldover to coile..; their wasce.
Oldover 'resells' the waste to Carolina Solite
as 'fuel: Solite profits [rom tbi.s. Still. what i5
good for Soute might not be good for the coun(,,:,side.
SaIety of Icx:a.I residents doc='t s=m to be •
comp"-"y priority. Residents of AquadaJe complain that ash fallout from Solite has left oily
residues on garden vegetables and dam.ged
au,omobilc ~air". r~", odc·-:, from Soure keep
cbem awake, and thac they suffer fron:.
bcadaches.. nausea. or allergies when exposed 10
che fumes. And SLac.= So lite bas contamLaated
groundwater under its site, SC~e ·:iciu,,-, now
'';''Gn j a:','~U( ~ci.r

we:ls.

Worker s.afcty doesn't seem to be a company
priority either. At Oldover In 1990, state In.specCors discovered thar a shower and eyewaili starion for emergency decontamination of employees had not been prnperly tested or msintsined
and did not work properly. (nspeelOrs also di5covered thac Oldover had no emergency evacua.
cion plan [or employees and could not produ""
records of requiIed employee training.

So lite's
employees
have complained that
hoses broke and sprayed
them with the 'fu"V
that the 'fuel" burned
their ilin, that their
stomach gas began to
smeU lilee the '!ile~' and
that mist from Solite's
scaoo caused blisters.
The
NC
labor
C:epartment thinks that
kil.a operators are c;J:.
posed 10 high levels of
heavy metals. And in
1989, the FederaJ Min-_
Lng Safery and Health
Adrnlo.istratioCi cited the
company [or at least 51
safery v;<Jlatioos and [ssued at least
four
stopwork orders. "This
CI..lJlinl Solile:
place i5 a mess,' In""lJ(C in NOr1h
spectors
ooted;
not
no! surprisingly, a foUow-up vtSlt LQ early tm
uncovered at least 18 additional violation..!.

-----

FoamLag after it leaves Solite property, the
Upper Long Branch ao longer supports fish. fluoride has damaged some locaJ pLae trees..
'They said it was s.afe and we shouldn'l wOrt)'.
Only a few people would ~r our qUe>tions.
And what we did learn, we didn't like at all.
'We just Cllulda't let them get away with it.
Whea we went 10 the state for help, we only got a

hJ..j burned millions of pound.! of IUllrdou!l
Cuolin:l; soon they will bum even morc.

C'UL-around,' >ays Almand. 'Rv wc'U seop co coo
We'U slOp them ourselves.'

.:<.:::::::i~:tll:::J:r", "

..

kGROON'C\lIATER
POLLVT10N

Our Concerns
DIrt)' and unrell.ble, lndustriaJ furna~ were
not designed to s.>fely destroy hazanJnu3 ,",sCe.
D.nguou3 chemicals form when hazardous
waste bUI1lS. These may include the poi50n gas
phosgene used La World War l. Dlo:dn3 may
synthesiu when furnace vapors coadelUC oa
cooler flue surface>.
Chlorine compound.! do aot all burn. But
they do .ceum ula t.e in a.ni.maJ rats like meat or
~ And they IXnlst La huna3n tissue.
Companies drip, dump, 1041<, spill. Spl'3h,
and vaporize hazardous waste - then claim
99.99% destruction. Toxies reappear in sir and
soil, rivers and ",ells.
Will your ",,=U be a safe source of water La the
furure for your chlldrea and gnJlnlchlldren7
Flsh may dis.appeJ.! from rivers. Agricult.urlll
land may be damaged. Uye:stock may become
sick.

N.tural ~OUn:-e3 ,""e ruined and recrutfnn
sites arc 10sL Pt-olXrty vslues decline•.
. Workers aad aelghhors may be ~sed to
h04 Y)' metals like lead and cadrn iuna ,
carcinogens like benune and dioxin, radJo.etlve
dusts and other hazardous Cllntamlnahts.
Carolina So lite i5 near our elementary school.
Cancer clusters and neurological dJsorden
CUl appear ncar lnOnerotors. Corroslye gases
cause lung daJjlage In old and young. Effects may
not be evident until yean later.
Products manufactUred with hazardous waste
'fuel' could include toxic chemic:ili that cause
pollutlon.
G<nulne recycling becomes ever more important as known 011 reservcs disappear. We
mesuse -our limit'ed mmeral wc:uth b-y burning
octrochemic.ili that could be clO4ned and reused.

America n~ds rca I so/ullon3. We need real
no( sham recycling. We aced lndusenes
that make less h=dous waste, not cbose chat
burn and dunap La small commun.ities_ We need
e.aYironmental pollcles based on selenc,,- nne on
politics.
~lng,

On the inside.,.

Hold Your Breath' It's Ihe Law'
Former Employees Teslify
IncineralOrs Emil Deadly II;[ <:{(lls...
and more
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Our VIEW

Just say 'NO!'
~eystone's

rilishap proves the DEP must
not expand its hazardous-waste permit.

here was no sonic boom from the "nonincident" at Keystone Cement Co. on Monday, Instead, the sound after a l0-hour
,
emergency-response siege was that of an
.' entire community exhaling: One of Keystone's haz'. ,'mous-waste storage tanks overheated but didn't go
. -critical. The mass evacuation of a one-mile area
and closure of roads in and around the East Allen
Township plant 1l.!!llJunted to a: huge inconvenience
and not a catast'ophe.
First, let's credit the yeomali efforts tha~ w~re
turned in. The emergency response system worked
because a plan was in place, because it had been
rehearsed, and because it was carried out efficiently and decisively. That's a strong testament to
the East Allen Township Fire Co., the Colonial Regional Police, school officials and countless others
who mobilized quickly and erred on the side of
caution to get people out of harm's way.
And yes: Kudos to Keystone officials, who made
the right call, for which they will be secondguessed and criticized, knowing that any incident
right now is going to show up as "Exhibit A" in
their ongoing attempt to expand the company's hazardous-waste burning permit with the state Department of Environmental Protection.
From the company's viewpoint, the temptation is
strong to say: The system worked. No one was
harmed. There was no spark or source of ignition
to ignite volatile fumes in the tank, thank God.
From the viewpoint of anyone living within 20
miles, the question is: How did such a high-tech,
regulated system come to the point that the danger
was detected by an employee feeling a pipe and
noticing it was suspiciously warm?
And to a lesser degree, even if thiS turns out to
be something that didn't approach a meltdown, how
often are two schools and most of the entire Bath
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As of Tuesday night, Keystone officlals were still
investigating to determine the cause of the overheated tank, which, had it ignited, posed the potential for 1) a massive explosion that could've severely injured or killed company employees and
emergency workers at the scene, and 2) sent off a
cloud of vapor that might well have demonstrated
the worst possible calamity from living with a hazardous·waste-burning cement kiln on the outskirts
of Pennsylvania's third-largest metropolitan area.
The DEP is investigating, and state Reps. Craig
Dally and Len Gruppo have called for a suspension
of the review of Keystone's request for an expanded permit. That process was headed for a public hearing early next year, but now probably will
be delayed. Keystone is seeking to increase greatly
the rate of its hazardous waste burning.
DEP's answer to Keystone must be an emphatic
"NO." Until Monday, the case for rejection was still
based largely on the long-term unknowns connected
with hazardous waste burning. We simply don't
know the possibilities, despite the health-risk assessment that a consultant conducted for Keystone
earlierthi~ . Year, ·which concluded there is minima!
ris~ <Interestingly, that study didn't rate tP.<:: odds
on the typeo! tank explosion that had eVE:ryone
worried .on Monday because the potential r~r such
an explosion was considered negligible,)
Again, thank you to those who performed so well
in a pressure-filled situation. And in a perverted
way, thanks to the forces that brought us to this
brink and safely. delivered us, because one of the
unknowns of living with Keystone. one of the unthinkables, is now known to be a possibility and a
threat to the health aad safety of tens of thousands
of residents. That uncertainty is what many, many
people feel in their gut but could never prove
through scientific analysis, even if they had the
money to pay a consultant to make an eloquent argument for it. Alas, Keystone has supplied a strong
niece of evidence that counters its own claim of
relative risk-free living near the plant.
DEP must take heed, and not let emotion sway
this decision. Do the necessary homework. Cond lict
the hearings. Consider the events of Dec. 8, 1997,
along with Keystone's previous track record.
The record says NO.

...,.
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Voluntary shutdovm at
, .'. "'~..F'

Keys~,:9pe

now mandatory

The company can't bum hazardous-waste

fuels while the state conducts a probe.
. By JULIA BAUER

The Express·Times
E. ALLUI TWP. - Key~tane
Cement Ca.·a voluntary ahul·
dawn o( III hazardoua·waste
(\Jel .y~lem~ became mandatory

Wedne3day by order or s\.ale en·
vironmental amcial3.
T.he company was told haurd·
ous·waste fuel. can't .be bum~.
trucked In or connected \0 the
plant·, two Idlna until a learn of
experU !Tom the ,tate Depar1'
tIllat or Envlranm~nlal Pratee·
lion dluec(j Monday'a brush
...lIh disaster, DEP 3pokesman
}hrk Carmon said.
A JO.lXJO.gallon lank posed a
dlullrou. explosIon risk when
l<Imelhlng caused ItJ 5,000 gailonl o( blended hazardau~.
wute lUel~ to heal up and pre3lurile Monday mOr-1lng, 3ald
Thomas G. Miller, pro(e~so~
emerltus a( chemJatry alLAhlgh
Unlver3lty.
'::
"Pre3surfted lana that explode rele&se '8 tremen~ou.
amount or vapor,"' M.lll-e'r uld
"and the nrebalf Ca.n1DU8;lroo~
Just Ilke a bomb."
He likened It 10 a ~uollne
tank explaalon. ':''':'
PI re ng.hten "(oTka<! lhrough.
out the day to 00'''' down the
•

0

••

:'

',..

maulv. tank to fOrutall 1.0 ex.
plo,lon ... hll. poll~ tra<'Uat(1J
scbools.. Joealor cl~ aplrt.
menu Uld ruldealJ eX of!(hboring Blth. fU>&d.l 111 UH c-om'1unlly ........ bl.rrk-..k<l during
'')e II·hour crUU.
1'10\17, I serles of ID~llo(lJ
9~ llartJng tJlIl C»<Ild I~II
Irouble (or Ke,Tt~·. cooL-o'.r,lal Ule o( huudcw .... 111~
(\Jell - a 57-variety chemical
lOUp that can Include conlami·
nated cleaning solvents, used
molor oil., and paint.
"11'5 a region·wide issue, not
Just a 8ath Issue," Carmon said.
"This is going 10 be a priority ill·
\'cstigalion herc."
Carmon said the DE? learn
...111 que,tlon - and perhaps
Pleas. sae KEYSTONE IA·2

KEYSTONE
Continued from A-I

visit":"" two New Jersey suppll·
ers which blend the used solvents. It wlll also examine em·
ployee procedures, equipment,
and systems before answers are
ready for some laugh questions.
"We'll consider, 'What 1s the
company's future in relation·
ship to the use of this material
in the future?'" Cannon said.
"Can lhey certify to our satisfac·
tion that they can operate safely
and in compliance?
"They have not shown that ob·
viously as of Monday."
The accident Is overshadowing Keystone's quest to use 45
percent more hazardous-waste
fuel to melt cement rock in its
kilns. The permit would allow
Keystone to use the liquid waste
fuel for 75 percent of Its heating
needs, instead bf50 percent.
Since the early 1900s, Key·
~tone

has held pe,mll3 to burn

57 types of liquid hazardous

wastes and to construct six more
30,QOO-gallon tanks if needed,
said Michael Luyblt, vice presioent of envlronmp<d&-. ~:Ia!n.
The plant relies (in two 15,COOgallon tanks and lwo 30, DOO-g a thn tanks now.
Until the disaster investigation ends, Keystone has to burn
c')al to stay in business - 400
luns a day, Luybli f.stimaled.
He was hoping ;'or quick an·
swers to Monday's crlsis.
"You can't hurry lhese experts," Luybli said af1er the second day wilh r~:searChers. "I
tried that. It doesn't work."

One expert who opposes Key.
stone's hazardous-waste fuel operation, St. Lawrence Unlversily chemist Pa':! Connett, is
studying the com[lany's S50Q,OOO
hl'illth risk study for thIs area's
PTA Environmental CoalitiQn.
,-\ prerequisite for lhe pendinJ5 permi~ the massive study
was supp~e:d to measure the
healthrtsk for one person !lving
downwlnd fr()m the plant. .
But its "chapter on catastrophes iXlpped a scenario for a
lank exploalon such as the one
feared Monday - too un!lkely,
the report stated.

"They said this was extremely
unlikely to huppc-.n," Connett
said. "They were wrong.
"Fortunately, no one was
killed because they were
wrong." ,
Connett .critlcized the plant's
proximlty to George Wolf and
Sacred
H,:,art
elementary
,schools, 1m than \h-mlle from
the bau.motu-waste fuel tankS..
"You - jurt cannot operate
burning hauroous-waste fuels
30 c!036 to <l 3cho\\I," Connett.
said WedneJ!day. "I don't think
any chIld In the U.S. should go
to &chool with that possibilttY
hanging over them."
-
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The Greene E'nvironmental Coalition
80x 266, Ydlow Springs, Ohio 45387
513-767-2109/513 -767 -1004

Citizens Cement Environmental Victory

For Immediate Release
December 12, 1994

\'I
Contact:

Bruce Cornett I Michael Jones 513-767-2109 I 513-767-1004
Robert Shostak 614-593-5828

After a bitter 4 112 year s~;Llggle, the Greene Environmental Coalition and Sourhdown,
Inc. today announced an agreement resolving many of rhe differences between them. The
settlement, signed by offic::ers of the C':)aliti0n a.nd Sou,hdown, c.nd by t:-leir 8.~cor:,':;jS,
resulted from discussions initiated la::t week by Southdown Executive VP and

Ge;~ei'al

Counsel Edgar Marston.
The settlement terms provide many benefits for the community. Southdown has pledged:
Never to bum or store hazardous waste at its Ohio facility;
To bind any future owner of the facility not to bum or store hazardous waste,
•

To dispose of cement kiln dust only in properly secured, permitted landfills which will
not pose a threat to the environment;
To promptly fence a local cement kiln dust landfill site and control air dispersion of

c
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dust from the site; and

•

To make a compensatory payment of $110,OOO.to the Coalition, which will be used
.to ensure the continued operation of the Coalition's office and payment of legal fees.
The Coalition intends to continue its work to protect human health and the
environment. The Coalition is a non-profit organization staffed entirely by volunteers.

The Coalition, in tum, has agreed:
Not

to

oppose Southdown's formal withdrawal of its waste stor age and handling

permit application to the Ohi0 Iiazardous Waste Facility Board (HWFB). ffiVFB had
previously denied the pennit with harsh criticism of Southdown. Copies of the
c:omplete proceedings will remain available to the
To aUow Southdown a 24 month period

jn.

~ublil~

which to \'/ork out liability with USX Corp.

regarding cleanup of cement kiln dust landfills. During this period, work will continue
to plan for and begin remediation, appraising the Coalition of all activities. If, after
that time, no acceptable remediation of the landfill is in progress, the Coalition will
renew its suit against the parties.

No agreement was reached concerning the Company's plans to renew the burning of tires
at its cement kilns. The Coalition continues to oppose this practice.

c
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"After the struggle we have been through, this settlement is deeply gratifying," said TIrllce
Comett of the Coalition. "It vindicates all those who have worked so hard for this
community. "
"This battle was all about the health and safety of people. The agreement signed today
will help ensure that for generations," said Dtana Jackson.
"This settlement has nationallmplications," said Michael Jones. "this is the firs! restrictive
covenant that runs with the [and prohibiting the storing or burning of hazardous waste.
We have bound the deed and it can never be changed.
Ellis Jacobs of the Coalition considered the lessons teamed from the conclusion to this
bitterly fought struggle. "Never give up. Neither wealthy and powerfiJI corporatiai1s, noi"
complacent government agencies, are any match for well-infonned, engaged and vocal
citizens. As Margaret Mead once said, 'Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it's the only thing that evtf has.'"

c

“CHEJ is the strongest environmental organization
today – the one that is making the greatest impact
on changing the way our society does business.”
						

Ralph Nader

“CHEJ has been a pioneer nationally in alerting
parents to the environmental hazards that can
affect the health of their children.”
					

New York, New York

“Again, thank you for all that you do for us out here.
I would have given up a long time ago if I had not
connected with CHEJ!”
				

Claremont, New Hampshire

Center for Health, Environment & Justice
P.O. Box 6806, Falls Church, VA 22040-6806
703-237-2249 chej@chej.org www.chej.org

